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Abstract

Boundary effects in mixed and ionic conductors and in particular space charge layer (SCL)effects are a major field of research in solid state ionics since they are known to strongly affectthe electrical transport properties of the materials. In particular, in this study the boundaryeffects of cerium oxide were investigated which due to its high ionic conductivity is a material oflarge relevance for a wide range of applications such as solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), oxygenmembranes and catalysis. Here the thin film geometry was applied which offers the advantageof a usually well defined microstructure allowing to access effects at both the film-substrateinterface (FSI) and the grain boundaries (GBs).
The cerium oxide thin films were grown with pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on varioussubstrates: Al2O3 <0001>, Al2O3 <1102> , SiO2 <0001> and MgO <100>. Depending on targetmaterial and growth conditions hereby thin films were prepared of (1) different dopingcontents (nominally pure, acceptor doped and donor doped), (2) different microstructures(epitaxial and nanocrystalline) and (3) different thicknesses (between 20 and 450 nm). Theirmicrostructure was characterized with X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high resolution TEM (HRTEM) and electrondiffraction. The defect chemistry and conductivity properties of the samples were investigatedwith impedance spectroscopy at various temperatures and oxygen partial pressures (pO2).Additionally, a software to numerically compute the SCL profiles and conductivity effects inceria was developed. Hereby a stepwise calculation of the electric potential, electric field andlocal concentrations was applied to solve the one-dimensional Poisson equation.
The numerical approach allowed for the determination of all relevant SCL profile characteristics(SCL potential, charge, extent, steepness, etc.) and for the correlation of them with both thematerial properties (equilibrium constants, doping, etc.) and the resulting conductivity effects.The conductivity effects were observed to be a function of not only the SCL potential and extent
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as entirely expected, but also the SCL steepness. Interestingly, in the Gouy-Chapman case theSCL extent was found to depend not only on the doping content but also weakly on the SCLpotential, in comparison with the Debye length  which is potential independent. Also, it couldbe demonstrated that the maximum value the SCL charge can reach is limited resulting in arestriction of the conductivity effects in certain cases. In particular, for strongly doped samplesin the Gouy-Chapman case the relative excess conductivity was found to be limited to smallvalues only.Notably, the numerical approach was observed to yield precise results without the use of furtherassumptions also for asymmetric and mixed cases in contrast to the well known analyticalsolutions which were observed to often produce rather unreliable results in these situations.This allowed for a test of the assumptions made in the analytical solutions which resulted in thedevelopment of improved analytical relationships to describe the effects of non-overlappingSCLs. Remarkably, the new analytical approach which is not restricted to CeO2 but generallyapplicable was observed to yield very reliable outcomes even for complex situations, such aslow potentials, asymmetric and mixed cases.
In most cases the boundary effects were found to dominate the conductivity of the investigatedceria thin films. Effects at both the film-substrate interface and at the grain boundaries wereobserved.As expected in the framework of the SCL theory no significant FSI effect was detected in stronglyacceptor doped films.In epitaxial, nominally pure CeO2 films grown on Al2O3 <0001> the conductivity was observed tobe reduced at the FSI. Qualitatively and quantitatively the observation was found to be inagreement with the SCL theory.In nanocrystalline, acceptor doped samples grown on SiO2 <0001> a significant decrease of theconductivity at the GBs was observed in accordance with a SCL potential of 0.32 ± 0.05 V at700 °C. For this set of samples furthermore a thickness dependence of the grain size wasdetected resulting in a considerable change of the conductivity with film thickness thatotherwise is the typical fingerprint of an effect at the FSI. Therefore, it could be demonstratedthat a thickness dependent conductivity in polycrystalline samples can not always be assignedto FSI effects. This finding is of relevance for a number of similar studies on interface effects.Nanocrystalline, acceptor doped films grown on Al2O3 <1102>  and MgO <100> substrates werefound to exhibit a less significant decrease of the ionic conductivity compared with the films onSiO2 <0001>. The SCL potential was observed to be decreased to a value of 0.19± 0.05 V at
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700 °C. Here it is most probably the smaller lattice mismatch between substrate and CeO2 filmwhich results in an only small misorientation of adjacent grains and, hence, less pronounced GBcore charges and SCL effects.Thin films prepared at room temperature, characterized by a nanocrystalline microstructurewith very small grains, were measured to exhibit very pronounced SCL effects. Here for acceptordoped samples the ionic conductivity was found to be decreased by three orders of magnitudecorresponding to a SCL potential of 0.30 ± 0.05 V at 300 °C (compared with 0.22 ± 0.05 V at300 °C for nanocrystalline films fabricated at 720 °C). In addition to the rather high SCLpotential most likely here the Mott-Schottky assumption of a flat dopant profile is fulfilled muchbetter resulting in a particularly strong depletion of the oxygen vacancies in the SCLs.Remarkably, for these samples the oxygen partial pressure of the onset of the electronicconductivity, the electrolytic domain boundary, was found to be shifted by 29 orders ofmagnitude compared with what is expected from an extrapolation of the literature bulk data tolow temperatures. Two superimposing effects were found to be the origin of this drastic shift:(1) The pronounced SCL effects result in a decrease of the ionic conductivity and an increase ofthe electronic conductivity which contributes to 16 orders of magnitude of the pO2 shift. This iscomparable to a recently discovered shift of the transition pO2 in nanocrystalline SrTiO3between n- and p-type conduction by 12 orders of magnitude due to SCL effects [Lupetin et al.,
Angew. Chem. Int. Edit. 49, 10123]. (2) Already in the bulk the electronic conductivity wasmeasured to be strongly increased resulting in a further shift of the pO2 by 13 orders ofmagnitude and, hence, in the observed total shift by 16 + 13 = 29 orders of magnitude. Botheffects also affect the activation energies resulting in an increase of the ionic value and adecrease of the electronic value. Notably, in this particular case the electronic activation energyfalls even below the ionic value. This resulted in the remarkable observation of an increase ofthe electronic conductivity contribution for decreasing temperatures in marked contrast to theproperties typically observed in ceria.Unexpectedly, in some of the nanocrystalline, acceptor doped or nominally pure CeO2 filmsprepared at high temperatures not only the ionic transport (due to the SCL effects mentionedabove) but also the electronic transport was found to be blocked at the GBs. This indicates that- superimposed with SCL effects - also other boundary effects on the electronic conductivity arepresent, such as changes of the reduction enthalpy and/or mobility effects.Notably, also in the donor doped CeO2 samples the electronic conductivity was observed to bedecreased at the GBs. The recorded conductivity data indicates that either a negative SCLpotential or a change of the electron mobility at the GBs is the cause of this effect. Theinvestigation could also confirm the presence of oxygen interstitial defects in donor dopedcerium oxide which was suggested in earlier studies of this barely investigated material.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Erforschung von Grenzflächeneffekten und im Speziellen von Raumladungseffekten ingemischten und ionischen Leitern ist ein bedeutendes Teilgebiet der physikalischenFestkörperchemie, insbesondere da in vielen dieser Materialien die elektrische Leitfähigkeitdurch diese Effekte dominiert wird. In dieser Studie wurden Grenzflächeneffekte in dünnenSchichten aus Ceroxid untersucht, ein Material welches aufgrund seiner hohen ionischenLeitfähigkeit von großer Bedeutung für eine Reihe von Anwendungen wieFestoxidbrennstoffzellen, Sauerstoffmembranen und die Katalyse ist. Der Vorteil der Dünn-Schicht-Geometrie ist hierbei in erster Linie die im Allgemeinen besser definierte Mikrostruktur,die es ermöglicht, sowohl die Eigenschaften der Schicht-Substrat-Grenzfläche als auch die derKorngrenzen zu untersuchen.
Hierzu wurden dünne Schichten aus Ceroxid mit gepulster Laserdeposition auf verschiedenenSubstraten präpariert: Al2O3 <0001>, Al2O3 <1102> , SiO2 <0001> und MgO <100>. InAbhängigkeit des Targetmaterials und der Wachstumsbedingungen wurden hierbei Schichtenhergestellt, welche sich durch (1) verschiedene Dotierungen (nominell rein, akzeptordotiert unddonordotiert), (2) verschiedene Mikrostrukturen (epitaktisch und nanokristallin) und (3)verschiedene Dicken (zwischen 20 und 450 nm) auszeichneten. Die Mikrostruktur der Probenwurde mit Röntgenstrukturanalyse, Rasterelektronenmikroskopie, Transmissionselektronen-mikroskopie und Elektronenbeugung charakterisiert. Die Leitfähigkeitseffekte in den dünnenSchichten und die Defektchemie des Materials wurden mittels Impedanzspektroskopie beiverschiedenen Temperaturen und Sauerstoffpartialdrücken untersucht.Zusätzlich wurde auch eine Software zur numerischen Bestimmung der Raumladungsprofileund der entsprechenden Leitfähigkeitseffekte in Ceroxid programmiert. Der hierfür verwendeteAlgorithmus zur Lösung der eindimensionalen Poisson-Gleichung beruhte auf einerschrittweisen Berechung des elektrischen Potentials, des elektrischen Felds und der lokalenDefektkonzentrationen.
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Der numerische Ansatz ermöglichte es, alle relevanten Eigenschaften der Raumladungsprofile(Raumladungspotential, -ladung, -ausdehnung, -steilheit, etc.) zu untersuchen und sowohl mitden Materialeigenschaften (Defektgleichgewichte, Dotierung, etc.) als auch den resultierendenLeitfähigkeitseffekten zu korrelieren. Hierbei konnte gezeigt werden, dass nicht nur dasPotential und die Ausdehnung der Raumladungszonen, sondern auch ihre Steilheit dieLeitfähigkeitseffekte beeinflussen. Interessanterweise und im Vergleich mit der Debyelänge ,welche keine Funktion des Raumladungspotentials ist, ergaben die numerischen Berechnungen,dass sich die Raumladungsausdehnung im Gouy-Chapman-Fall nicht nur mit dem Dotiergehalt,sondern auch leicht mit dem Raumladungspotential ändert. Des Weiteren konnte demonstriertwerden, dass der Maximalwert, den die Ladung der Raumladungszone annehmen kann,begrenzt ist und dass dies wiederum in einer starken Asymmetrie der Leitfähigkeitseffektebezüglich des Dotiergehalts und des Raumladungspotentials resultiert. Beispielsweise ergabendie Berechnungen, dass in stark akzeptordotierten Ceroxid sehr große Leitfähigkeitseffekteauftreten können, wenn das Raumladungspotential einen positiven Wert annimmt (wieexperimentell gemessen). Bei negativen Raumladungspotentialen hingegen wird dieLeitfähigkeit des gleichen Materials nur wenig beeinflusst.
Vor allen Dingen zeichnete sich der numerische Ansatz dadurch aus, auch in komplexen Fällen,wie asymmetrischen und gemischten Situationen, präzise Ergebnisse zu liefern. Mit Hilfe dernumerischen Berechnungen konnten daher die Annahmen und Vereinfachungen der vielverwendeten analytischen Näherungen getestet werden. Der Test ergab, dass sich dieGenauigkeit der analytischen Näherungen je nach Fall unterscheidet und dass sie in vielen, auchexperimentell relevanten Situationen oft nur gering ist. Insbesondere mündete der Test in derEntwicklung neuer, verbesserter analytischer Lösungen zur Beschreibung nichtüberlappenderRaumladungszonen. Der Vergleich mit den numerischen Berechnungen konnten zeigen, dassdiese Formeln (welche nicht auf Ceroxid beschränkt sondern allgemein anwendbar sind) sehrzuverlässige Ergebnisse liefern, selbst in komplizierten Situationen wie in asymmetrischen undgemischten Fällen und bei niedrigen Raumladungspotentialen.
Die experimentellen Untersuchungen ergaben, dass in dünnen Ceroxidschichten in den meistenFällen Grenzflächeneffekte die Leitfähigkeit dominieren. Sowohl Effekte an der Schicht-Substrat-Grenzfläche als auch an den Korngrenzen wurden detektiert.Wie unter Berücksichtigung der Raumladungstheorie erwartet, wurde keine wesentlichveränderte Leitfähigkeit an der Schicht-Substrat-Grenzfläche in stark akzeptordotiertenSchichten beobachtet.
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In epitaktischen, nominell reinen, auf Al2O3 <0001> gewachsenen Ceroxidschichten hingegenwurde eine deutliche Verminderung der Leitfähigkeit gemessen. Sowohl qualitativ als auchquantitativ ist dieser Effekt in Übereinstimmung mit der Raumladungstheorie.In nanokristallinen, akzeptordotierten Schichten, welche auf SiO2 <0001> präpariert wurden,konnte ein deutlicher Abfall der Leitfähigkeit an den Korngrenzen nachgewiesen werden. DieserLeitfähigkeitseffekt ließ sich auf ein Raumladungspotential an den Korngrenzen von0.32 ± 0.05 V bei 700 °C zurückführen. Bei jener Probenreihe wurde außerdem beobachtet, dassdie Leitfähigkeit mit abnehmender Schichtdicke stark sank, da die laterale Korngröße in diesemFall zunahm. Normalerweise ist solch ein Leitfähigkeitstrend ein typischer Nachweis für einenEffekt an der Schicht-Substrat-Grenzfläche. Somit konnte gezeigt werden, dass eineschichtdickenabhängige Leitfähigkeit nicht in jedem Fall einem Effekt an der Schicht-Substrat-Grenzfläche zugeordnet werden kann. Dieses Ergebnis ist von großer Relevanz für eine Reiheähnlicher Studien von Grenzflächeneffekten.Auf Al2O3 <1102>  und MgO <100> gewachsene, nanokristalline, akzeptordotierte Schichtenzeigten eine weniger stark ausgeprägte Abnahme der ionischen Leitfähigkeit im Vergleich mitden oben beschriebenen Schichten auf SiO2 <0001>. Die relativ betrachtet höhere Leitfähigkeitdieser Proben entspricht einem kleineren Raumladungspotential von 0.19 ± 0.05 V bei 700 °C.Die wahrscheinlichste Ursache für diesen Effekt ist die kleinere Gitterfehlanpassung zwischendem Substrat und der Ceroxidschicht. Diese führt zu einer nur relativ kleinen Fehlorientierungbenachbarter Körner und somit zu niedrigeren Korngrenzenkernladungen und schwächerenRaumladungseffekten.Dünne Schichten, welche bei Raumtemperatur hergestellt wurden und daher einenanokristalline Mikrostruktur mit äußerst kleinen Körnern aufwiesen, zeigten besonders starkausgeprägte Raumladungseffekte. In den so präparierten, akzeptordotierten Proben wurde einAbfall der ionischen Leitfähigkeit um drei Größenordnungen beobachtet. Dies entspricht einemRaumladungspotential von 0.30 ± 0.05 V bei 300 °C (im Vergleich mit 0.22 ± 0.05 V bei 300 °Cfür nanokristalline Proben, welche bei 720 °C hergestellt wurden). Zusätzlich zu dem rechthohen Raumladungspotential ist in diesem Fall höchstwahrscheinlich die Mott-Schottky-Näherung eines konstanten Dotierprofils besser erfüllt. Dies resultiert in einer besondersstarken Verarmung der Sauerstoffleerstellendefekte in den Raumladungszonen.Bemerkenswerterweise ergaben die Messungen, dass in diesen Proben derSauerstoffpartialdruck, bei dem die elektronische Leitfähigkeit einsetzt, um 29Größenordnungen erhöht ist (im Vergleich mit dem durch Extrapolation der Literaturdatenerwarteten Wert). Weitere Untersuchungen konnten zeigen, dass diese drastische Verschiebungauf zwei Ursachen beruht: (1) Die oben beschriebenen, besonders deutlich ausgeprägtenRaumladungseffekte resultierten in einem Abfall der ionischen und einem Anstieg der
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elektronischen Leitfähigkeit. Dieser Effekt trug 16 Größenordnungen zu der Verschiebung desSauerstoffpartialdrucks bei. Damit ist er vergleichbar mit einer unlängst beobachtetenVerschiebung des Sauerstoffpartialdrucks (am Übergang zwischen n- und p-Leitung) innanokristallinem SrTiO3 um 12 Größenordnungen, welche auf ähnlichen Raumladungseffektenbasiert [Lupetin et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Edit. 49, 10123]. (2) Bereits im Volumenanteil der CeO2-Schichten konnte eine stark erhöhte elektronische Leitfähigkeit nachgewiesen werden, die ineiner Verschiebung des Sauerstoffpartialdrucks um weitere 13 Größenordnungen resultierte(insgesamt daher eine Verschiebung um 16 + 13 = 29 Größenordnungen). Beide Effektebeeinflussten auch die Aktivierungsenergien und führten zu einem Anstieg der ionischen und zueinem Abfall der elektronischen Aktivierungsenergie. Insbesondere konnte gezeigt werden, dassin diesen speziellen Proben die elektronische Aktivierungsenergie sogar die ionischeunterschritt. Dies spiegelte sich in der außergewöhnlichen Beobachtung wieder, dass dieelektronische Überführungszahl mit sinkender Temperatur stieg, im Gegensatz zu demüblicherweise in anderen Ceroxidproben gemessen Verhalten.In einigen der nanokristallinen und akzeptordotierten (oder nominell reinen) Schichten ausCeroxid, die bei hohen Temperaturen hergestellt wurden, wurde beobachtet, dass nicht nur dieionische Leitfähigkeit, sondern unerwarteterweise auch die elektronische Leitfähigkeit an denKorngrenzen abfällt. Damit konnte gezeigt werden, dass – in Überlagerung mit denRaumladungseffekten – auch andere Grenzflächeneffekte wie eine Änderung derReduktionsenthalpie und/oder der Mobilität an den Korngrenzen die elektronische Leitfähigkeitbeeinflussen.Auch in donordotierten Ceroxid wurde ein Abfall der elektronischen Leitfähigkeit an denKorngrenzen beobachtet. Die Untersuchungen ergaben, dass in diesem Material zwei möglicheUrsachen einen solchen Leitfähigkeitsabfall bewirken konnten: (1) ein negativesRaumladungspotential und (2) eine Minderung der Elektronenmobilität. Ebenso wurde dieAnwesenheit von Sauerstoffzwischengitterdefekten, wie sie schon in früheren Studien diesesbisher kaum untersuchten Materials beobachtet wurde, bestätigt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

In this thesis space charge layer (SCL) effects in thin films of CeO2 are investigated. Hereby, themotivation of the project bases on two foundations. (1) From the basic research point of viewstudies of SCL effects in ionic and mixed conductors are of large significance and (2) theinvestigated material, cerium oxide, is particularly relevant for applications, such as fuel cells,catalysis and oxygen membranes.
1.1 Space Charge Layer Effects

Space charge layers are of major importance in both basic research and applications. Aprominent example is the wide range of modern electronics and information technology thatcompletely rests upon transistors and diodes, which base on SCLs effects. Also in ionicconductors SCLs were found to be crucial, since they are able to change their material properties(conductivity, storage capacity, etc.) considerably. The model of heterogeneous doping byMaier[1, 2] provides the general description of SCLs in ionic conductors. There are a number ofcauses inducing SCLs. Examples are charged boundary cores (as e.g. in CeO2)[3-17] andredistribution phenomena at interfaces between differently doped areas (as e.g. in diodes) orbetween different conductors.[18, 19] SCLs can be formed at both grain boundaries (GBs)[6-17, 20, 21]and heterojunctions.[19] They were found to drastically vary the electrical transport propertiesfor a wide range of materials and are able to induce conductivity changes by many orders ofmagnitude.[10, 16, 17]A material that exhibits strong boundary effects is cerium oxide. It was Chiang et al. who firstlyfound a strong increase of the electronic conductivity of nanocrystalline ceria.[3, 4] Maier andcoworkers[10, 11, 22] and Tschöpe and coworkers[6-8, 12] could show that the origin of thisenrichment of electrons at the GBs and of the corresponding depletion of oxygen vacancies areSCLs with a positive electric potential. Also other boundary effects, such as structural strain, arereported to influence the conductivity in CeO2.[23-29]
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1.2 Cerium Oxide in Applications

Ionic conductors play a key role in the worldwide challenge to develop renewable energysources and more efficient energy storages. This comprises not only novel batteries but also anumber of different fuel cell technologies. Solid oxide fuel cells[30-32] (SOFCs) are of specialinterest since in comparison with other fuel cell techniques they can be fueled not only withhydrogen but also with hydrocarbons.[33-35] This gives the advantage to avoid the problemsinherent in a hydrogen infrastructure such as H2 production, storage and transport, which atleast partially remain unsolved even today.SOFCs combine the advantage of the high energy density of hydrocarbons (in contrast tobatteries) with a much higher efficiency in comparison with internal combustion engines.Therefore, they have the potential to be applied in many fields such as (1) more efficient centralpower production, (2) distributed power production, (3) balancing of power fluctuations ofrenewable energy sources (in combination with gas turbines) and (4) very efficient and fuelflexible range extenders in cars.[35] They are even significant in (5) the production of liquid fuelsfrom excess electricity (using reversible SOFCs (RSOFCs)).[35] Furthermore, (6) thanks to theiremission of pure CO2 and easily separable H2O SOFCs are promising for inexpensive carbonsequestration techniques.[35]A major problem of the SOFC technology is the very high process temperature making itnecessary to use expensive ceramic interconnect plates instead of readily available stainlesssteel parts.[31] Hence, one of the main goals in SOFC development is the reduction of the processtemperature to intermediate temperatures (500 - 750°C)[36-38] and even below (300 - 500 °C).[39]However, the nowadays most often used electrolyte material yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ)lacks sufficient conductivity in these temperature ranges. A promising material with a highoxygen vacancy conductivity at intermediate and low temperatures is acceptor doped ceriumoxide, due to its low ionic activation energy value of only about 0.7 eV.[40, 41] As far as solidelectrolytes are concerned the ionic conductivity of ceria is only surpassed by Bi2O3 basedmaterials (Fig. 1), which, however, are not stable in the reducing atmosphere at the anode.1 Inaddition to its relevance as SOFC electrolyte CeO2 is significant for a number of otherapplications such as catalysis[42-44] and oxygen membranes.[45-49]However, in polycrystalline CeO2 the ionic conductivity is strongly reduced due to a positive SCLpotential at the GBs[6-8, 10-14, 16, 17, 22] while the electronic conductivity is enhanced.[3, 4] Therefore,
1 As shown in ref. [39] Bi2O3 based materials can only be used in bilayer electrolytes with a sufficiently thickacceptor doped cerium oxide layer at the anode side of the bilayer.
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——— acceptor doped ceria:
Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9

——— Bi2O3 based materials:
1: Bi1.6Er0.4O3

2: Bi0.88Dy0.08W0.04O1.56

3: Bi1.5Y0.5O3

——— La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O2.85

——— stabilized zirconia:
1: Zr0.82Sc0.18O1.91

2: Zr0.82Y0.18O1.91 (YSZ)
3: Zr0.87Ca0.13O1.87

——— other fluoride structured oxides:
1: Th0.87Y0.13O1.935

2: Hf0.88Ca0.12O1.88

Fig. 1: Ionic Conductivities of Selected SOFC ElectrolytesData taken from ref. [31, 39, 41]. The bars at the top of the graph indicate thethermal stability of selected interconnect plate materials:(a) La (Ca) CrO3 (b) Cr-Fe (Y2O3) / Inconel – Al2O3 (c) stainless steel
 : conductivity, T : temperature in K, : temperature in °C
the positive SCL potential limits the applicability of cerium oxide considerably. It is worth notingthat several approaches have been studied to modify the SCL properties in order to increase theconductivity at the GBs (not only in CeO2), such as segregation of aliovalent cations at theinterfaces,[50] decoration of the GBs[51, 52] and preference doping of GBs via GB diffusion.[53]With none of the above modifications the decrease in ionic conductivity at the GBs could besufficiently suspended. This shows that further research on the origin and characteristics of theSCL effects is necessary since only a full understanding of them might allow for the developmentof highly conductive, polycrystalline ceria.
1.3 Cerium Oxide Thin Films

In addition to the investigation of new, highly conductive materials a second approach to lowerthe process temperature in SOFCs is the development of novel fuel cells on a sub-mm scale(µSOFCs) by using thin film electrolytes. In future SOFCs may even be capable of replacingbatteries in portable devices in view of the larger energy densities of hydrocarbons.[54-71]
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Therefore, further research on the conductivity properties of thin film electrolytes isparticularly attractive.Moreover, in contrast to pellets where the boundaries are more or less randomly distributed,thin films are characterized by a better determined geometry. This allows for an easierexperimental accessibility of the boundary effects:(A) Thin films offer the advantage of a well defined film-substrate interface (FSI) (Fig. 2, leftpanel), whose properties are accessible by investigating thin films of various thicknesses(as shown in section 5.3).(B) The microstructure of thin films can be tailored by choosing different substrate materialsand deposition conditions. This allows for the preparation of nanocrystalline thin films(Fig. 2, right panel) of different grain sizes (sections 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6) and also differentlyoriented grains (section 5.4). In particular, the preparation of extremely small grains withstrongly enhanced GB effects is possible (section 5.5). The polycrystalline samples canthen be compared with epitaxially grown thin films (i.e. single crystalline films withoutGBs) allowing for the separation of bulk properties and SCL effects at the GBs.

Fig. 2: Idealized Geometries of Epitaxial and Polycrystalline Thin FilmsThin films offer a well defined geometry to study FSI effects (left) and GB effects (right).Legend: blue: effect at the film substrate interface, green: increased (electron) conductivity along parallelgrain boundaries, red: decreased (ionic) conductivity across perpendicular grain boundaries (see alsosection 2.2.3.2)
Reproduced from Gregori, Göbel and Maier[17] with permission from ECS Transactions, The Electrochemical Society (Copyright 2012).

Hence, in conclusion the study presented in this thesis combines the highly relevant basicresearch of SCL effects with the investigation of cerium oxide, a crucial material for applications.Furthermore, the thin film geometry is not only significant for novel, microscopic fuel celldevices but also an ideal sample geometry to distinguish various boundary effects. For all thesereasons here SCL effects in cerium oxide thin films are studied.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 The Defect Chemistry of Cerium Oxide

2.1.1 Pure and Acceptor Doped Cerium Oxide

CeO2 crystallizes in the fluorite (CaF2) structure.[72] Here the cerium cations are arranged in aface-centered cubic structure with the oxide ions occupying the tetrahedral holes. This leavesthe larger octahedral holes unoccupied and results in a considerable anion mobility that istypical for fluorite structured materials. As a second consequence the creation of anti-Frenkelpairs of oxygen vacancies ••OV  and oxygen interstitials iO is favored:[73]
x x ••O i O iO + V V + O {1}2

, ,O i
F V O

K c c  
  {2}3, 4In contrast to most other elements which form fluorite structured oxides, such as zirconium,CeIV can be easily reduced to CeIII. Hereby, in the Kröger-Vink notation the CeIII cations (i.e. theCeCe  defects) are denoted as (excess) electrons e . The comparatively high mass action constant

RK of the reduction reaction under oxygen excorporation (eq. {3} and {4}) is also a consequenceof the high tolerance of the material towards oxygen vacancies. In this reaction the bulk electronconcentration n 5 is in equilibrium with the outer oxygen partial pressure pO2:[72, 74]
x ••1O 2 O2O O + V + 2e {3}1 12 22 22 2, e , ,O O

R V V
K pO c c pO c n    
  {4}5

2 xOO : oxide ions on oxygen sublattice sites, xiV : unoccupied interstitial positions3 FK : equilibrium constant of the anti-Frenkel pair formation, ,OVc    ( ,iOc  ): bulk concentration of oxygenvacancies (doubly charged oxygen interstitials)4 In the following the index   refers to the bulk.5 For simplicity for the bulk electron concentration in the following the symbol n  is used instead of e ,c  .
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As a consequence, ceria is a mixed ionic electronic conductor (MIEC) with electrons and oxygenvacancies being the only two charge carriers (CCs) that significantly contribute to the totalelectric conductivity.Finally, the excess electrons are in equilibrium with electron holes •h . However, for the oxygenpartial pressures considered here (≤ 1 bar) their concentration is only negligibly small due tothe rather high electron concentration and the large band gap of 6 eV.[75-77]
 •nil e + h {5}

,H h
K n c  
 {6}6, 7

2.1.2 Donor Doped Cerium Oxide

In contrast to acceptor doped and pure ceria which are important materials for a number ofapplications the defect chemistry of donor doped CeO2 has been barely investigated. Hence, it isinstructive to consider another more extensively studied, fluoride structured oxide in which thecation can easily be oxidized to an oxidation state of +5 or even +6: UO2. Similarly to the donordoping in CeO2 the oxidation of uranium in UO2 favors the formation of oxygen interstitials forcharge compensation.[78-82] This can be described in the oxygen insertion reaction which will beof relevance in section 5.6.3.1: 1 2 i2O + 2e O  {7}
12 , 22iOF

I
R

cK
K

K pO n





 


 {8}8
In addition to doubly charged oxygen interstitials iO UO2 is also known to accommodate singlycharged oxygen interstitials iO  which are in equilibrium with the iO defects according to:[78]

i iO O + e  {9}




,,ii

O
S

O

n c
K

c

 



 {10}9

6 HK : equilibrium constant of the electron-hole formation, ,hc   : bulk concentration of the electron holes7 Note that in semiconductors physics the bulk concentration of the electron holes is usually designated withthe symbol p  (in analogy to n  for the electron bulk concentration). However, as described above for theoxygen partial pressures regarded here the electron holes are not relevant in CeO2. Indeed in this thesistheir bulk concentration appears in eq. {6} only. Therefore, ,hc    is used to designate the bulk concen-tration of the •h  defects in eq. {6} whereas conveniently the common symbol pO2 is applied to designatethe oxygen partial pressure, a quantity which is of large significance in many sections of this thesis.8 IK : equilibrium constant of the oxygen insertion
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In view of the fact that CeO2 and UO2 have the same structure and show only a slight differencein the cation radius for donor doped ceria a similar defect chemistry as in UO2 is expected.[73, 83]As a matter of fact, the few previous studies on U, Nb and Ta doped CeO2 indicate that also thesematerials are characterized by the presence of electrons, singly and doubly charged oxygeninterstitials.[73, 83-89] The iO  defects in CeO2 are probably stabilized by favorable elasticinteractions.[15]The conductivity of donor doped CeO2 is dominated by electrons (n-type conductivity) since notonly their mobility but also their bulk concentration is larger compared with the oxygenvacancies.[74, 90-92]

2.1.3 The Bulk Conductivity and its Dependencies

In general, for each arbitrary type of defect i  the bulk concentration ,ic  corresponds to a bulkconductivity ,i   (depending on the defect’s charge number iz  and mobility iu ):, ,i i i iz eu c   {11}10The bulk concentrations are determined by the above defect equlibria and the charge neutralitycondition, which in CeO2 is:
, , , ,2 2

O i i
D D A AV h O O

c c z c n c c z c     
       {12}11In the most cases the individual defect concentrations are different by orders of magnitude.Therefore, the relationship can be simplified by setting all concentrations zero, with theexception of the largest one on each side of the equation. For each case this yields typicaldependencies of the total effective conductivity m 12 on the temperature T, oxygen partialpressure pO2 and acceptor and donor dopant levels Ac  and Dc as shown in Table 1. These are theactivation energy Ea, pO2 dependence 2pOM  and dopant dependencies AM  and DM , respectively:

9 SK : equilibrium constant of the formation of singly charged oxygen interstitials,,iOc  : bulk concentration of singly charged oxygen interstitials10 e : electron charge11 Dz  ( Dc ): charge number (bulk concentration) of the donor dopant, Az  ( Ac ): charge number (bulkconcentration) of the acceptor dopant12 At the moment it is sufficient to define the total effective conductivity m  as the sum over all bulkconductivity contributions ,i  . Furthermore, in Table 1, Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the smaller contributionsare neglected resulting in ,Om V     or ,m e     depending on the actual defect chemistry regime.However, as shown in more detail in section 2.2.3 this definition is not valid if boundary effects becomesignificant since then m  (and its dependencies) can vary strongly from the bulk values.
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Dependencies of the Bulk Conductivity
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Table 1: Defect Chemistry Regimes in CeO2

FH : enthalpy of anti-Frenkel pair formation, SH : enthalpy of the formation of singly charged oxygen interstitials
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Fig. 3: Dopant Dependence Kröger-Vink Diagrams of Acceptor Doped (Left Panel) and Donor Doped CeO2 (Right Panel)Each panel consists of two charts. While the below (grey) chart is a classical Kröger-Vink diagram (e.g. a defect concentration plot), the above (green) chart is aqualitative plot of the corresponding conductivities of the electrons ,e   (red line) and the oxygen vacancies ,oV   (blue line). The dashed black line shows the totaleffective conductivity m .12 CeA : singly charged acceptor dopant on cerium site, CeD : singly charged donor dopant on cerium site
Right Panel: Reprinted from Göbel et al.[15] (Copyright 2012) with permission from Elsevier.
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Fig. 4: pO2 Dependence Kröger-Vink Diagrams of Acceptor Doped (Left Panel) and Donor Doped CeO2 (Right Panel)Each panel consists of two charts. While the below (grey) chart is a classical Kröger-Vink diagram (e.g. a defect concentration plot), the above (green) chart is aqualitative plot of the corresponding conductivities of the electrons ,e   (red line) and the oxygen vacancies ,oV    (blue line). The dashed black line shows the totaleffective conductivity m .12 Right Panel: Reprinted from Göbel et al.[15] (Copyright 2012) with permission from Elsevier.
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Fig. 5: Temperature Dependence Kröger-Vink Diagrams of Acceptor Doped (Left Panel) and Donor Doped CeO2 (Right Panel)Each panel consists of two charts. While the below (grey) chart is a classical Kröger-Vink diagram (e.g. a defect concentration plot), the above (green) chart is aqualitative plot of the corresponding conductivities of the electrons ,e   (red line) and the oxygen vacancies ,oV    (blue line). The dashed black line shows the totaleffective conductivity m .12 HH : enthalpy of the electron-hole formation
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In the experiment the given dependencies allow for the identification of the actual defectchemistry regime as shown later. For the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constants
K  and the defect mobilities iu  the following relations are relevant:
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 {17}15Depending on the conditions either electrons or oxygen vacancies dominate the conductivity inceria. Thereby the electrons are transported according to a small polaron hopping mechanismwith an electron hopping energy eh   between 0.2 and 0.6 eV.[90, 91] The activation energy of theoxygen vacancy motion OVh   is 0.7 eV for Gd doped ceria and changes slightly for otherdopants.[72, 92]A good way to qualitatively illustrate the defect chemistry is the use of Kröger-Vink diagrams,such as Fig. 3 to Fig. 5. Here the concentrations are logarithmically plotted against dopant level,oxygen partial pressure and temperature using the relationships in Table 1. Note, however, thatin reality at the borders of the defect chemistry regimes a smooth transition between thedifferent dependencies is present.

2.1.4 The Electrolytic Domain Boundary in the Bulk

The electron mobility is orders of magnitudes larger than the ionic one. Therefore, pure ceria(regime (I) in Table 1) and even slightly acceptor doped ceria at high temperatures and low pO2(regime (II-a)) exhibits a mainly electronic conductivity. Only strongly acceptor doped ceria atlow temperatures and high pO2 (regime (II-b)) is a predominantly ionic conductor.
13 Instead of the effective conductivity m  also the effective conductance mG  can be used to determine aE ,2pOM , AM  and DM  since both quantities differ from each other only by a constant geometrical factor.14 0K : pre exponential factor (K for T ), H : reaction enthalpy, Bk : Boltzmann constant15 ,0iU  ( ih ): pre exponential factor (activation energy) of the mobility of an arbitrary CC i
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Since only under the last mentioned conditions ceria can be used as a fuel cell electrolyte theborder between defect chemistry regimes (II-a) and (II-b) is designated as the electrolyticdomain boundary (EDB) and in this thesis the corresponding pO2 value as 2,EDBpO  . Here 2,EDBpO   inparticular concerns the bulk properties of ceria; i.e. it is specifically the pO2 where , ,Oe V   (see also sections 2.2.3.3 and 5.5).
2.2 Space Charge Effects

2.2.1 General Considerations

Whereas in the bulk the charge neutrality condition (e.g. eq. {12}) is strictly fulfilled, locally atthe boundaries this is not necessarily the case. As an example, we can take the GBs in pure andacceptor doped CeO2 which are known to consist of a positively charged GB core.[10] The reasonfor this is an imbalance in the cation/anion stoichiometry (mostly a reduced oxide ionoccupancy), which could directly be observed with high-resolution transmission electronmicroscopy (HRTEM) in other oxide materials (e.g. BaTiO3[93]). In the adjacent material thepositive charge of the GB core Core  is compensated by an enrichment of oppositely charged anda depletion and equally charged defects. The resulting local charge density  integrates to thetotal SCL charge SCL (see Fig. 6):
  12SCL Core {18}

0SCL dx 


  {19}16
This zone, in which the local charge neutrality condition is not valid, is the space charge layer. Ofcourse not only charged GB cores are known to induce SCLs. They can also be formed on otherinterfaces such as heterojunctions and surfaces (see section 1.2).17In any case the concentration profiles in the SCL follow the profile of the electric potential .For clarity, here the bulk potential is defined as zero: 0  . Generally, for an arbitrary defect ithe electrochemical potential i  is:

        0 ln( )i i i i B i iz e k T a z e {20}18

16 x : distance to the interface17 A prominent example of a strong SCL effect originating at heterojunctions is given in ref. [19].18 i  ( 0
i ): chemical potential (chemical potential at standard conditions) of an arbitrary CC i
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For small concentrations (i.e. no defect associations) the activities ia  can be replaced byconcentrations. From the constancy of the electrochemical potential it follows for the localconcentration ic  that:[1, 94]
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Here 0  is the electric potential at the interface, which in the following is simply designated asSCL potential. ,0ic  is the concentration of CC i at the interface.

Fig. 6: Basic Characteristics of a Space Charge Layer at a Grain Boundary: the GB Core Charge Core,
the SCL Charge SCL and the SCL Potential0

From eq. {22} it follows for two different kinds of mobile charge carriers h and i:[1]
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{23}
The enrichment or depletion of CCs changes the local charge density which again is linked to theelectric potential via the Poisson equation (here given for one dimension):
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  can be divided in two contributions M  and IM  originating from mobile and immobile CCs,respectively:
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       {25}20
Before solving the profile function let us focus on a useful rearrangement of eq. {24} concerningthe electric field E :[95] 22 2 ,2 0 0 1( ) 2 22 i
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The integration of eq. {26} from an arbitrary coordinate kx  to  with the conditions2lim ( ) 0x E  and lim ( ) 0x     yields the relationship between the electric field at kx , kxE ,and the potential there kx :[95]
  ,0 12sgn 1i
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 {27}
Here  sgn kx  is the signum function, which is +1 for 0kx , 0 for 0kx   and -1 for 0kx .For 0kx eq. {27} allows for the calculation of the electric field at the interface 0E  and, hence,for the determination of the SCL charge SCL :[95]
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 {28}
Eq. {28} is of major significance. It is not only the relationship between the two most relevantSCL characteristics SCL  and0 , but also valid without further approximations for any case inwhich the CC profiles are either equilibrium profiles or constant, even if the profiles themselvesare unknown. Additionally, it allows for the precise calculation of the conductivity effects in theGouy-Chapman case (as explained in section 5.1.4.2.1).

19 r : relative permittivity, 0 : vacuum permittivity20 MobileN  ( ImmobileN ): number of mobile (immobile) defects, j : denominates an arbitrary immobile CC, ,IM jz( ,IM jc ): charge number (bulk concentration) of an arbitrary immobile CC j
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2.2.2 Space Charge Layer Profiles

Eq. {22}, {24} and {25} result in the following differential equation:
2 ,2 0 1
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 {29}

Eq. {29} can analytically be solved for two ideal cases only.[1] The defect chemistry of the firstcase, the Mott-Schottky (MS) case, is characterized by an immobile dopant CC and a mobile CCwhich is depleted at the SCL. Hence, here the charge density in the SCL is given by the dopantlevel: IM Dop Dopz ec   .21, 22
MS case: 2 2 0Dop Dop

r

z ecd

dx


 

  {30}In the second case, the Gouy-Chapman (GC) case, all the CCs follow the potential and the SCLdefect chemistry is dominated by an enrichment of one CC: maj majz ec  .
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  {31}Here the index maj designates the enriched (majority) CC. The index depl will be used todesignate the depleted CC. Note that both cases are merely approximations for strong depletionand enrichment effects since only then the neglect of the further CCs is realistic. There is onlyone exception for which eq. {29} can be analytically solved for two CCs. This is the so calledsymmetrical GC case which is valid for two intrinsic charge carriers with depl majz z   and, ,depl majc c  :
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The solutions of eq. {30} to {32} are:23 [1, 94]
MS case: 2 0 00 2( *) , * , *2Dop Dop r

r Dop Dop

z ec
x x

z ec
  

   
 

      {33}
21 Dopz  ( Dopc ): charge number (bulk concentration) of the either acceptor or donor dopant,

Dop Dop A A D Dz c z c z c 22 Note that not for all experimental conditions the dopant may be considered as immobile. This( IM Dop Dopz ec  ) is an assumption specifically made in the MS case.23 under the boundary conditions * 0x     for the MS case, lim ( ) 0x      for the symmetrical GC caseand 0 0x    for all cases
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symmetrical GC case: 
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The concentration profiles are obtained by inserting eq. {33}-{35} in eq. {22}. While the SCLprofiles are continuous and have no fixed length, the quantities  * (screening length in the MScase) and 2  ( : Debye length) roughly correspond to the extent of the SCL. That meansspecifically that at  *x  or 2x  the potential becomes zero or at least very small. Both cases(MS and GC) have in common that the extent of the SCL decreases with increasing bulkconcentrations. However, the shape of the SCL varies considerably between the MS and GC case.

Fig. 7: Example SCL Concentration Profiles Calculated Using the Analytical ApproachThe SCL profiles are plotted for three potential values (0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 V) in a linear (above) and logarithmicplot (below).Parameters: general:   26r , 700 °C  , 1maj Dop deplz z z      / GC case: 19 -3, , 1.25 10 cmmaj deplc c    ,0Dopc   / MS case: 19 -3, 1.25 10 cmdepl Dopc c   

24 i : degree of influence of an arbitrary CC i (symmetrical GC case)
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This can be easily explained under consideration of how the GB core charge is shielded by theSCLs. In the MS case even for a large depletion effect the charge density cannot surpass
Dop Dopz ec . Therefore, an increasing GB core charge (corresponding to an increase in 0 ) canonly be shielded by increasing the SCL extent  * . In the GC case, however, large GB core chargescan easily be shielded by enriching the mobile defect close to the interface. As a matter of fact, arearrangement of eq. {34} shows that for each coordinate x the concentration cannot surpass acertain value maxc : 2, 2 , for 2maj max majc c c x

x
 

     
 

{36}The limit of eq. {36} as x approaches 0 is infinity. Hence, for strong enrichments nearly thewhole SCL charge will be accumulated very close to the interface. As a result, in contrast to theMS case in the GC case the SCL profiles are very steep and the SCL extent 2  is independent of
0 .
2.2.3 Conductivity Effects

2.2.3.1 Effective Conductivity ValuesIn polycrystalline samples with SCLs the overall effective resistance mR often variesconsiderably from what is expected from the bulk values. Generally, to mR  a corresponding totaleffective conductivity value m  can be assigned: 1
m

m
J

R
   {37}25

Usually, more than one CC contributes to m  and for each individual CC an effective conductivitycontribution ,i m can be defined:
,1

MobileN

m i m
i

 


  {38}To conveniently quantify the relative effect of the SCLs on the conductivity it is practical to useconductivity values s , which are normalized with regard to the bulk value:,, ,and specifically i m
i m

i
s s


  
  {39}

The SCL alignment with respect to the direction of electrical transport is crucial. For the casediscussed here, namely non-overlapping SCLs and sufficiently large grains, in good
25 J : geometrical factor depending on the sample dimensions (for the thin films 1 2( )J l l L  , see Fig. 15)
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approximation only the parallelly aligned SCLs contribute to a conductivity increase in apolycrystalline material (  ||, ,i m i m {40},26 if CC i is enriched in the SCLs), whereas only theperpendicularly aligned SCLs contribute to a decrease in conductivity (  , ,i m i m {41},26 if CC iis depleted in the SCLs).Hereby the ||,i m  ( ,i m
 ) value contains two contributions: (1) the bulk conductivity ,i   and (2)the effective conductivity change due to SCL effects at the parallel (perpendicular) GBs ||,i m( ,i m  ):

 || || || || || || || ||, , , , , , , , , , ,, 1 with andi m i i m i m i m i m i m i i m i m is s s s                {42}In contrast to the parallel GBs the perpendicular GBs are electrically connected in series withthe bulk (see also Fig. 8). Therefore, here the resistivities 1  have to be added up:
 1 1 1 1 1, , , , , , , , , , ,( ) ( ) , ( ) 1 ( ) with andi m i i m i m i m i m i m i i m i m is s s s                    

        {43}
2.2.3.2 Conductivity Pathways in Cerium OxideLet us now consider how these general definitions apply to the specific case of CeO2 thin films.Here oxygen vacancies ••OV  and electrons e  contribute to the total effective conductivity:

, ,O
m V m e m
    {44}The effective oxygen vacancy and electron conductivities ,OV m   and  ,e m  again consist (1) ofbulk contributions ,OV    and  ,e   and (2) of conductivity changes at the parallel(perpendicular) GBs || ,OV m   and 

|| ,e m  ( ,OV m 
  and  ,e m  ). However, depending on defectchemistry regime (Table 1), microstructure and SCL potential usually only one or a few of theabove quantities significantly contribute to m . Specifically, for CeO2 thin films seven cases canbe distinguished:(i) For epitaxial, strongly acceptor doped films the conductivity is given by the ionic bulkvalue:

   
 ,O

m V
{45}

(ii) In a polycrystalline, acceptor doped sample with low and moderate positive SCL potentialsthe oxygen vacancies are depleted at the GBs. Hence, the perpendicular GBs block the ionictransport and ,OV m 
  becomes significant.

26 ||,i m  ( ,i m  ): effective conductivity of an arbitrary CC i comprising its bulk conductivity and the conductivitychange at the parallel (perpendicular) GBs
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{46}

By comparing epitaxial and polycrystalline films the values of ,OV m 
  and,, ,OOO VV mV ms    

  can be determined. The ,OV ms   values allow for the calculation of theSCL potential (as explained below, Table 7).(iii) For a positive SCL potential the electrons are enriched at the GBs. Therefore, if the SCLpotential increases compared with case (ii) (or the acceptor doping content decreases) theincrease of electronic conductivity at the parallel GBs becomes perceptible:
, ,|| ||, ,, ,, ,O O
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  {47}

Under the assumption of a constant SCL potential as experimentally observed in ceria[10]only the electronic contribution is pO2 dependent (see Table 1, defect chemistry regimes(II-a) and (II-b)). This allows for the determination of 
|| ,e m  by measuring the pO2dependence of the conductivity and separating constant and varying contributions. Theionic and electronic conductivity pathways in acceptor doped ceria are illustrated in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8: Idealized Conductivity Maps of Polycrystalline, Acceptor Doped CeO2The ionic conductivity is blocked at the GBs, whereas the electronic one is increased there. As a consequence,the bulk pathway (pathway 1) is dominated by the GB conductivity for the oxygen vacancies and by the bulkconductivity for the electrons. Additionally, for the electrons a second, even more efficient transport pathwayis available via the conductive parallel GBs (see eq. {47}).
OV 
  and ||

e   are the local mean oxygen vacancy and electron conductivities in the SCLs as explained below insection 0.
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[16] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

(iv) An even higher SCL potential or lower acceptor dopant level (or pure or donor dopedmaterial) may result in a conductivity dominated by the electronically shortcutting SCLs:
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    {48}

(v) Epitaxial, slightly acceptor doped films are characterized by a mixed ionic, electronic bulkconductivity:
    
 , ,O

m V e
{49}As in case (iii) the ionic and electronic contributions can be separated by measuring the

pO2 dependence of the conductivity.(vi) Epitaxial, pure and donor doped films exhibit the electronic bulk conductivity:
,m e

 


  {50}
(vii) For donor doped CeO2 electronically blocking GBs were found to be decisive which can bedescribed with eq. {51} (see section 5.6):
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{51}

2.2.3.3 The Electrolytic Domain Boundary in Polycrystalline MaterialSince due to SCL effects at GBs the effective ionic and electronic conductivity contributions arechanged in polycrystalline material also the pO2 value of the electrolytic domain boundary(EDB) is shifted. Therefore, in analogy to 2,EDBpO   (which is the pO2 where , ,Oe V    , seesection 2.1.4) it is useful to define an EDB value 2,EDB
mpO  which describes the pO2 where theeffective conductivity contributions are equal: , ,Oe m V m   .In defect chemistry regimes (II-a) and (II-b) the pO2 dependence 2pOM  of the electronicconductivity is 1 4  while the ionic conductivity is pO2 independent (left panel of Fig. 4).Therefore, an increase in the ratio , ,Oe m V ms s   by one order of magnitude will result in anincrease of 2,EDB

mpO  by four orders of magnitude compared with the bulk value 2,EDBpO  :4,2, 2,,O

e mEDB EDB
m

V m

s
pO pO
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 {52}
Hence, even a small change of , ,Oe m V ms s   results in a large change of 2,EDB

mpO . Moreover, in ananocrystalline material , ,Oe m V ms s  strongly increases with intensifying GB effects (often bymany orders of magnitude) since (1) the electronic conductivity is increased at the GBs while(2) the ionic conductivity is decreased there. The resulting considerable shift of the EDB makesit an ideal quantity to detect SCL effects as it will be demonstrated in section 5.5.
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2.2.3.4 Analytical SolutionsLet us now consider how to quantify the SCL effects. The conductivity change of an arbitrary CC iat the parallel SCLs can be expressed as a function of its contribution  i on the total SCL charge:
 


   ,0i i i iz e c c dx {53}
  


 1

MobileN

SCL i
i

{54}Concerning the blocking effect of the perpendicular SCLs a similar quantity i , which representsa normalized resistance, can be defined:
 1 1,01

i i i
i

c c dx
z e



 

   {55}
In approximation the arrangement of grains can be described using the brick layer model. Herethe grains are shaped cubically with a uniform grain size d.27 In a single grain the enrichment ofCC i incorporates an absolute excess charge of 2

id   for each SCL. This corresponds to a changein the absolute number of CC i by 2 ( )i id z e  and to a variation of its average concentration by2 3( ( )) ( )i i i id z e d z ed  . Hence, for each parallel SCL the effective conductivity change ||,i mis i i iiz u dz   (see eq. {11}). For the same reasoning, 1,( )i m    is equal to  1
i iu d  for eachperpendicular SCL. Therefore, if the density of the parallel (perpendicular) SCLs is expressed asa geometry factor || (  ), it follows: 1|| || ,, and ii
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{56}
  1|| || ,, ,, 1 and 1i
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       {57}

The geometry factors of a polycrystalline pellet (cubic grains with 4 parallel and 2 perpendicularSCLs) and also for other geometries (as they are usually found in thin films) are listed in Table 2.Consequently, the quantification of the conductivity effects coincides to the determination of  iand i . For this the appropriate potential profile (e.g. eq. {33}-{35}) needs to be inserted ineq. {22} and then integrated (eq. {53} and {55}). The so obtained analytical solutions in theliterature (e.g. ref. [22]) are given in Table 6 (page 55). Note, however, that the relationships forthe conductivity effects as they are given in the literature in many cases base on more or lessstrong simplifications which have been found to result in a limited preciseness and, hence, areduced reliability of them (see also section 5.1.4). Therefore, new, improved and much more
27 See also Fig. 8, which illustrates the brick layer model in acceptor doped ceria. In this figure, however, forclarity the third dimension is not depicted.
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precise analytical solutions have been developed in the framework of this PhD project which arelisted in Table 7 (page 65). Further information on how these relationships are derived is givenin section 5.1.4.2.
Geometry

Density of Parallel

SCLs ||
Density of Perpendicular

SCLs  

pellet
4
d

{58} 2
d

{59}
thin film with polycrystalline,
columnar microstructure,
in-plane measurement

2
d

{60} 2
d

{61}
thin film with polycrystalline,
columnar microstructure,
perpendicular measurement

4
d

{62} 0 {63}
thin film with epitaxial
multilayers, in-plane
measurement

2
MLd

{64} 0 {65}
thin film with epitaxial
multilayers, perpendicular
measurement

0 {66} 2
MLd

{67}
epitaxial thin film with SCL at the
FSI (or at the film surface),
in-plane measurement

1
L

{68} 0 {69}
Table 2: The Brick Layer Model Applied to Several Sample Geometries

MLd : thickness of an individual multilayer, L : thickness of the thin filmIn-plane and perpendicular measurement configurations:For an in-plane measurement of a thin film the two electrodes are positioned on the same surface of the filmas shown in Fig. 15. On the contrary, in a perpendicular configuration the electrodes are applied on the twoopposite sides of the film. The distance between the electrodes is then the thin film thickness L . In this studythe in-plane configuration was applied.
2.2.3.5 Local Mean ConductivitiesLast but not least, beside the effective conductivities also the local mean conductivities in theparallel (perpendicular) SCLs ||

i ( i
 ) can be used to quantify the conductivity effects. They areconnected with the effective values via the following relationship:[1, 2]|| || || 1 1,, and ( ) ( )L i m L L ii m iL             {70}28

28 L : volume fraction of all SCLs, ||
L  ( L

 ): fraction of the parallelly (perpendicularly) aligned SCLs on allSCLs, in the brick layer model || 2 3L   and 1 3L
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However, for the practical interpretation of measurement data the effective conductivity valuesare more useful than the local mean values since (1) they can be derived from the measuredresistances easily and since (2) in contrast to ||
i  and i

  their calculation does not incorporatethe somewhat ambiguous value of the extent of the (more or less diffuse) SCLs. Therefore, in thefollowing the effective quantities are applied.
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Chapter 3

Modeling

3.1 Numerical Calculation of Space Charge Layer Profiles

While the analytical solutions are well able to describe SCL effects for the ideal MS and GC cases,for other more intricate situations, such as mixed cases, they are of limited accuracy only. It is,however, possible to model these cases numerically. This section deals with the basics of thenumerical approach.29In the numerical approach the SCL profiles are determined by a stepwise calculation of thepotential . Let us here use the subscripts k  and kx  to designate an arbitrary calculation stepand the x  coordinate at this step, respectively.At the beginning of each calculation step the local potential there kx  is known (for the very firststep at 0x   the potential is set equal to the given value of 0 ). Using the kx  value theconcentrations , ki xc , charge density kx  and electric field kxE  are calculated with eq. {22}, {25}and {27}, respectively. To initialize the next step 1k  the x  coordinate is increased by anincrement kx : 1k k kx x x   {71}The potential at 1kx   is then determined with a Taylor expansion of degree three:
11 2

02 3k
k k k k
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x x k x x
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{72}30

1 1k k kx x x  
 
  {73}30Subsequently, using the value of 1kx   the calculation of 1, ki xc  , 1kx   and 1kxE   follows, etcetera. This cycle is repeated until the potential becomes insignificantly close to zero.

29 Note, that a more detailed description is given in ref.[96] and the supplementary information therein.30 1kx  : difference in charge density between the current calculation step k and the previous one 1k   (forthe first step 1kx   is set equal to zero)
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Special care has to be taken for choosing appropriate increment values x . Due to the often verysteep profile functions k an independent x  value is inappropriate and leads to a rather largeuncertainty. A much better approach is the definition of a fixed number of calculation steps
StepsN  and the selection of local kx  values which fulfill the condition of a constant chargecontribution Step  (on the total SCL charge SCL ) between kx  and k kx x :

1 with
k

Step SCL
k Step

x Steps
x

N

 
 




  {74}
Especially close to the interface the use of eq. {74} leads to a very low calculation uncertainty.The preciseness can be improved even further by switching to a different selection algorithm of
x  for the second half of the calculation (e.g. after about 2StepsN  calculation steps). Hereby, it isuseful to define a final potentialEnd  close to zero after which the calculation shall stop usingthe criterion that the local concentration there Endc  differs only insignificantly from the bulkvalue (here by a factor of 7[ ] 10Endc c c 
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{75}31

This allows for the calculation of a coefficient 'b  which is then used to decrease   until itreachesEnd .
1

1' Steps

k

N k
End

x
b






 
 
 
 

{76}
   1 'k kb {77}The corresponding increments kx  can be calculated using a rearrangement of eq. {72}:
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{78}32

Fig. 9 shows SCL profiles obtained with the numerical calculations. The comparison with theanalytical solutions (Fig. 7) indicates that the numerical GC profile is identical with the analyticalsymmetrical GC case. Since there are no simplifications involved in the symmetrical GC case, thisis expected and shows the good quality of the numerical approach (see also section 5.1.2.1). Forthe MS case the numerical computations show a much larger SCL extent than the analyticalapproximation. Also this is explicable given that the numerical calculations include the realisticdecrease of charge density   with increasing x coordinate (and thus the smaller change in
31

maxz : largest absolute charge number of all mobile CCs (i.e. largest of all iz )32 The formula gives two x  values. Here the smallest non-negative solution is the physically rational value.
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potential, see eq. {24}) whereas in the analytical approach the charge density is, unrealistically,kept constant over the whole profile range (eq. {30}). A more detailed comparison between theanalytical and numerical approaches is given in section 5.1.4.

Fig. 9: Example SCL Concentration Profiles Calculated using the Numerical ApproachThe SCL profiles are given for three potential values (0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 V) in a linear (above) and logarithmicplot (below).Parameters: general:   26r , 700 °C  , 1maj Dop deplz z z      / GC case: 19 -3, , 1.25 10 cmmaj deplc c    ,0Dopc   / MS case: 19 -3, 1.25 10 cmdepl Dopc c    / mixed case: 19 -31.25 10 cmDopc   , , 0.01maj Dopc c   ,, 1.01depl Dopc c  
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In contrast to the analytical solutions the numerical approach allows for a precise treatment ofthe mixed case. In this case, both, an immobile dopant and an enriched CC, contributesignificantly to the charge density. Here, the assumptions made in the MS and GC case (eq. {30}and {31}) are not valid anymore. Also example profiles of the mixed case are shown in Fig. 9.
3.2 Further Characteristics of Space Charge Layer
Profiles

In the numerical approach the SCL extent SCLl can be quantified as the smallest coordinate forwhich the relationships {79} and {80} are valid. This means that for all CCs the integration over
ic  and 1

ic from 0 to SCLl reaches a certain contribution iq   and iq   on the values of  i  andi ,respectively (with 0 1q  ). In this study a q  value of 0.99 was used.
,0 ( )SCLl

i i i iq z e c c dx     {79}33
1 1,01 ( )SCLl

i i i
i

q c c dx
z e

  
    {80}33

Another interesting feature of the SCL profiles is their steepness  . It can be expressed as theratio of the SCL extent and the charge balance point x 34 (see Fig. 10):
  

    
     
   
   
 0 0x x dx dx {81}

  SCLl x {82}
Finally, the SCL conductivity changes can be easily calculated by numerical integration witheq. {53}, {55} and {57}. In order to consider also the less important perpendicular contributionsfor a CC enrichment and the parallel contributions for a CC depletion the total effectiveconductivity is here calculated including both, parallel and perpendicular, effects:||, ,,i m i mi ms s s {83}

33 Compare with eq. {53} and {55}.34 x  is the analogue to the “center of mass” concerning the distribution of charge density   in the SCL.
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Fig. 10: Illustration of the SCL Extent lSCL, Charge Balance Point x and Steepness  for Three Example
ProfilesIn contrast to Fig. 7, Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 here the charge density   and not the local concentration is plotted. Thecorresponding concentration profiles are given in Fig. 9 ( 0 = 0.6 V).At the charge balance point x  the area below the curve of   is divided in two equal parts of 0.5 SCL .Here for the calculation of lSCL a slightly simplified approach compared with eq. {79} and {80} was used:0SCLl

SCLq dx    , with 0.99q  .As already qualitatively expected in section 2.2.2, in contrast to the MS case in the GC case the majority of thecharge is located very close to the interface. This corresponds to a charge balance point extremely close tozero and results in a large steepness value .
3.3 One Dimensional Overlapping Space Charge Layer
Profiles

Also overlapping SCL profiles can be computed numerically.[97] For one dimensional overlappingSCL profiles which are important for instance for very thin multilayer structures the sameapproach given above with only slight modifications can be applied. As the main differenceeq. {84} needs to be applied instead of eq. {27} which bases on an integration with semi infiniteboundary conditions (from kx  to  ). In general, let us define the position where the electricfield becomes zero as Bx  (in most cases 2B MLx d 35). The integration of eq. {26} from anarbitrary coordinate kx  to Bx  yields eq. {84}:
35 In the most cases the SCL potential will be identical at both considered interfaces resulting in an axissymmetric profile and, hence, 2B MLx d  (as shown in Fig. 11). Nonetheless, also asymmetric situations

… footnote continued on next page
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 {84}

The additional, initially unknown parameter  Bx (the potential in the centre of the layer orgrain) is determined by repeatedly computing the SCL profile with more and more refinedvalues of  Bx  until the corresponding output value of Bx  fits with the sample geometry.Example profiles are given in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11: Example Concentration Profiles of Overlapping SCLs, Calculated using the Numerical
ApproachThe SCL profiles are given for three potential values (0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 V) in a linear (left) and logarithmic plot(right). The corresponding non-overlapping profiles are shown in Fig. 9 (mixed case).In contrast to Fig. 9, where there is only one interface at 0x  , here two interfaces at 0x   and 11 nmx   arepresent. Since the double SCL extent is considerably larger than 11 nmx   (e.g. 2 34 nmSCLl   for 0 0.6 V  ,see Fig. 10) both SCLs overlap.Depending on the value of Bx  even in the centre of the grain the local concentrations can vary significantlyfrom the bulk value. Here Bx was found to be 0.17 V, 0.34 V and 0.38 V for 0  values of 0.3 V, 0.6 V and 0.9 V,respectively.Parameters:   26r , 700 °C  , 1maj Dop deplz z z     , 19 -31.25 10 cmDopc   , , 0.01maj Dopc c   ,, 1.01depl Dopc c  

with different 0  values for each interface are possible. In this case, which can be treated with the givennumerical approach as well, Bx  will differ from 2MLd .
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Chapter 4

Experimental Setup

4.1 Sample Preparation

4.1.1 Powder Preparation

For the preparation of the nominally pure and acceptor doped CeO2 powders Ce(NO3)3∙6H2O(Aldrich, 99.99%) and the nitrate of the dopant (e.g. Gd(NO3)3∙6H2O or Y(NO3)3∙6H2O, Aldrich,99.99%) were dissolved in doubly distilled water and the solutions subsequently poured in adiluted ammonia solution:
3+ -2 2 24 Ce + O +12OH 6 H O + 4 CeO {85}Solution and precipitate were separated by centrifugation. The precipitate was washed firstlywith doubly distilled water and secondly with ethanol. The powder was dried under air at220 °C for 12 hours. Subsequently, it was grinded and calcinated for 5 hours at 450 °C in air.As an exception, the 10 mol% Gd-doped ceria powder was purchased from Sigma Aldrich(99.9 %).The 2 mol% Nb doped ceria powders were prepared using a conventional solid state route withCeO2 and Nb2O5 as starting materials. After mixing the two oxides they were heated for 18 hoursat 1400 °C.

4.1.2 Sintering

In order to prepare the targets for pulsed laser deposition (PLD) the powders were isostaticallycold-pressing at 350 MPa and sintered for 8 hours at 1400 °C in air. The targets were polished toa diameter of 13.5 mm to fit in the PLD target holder (see section 4.1.3.3).
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4.1.3 Pulsed Laser Deposition

4.1.3.1 General DescriptionPulsed laser deposition is a thin film preparation technique. Hereby the target material is hit byhighly energetic laser pulses. Since the majority of the energy of the laser pulses is absorbed bythe target its surface temperature temporally becomes extremely elevated (up to severalthousand °C) and a plasma plume is created (see Fig. 12). Atoms and ions of the target materialare evaporated perpendicularly to the surface and deposit on the substrate at the opposite sideof the chamber. In most cases the substrate is heated allowing for a sufficient diffusion of thedeposited ions and, thus, for the formation of crystalline material. The main advantage of PLD isthe ideally identical cation composition of target and thin film.

Fig. 12: Pulsed Laser Deposition

4.1.3.2 Used ParametersThe quality and properties of the thin films depend on the deposition conditions (temperature,
pO2, pulse frequency, etc.). The following parameters in Table 3 were found to be optimal for thegrowth of the films investigated here and used for their preparation (if not specifically stateddifferently in the later sections).In the usual routine of the preparation in the first step the chamber was evacuated. Then withthe vacuum pump still open pure oxygen was inserted with the flow corresponding to apressure of 0.01 mbar. After heating the substrate36 the deposition was started. Upon deposition
36 The temperature of the substrate was monitored using a pyrometer.
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the pump valve was closed and the pressure was increased until it reached the ambientpressure. Under these conditions the film was annealed. In the last step the chamber was cooleddown to room temperature.
Parameter Value

general

PLD chamber PLD 6
substrate materials

several, e.g.:..SiO2 <0001> ,Al2O3 <0001> ,Al2O3 <1102> ,MgO <100>,MgO <110>,LaSrAlO4 <001>
substrate size 10x10x0.5 mm
substrate polish one side
distance between
target and
substrate

44 mm
process gas O2
evacuation
pressure  -5<1 10 bar
heating rate

80 K/min from roomtemperature to630 °C, 40 K/min for
 > 630 °C

cooling rate 80 K/min

Parameter Value

deposition

deposition
pressure 0.01 mbar
deposition
temperature (at
substrate)

720 °C
laser frequency 5 Hz
laser energy (at
lens) 90 mJ
energy density at
target 1.5 J/cm²
laser pulses with
closed shutter 1200
growth rate for
CeO2

 0.82 Å/pulse (fromtransmissionelectron microscopymeasurements)
annealing

annealing pressure 1 bar
annealing
temperature (at
substrate)

720 °C
Table 3: Used PLD Parameters

4.1.3.3 Target HolderIn the beginning of this project the target was fixed with silver epoxy glue. However, at hightemperatures the glue occasionally failed to hold the target. Therefore, a new target holderworking without glue was designed (Fig. 13).
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 (a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 13: Design of the PLD Target Holder(a): Model of the Assembled Target Holder with Target Material (Grey)(b): Design of the Piston(c): Design of the BodyAll measures in mm. Figures created using the Autodesk software (educational license).
4.2 Microstructure Characterization

4.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction

The samples (powders, pellets (targets) and films) were analyzed using X-Ray diffraction (XRD).The diffractograms were recorded on a Philips Xpert 3710 HTK XRD diffractometer with copperK radiation (1.54056 Å).
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4.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy, Focused Ion Beam and
Transmission Electron Microscopy

In order to prepare the thin films for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) andhigh-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) lamellae were cut using a focusedion beam (FIB) cross section lift-out technique. Here a Zeiss Crossbeam 1540 ESB scanningelectron microscope (SEM) with a gallium ion beam was employed. An acceleration voltage of30 kV was used and an ion current of 10 pA for the final cut. Using the same electron microscopealso SEM micrographs of the samples were recorded.The donor doped CeO2 thin films did not undergo the FIB procedure but were prepared for TEMusing a tripod polisher.For the TEM analyses a Zeiss 912 Omega TEM microscope and a JEOL 4000FX TEM microscopewere used. The acceleration voltages of the two devices are 120 kV and 400 kV, respectively.
4.3 Conductivity Measurements

4.3.1 Impedance Spectroscopy

4.3.1.1 Impedance Spectra Characterized by RC ElementsImpedance spectroscopy is a measurement technique that in some cases allows for a separationbetween the several resistive contributions of a sample (e.g. bulk, boundaries, electrode, etc.).Thereby an alternating voltage is applied at the sample and both amplitude and phase shift ofthe resulting current are recorded in order to determine the impedance Z  (the complexresistance). The impedance itself is frequency dependent and can be presented in an impedancespectrum, where normally the negative imaginary part of the impedance ''Z  is plotted versusthe real part 'Z  (Nyquist plot). A recorded impedance spectrum is usually analyzed usingcorresponding equivalent circuits. For the type of samples investigated here these are seriallyand parallelly connected circuits of resistances and capacitors.For a single ideal capacitor with the capacitance C  the impedance is 1( )Z i C  37 while,obviously, for a single resistance R the impedance becomes Z R . In a typical sample bothpolarization (represented by the capacitor) and conduction (represented by the resistor) occurin parallel. The resulting RC elements (one resistor and one capacitor connected in parallel)
37  : angular frequency, i : here: imaginary unit
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have an impedance of 1 1 2 2 21 ( ) ( ) ( )Z R i C R i C R C          . As it can be checked easilyin this case for all frequencies ''Z  is negative and the relationship   2 2( ' 2) ( '') 2Z R Z R isfulfilled. Therefore, one RC element creates a typical impedance spectrum with all data pointslying on a semicircle of the diameter R  which is centered on 2R . The maximum of the circle (in
 ''Z  direction, the point  2 2R i R ) is reached when the angular frequency   becomes thereciprocal of the relaxation time  (see Fig. 14):       1 12 ( )f RC .38

Fig. 14: Typically Measured Impedance Spectrum of a Thin Film Characterized by One RC Element in
the Equivalent Circuit

In case of two or more RC elements connected in series the impedance spectra consist ofmultiple contributions. Depending on how strongly the time constants of the individualcontributions vary their corresponding semicircles can be resolved either well or only weakly.
4.3.1.2 Characteristic Device ParametersFor the conductivity measurements two platinum electrodes of a thickness of about 400 nm anda distance of 1 mm between each other were sputtered onto the thin film using an Edwards Auto306 Turbo device (in-plane configuration, see Fig. 15).For measuring the impedance spectra a Novocontrol Alpha-A High Performance FrequencyAnalyzer was utilized. Typically used parameters are given in Table 4.

38 f : frequency
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Fig. 15: Geometry of the Investigated Thin Films with Pt ElectrodesAs an example a polycrystalline thin film with an ideal columnar grain structure and a uniform lateral grainsize d is shown.1l : distance between the electrodes (here 1 mm), 2l : edge length of the square substrate (here 10 mm)
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

Parameter Value

frequency range 0.2 Hz – 2 MHz
data points per decade 10
integration time 2 s
delay time 0.5 s
output voltage 0.1 V
use low impedance
calibration yes

Table 4: Typically Used Parameters for Impedance Spectroscopy

The impedance spectra were analyzed by fitting the recorded data points with simulated spectraof appropriate equivalent circuits (see also section 5.2.2). For this purpose the software ZView 2(Scibner Associates Inc.) was used.
4.3.2 Measurement Cell

For the conductivity measurements a special cell being able to carry 4 samples was designed(Fig. 16). The advantage of such a system is the possibility to expose all 4 samples to the sameconditions (temperature and pO2) allowing a much better comparability between them. The 4samples were connected with the impedance spectrometer via a home built multiplexer.
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Fig. 16: Design of the Measurement Cell for Simultaneous Measurement of 4 SamplesThe positions of the 4 thin films (with corresponding multiplexer channel) and the 2 thermocouples are givenin panel (c).The protective vessel separates the sample holder from the surrounding atmosphere.All measures in mm. Figures created using the Thouvis software.
4.3.3 Flow Controller Setup and Calibration

4 flow controllers (FCs) were applied to prepare oxygen nitrogen gas mixtures with the desired
pO2. This way nearly all pO2 values in the range between 10-5 and 1 bar could be mixedcontinuously. Fig. 17 illustrates the calibration curves of the flow controller system; e.g. for eachaccessible pO2 value the corresponding flow controller settings (flow values) are shown.Theflow controllers were connected with external valves in order to allow a complete seal of the gasflow. This made it possible to control the flow controller system (and thus the pO2) with an
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automated software (via a Vacom FCU-4 unit) allowing for complex pO2 and temperaturesequences. The pO2 was monitored with either a Cambridge Sensotech Rapidox 2100 oxygensensor or a Gen’Air Setnag oxygen pump.

Fig. 17: Calibration of the Mass Flow Controller SystemThe 4 used flow controllers allow for a nearly continuously accessible pO2 range between 10-5 to 1 bar.For this purpose mixtures of oxygen (FC 1, 2 or 3) and nitrogen (FC 4) were used. Specifically, depending onthe desired pO2 the oxygen flow of FC 1, 2 or 3 was set according to the above plot while the nitrogen flow wasset to a value corresponding with a total flow of the mixture of 200 sccm. (E.g. for a pO2 of 0.1 bar FC 2 andFC 3 were closed, FC 1 was set to a flow of 20 sccm of pure O2 and FC 4 was set to a flow of 180 sccm of pureN2.)
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4.3.4 Temperature Calibration

2 pairs of the 4 samples are located on different positions along the axis of the oven and,therefore, perceive different temperatures (depending on the temperature gradient in theoven). Both temperatures 1Sample,  and 2Sample, (in °C, or 1Sample,T  and 2Sample,T  in K) wererecorded with separate thermocouples (see Fig. 16c). In order to minimize the temperaturedifference between the two sample pairs the position of the measurement cell in the oven wascarefully calibrated. At 30 cm the optimal position with a temperature gradient close to zero was

Fig. 18: Temperature Calibration of the Measurement Cell(a) The Two Sample Temperatures as a Function of the Position of the Cell in the Oven(b) Difference between the Sample Temperatures as a Function the Position of the Cell in the Oven(c) Difference between Sample and Oven Temperatures upon Cooling Down
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found ( 1 2Sample, Sample,  , Fig. 18a and Fig. 18b). For clarity, in the later sections the indices“Sample, 1” and “Sample, 2” are omitted and the sample temperature is simply designated as (or T).Additionally, the sample temperature   is different from the one of the third thermocouple atthe heater coil of the oven Oven  (in °C, or OvenT  in K). Due to its fast response Oven  was used toregulate the temperature using a Eurotherm 2416 controller. Therefore, also the relationshipbetween Oven  and  was recorded (Fig. 18c).
4.3.5 Spurious Conductances of Substrate and Sample Holder

In the beginning of the project it was found that the sample holders (e.g. the ceramic pieces thatare in direct contact with the thin films) have a rather low resistance at high temperaturesleading to large conductances 1G R  connected in parallel with the sample. Obviously, thisstrongly disturbed the measurement and resulted in a large uncertainty of the results.Therefore, a set of new sample holders was designed. The spurious conductances could beminimized by two measures. (1) The material was changed from quartz to sapphire. (2) Theshape of the sample holders was designed to maximize the transport pathway in the sapphire

Fig. 19: Comparison between the Old and Newly Designed Sample HoldersThe red arrows indicate spurious electric transport pathways.
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
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parts (Fig. 19). Notably, the sample holder’s conductance could be reduced by more than twoorders of magnitude.Also the conductance of the substrate leads to a similar yet unavoidable measurementuncertainty. Fig. 20 shows the measured conductances of both the new sample holders and thehere used substrate materials.

Fig. 20: Spurious Conductances of the Sample Holder and Various SubstratesDepending on the position of the sample in the cell (4 possibilities, channel 0 to 3, see Fig. 16c) thebackground conductance varies slightly. However, for all 4 positions the conductances were found to benegligibly small compared with the unavoidable substrate contributions.The observed activation energies are given in brackets.
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

5.1 Numerical Calculations of Space Charge Layer Effects
in Cerium Oxide

5.1.1 Section Introduction

The analytical description of SCL effects in ionic and mixed conductors (see section 0) is acomprehensive theory applied in a large number of studies in the field of solid state ionics.Nevertheless, not every case can be treated analytically without the use of further assumptions:(A) Gouy-Chapman CaseThe only case that can be solved analytically without further assumptions is thesymmetrical GC case, i.e. two mobile CCs with depl majz z  (eq. {32} and {35}). However,for CeO2 with 2OV ez z      this case does not apply. The initial assumption of the regularGC case, namely the neglect of the non-enriched CCs (eq. {31}), is only valid for strongenrichments and only close to the interface.[1, 94](B) Mott-Schottky CaseSimilarly, the basic assumption of the MS case that only the dopant contributes to thecharge density   (eq. {30}) is only valid for pronounced depletion effects and only close tothe interface.[1, 94](C) Mixed CaseFurthermore, in reality not only the ideal GC and MS cases are of importance. As shownbelow, in a number of situations both an immobile dopant (as in the MS case) and anenriched CC (as in the GC case) significantly contribute to  . For such a mixed case thePoisson equation (eq. {24}) cannot be solved analytically.[1, 94] The analytical solutions inthe literature used in this case base on the rather crude assumption that the chargedensity profile is not too different from the GC case and that, hence, the GC case can beapplied instead.[22]
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Therefore, for CeO2 the analytical solutions in the literature (Table 6, page 55) for all cases baseon certain simplifications. In marked contrast, the numerical approach (Chapter 3) allows forthe calculation of the SCL effects in ceria without the use of further assumptions.To which extent the outcomes of the analytical solutions are affected by the above givenassumptions cannot be determined by taking into account the analytical solutions of theliterature only. Rather, the numerical calculations can be used as a reference to address thisaspect as shown in section 5.1.4.Furthermore, the numerical approach allows for an accurate determination of the SCL profilesover their whole extent (and not only close to the interface as for the analytical solutions, e.g.compare Fig. 7 and Fig. 9). This makes it possible (1) to determine all the relevant profilecharacteristics (such as their extent SCLl , steepness   and significant charge contributions
i SCL  ) as a function of the material parameters (e.g. the doping content) and (2) toinvestigate how these characteristics influence the conductivity effects in CeO2. The results ofthis analysis are given in section 5.1.3.Finally, in section 5.1.5 also the total charge of the SCLs SCL  and its limiting impact on theconductivity effects is taken into consideration.

5.1.2 Preliminary Considerations

5.1.2.1 Accuracy of the Numerical ApproachAs the first step it is instructive to check the accuracy of the numerical approach introduced inChapter 3. We can take as a reference the analytical solution of the symmetrical GC case(eq. {35}), which is valid without further assumptions. Here the integrated profiles, i.e. theconductivity effects represented by the  i  and i  values, were compared. For the analyticalsolution of the symmetrical GC case they are:[1, 94]
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For the definition ofi  and  see eq. {34} and {35}.The comparison of the numerical and analytical approach showed that the calculationuncertainty of the numerical algorithm is very small. The differences are merely in the rangebetween 10-10 % and 10-3 %. Even for very steep profiles such as profiles with unrealistically
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high potentials of 5 V which are difficult to calculate precisely the uncertainty is smaller than0.1 %.39Due to its high accuracy the numerical approach is an ideal tool to check the assumptions madein the other analytical solutions (asymmetric GC case, MS case, mixed case) as shown in detail insection 5.1.4.
5.1.2.2 ParametersFor the discussion of the conductivity effects in nanocrystalline ceria the following parametersare used. The temperature, pO2, relative permittivity and grain size were set 700 °C, 10-10 bar, 26and 40 nm, respectively. At this low pO2 also for donor doped ceria (section 5.6) only electronsand oxygen vacancies have to be considered and oxygen interstitial defects can be neglected.[89]For the bulk concentrations here experimental data from a set of nominally pure, epitaxial ceriafilms (see section 5.3.3.2.2) was used:    18 -32 10 cmn  at 700 °C and pO2 = 1 bar, correspondingto   

19 -39 10 cmn 40 at a pO2 of 10-10 bar. For different doping contents the bulk concentrationswere numerically calculated starting from this value of n  using eq. {4} and {12} (Fig. 21). Thedopant charge numbers were set 1Az  and  1Dz . Furthermore, the SCL densities ||  and  were calculated using eq. {58} and {59}.
5.1.3 Relationships between the Characteristics of Space Charge
Layer Profiles and the Conductivity Effects

5.1.3.1 Typical Space Charge Layer Profiles in CeO2Table 5 shows a series of exemplary profiles calculated for different doping contents andconstant SCL potential values of 0.3 V and -0.3 V. Note that the shape of the profiles cruciallydepends on the potential and doping value.In principle, a large part of the information discussed below is already contained in the profilesin Table 5. However, a more practical representation of the data is given in the following chartsFig. 22 to Fig. 34. In each of these graphs one attribute of the SCLs is plotted in a color-codedcontour diagram vs. the potential (or SCL charge) and doping content.
39 for one million calculation steps (calculation time  1 s at a contemporary desktop PC)40 calculated using the pO2 dependence of the electronic conductivity of 1 6  (see Table 1, defect chemistryregime (I))
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Fig. 21: Expected Bulk Concentrations in CeO2 at 700 °C and pO2 = 10-10 bar for Different Doping
ContentsThe plot is divided in three parts. (1) In the left part the donor doping content Dc  logarithmically decreasesfrom 30 % to 0.01 %. (2) In the narrow middle part the doping content is set zero (pure ceria). (3) In the rightpart the acceptor dopant concentration Ac  increases from 0.01 % to 30 %.

Cec : concentration of cerium cations in pure CeO2 ( 22 -32.526 10 cmCec   )
5.1.3.2 Charge Contributions in Space Charge LayersLet us start the discussion of the contour diagrams with Fig. 22a which displays the chargecontribution of the oxygen vacancies. The positions of the profiles in Table 5 (and Table 8, page75) are indicated by the circles with white (and black) filling. Although the experimentalpotential values range from 0.20 V to 0.34 V[10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99] here a larger potential rangebetween -0.6 V and 0.6 V is considered in order to regard which conductivity effects can beexpected if it would be possible to modify 0  as experimentally under investigation[50-53, 100] (seealso the last two paragraphs in section 1.2).The oxygen vacancy and electron concentration changes in a SCL integrate to correspondingcharge contributions OV   and e  (eq. {53}) on the total SCL charge eOSCL V      (eq. {54}).Hence, the here plotted ratio O SCLV   indicates whether the SCLs are dominated by a changeof the oxygen vacancy concentration ( 1O SCLV   , white color in Fig. 22a) or by anenrichment/depletion of the electrons 0O SCLV    (black color in Fig. 22a). As a result, usingthis representation it is possible to distinguish between the well-known cases of Gouy-Chapman(SCLs characterized by the enrichment of the majority CC) and Mott-Schottky (SCLscharacterized by the depletion of the majority CC) which were already introduced in chapter2.2.2. In Fig. 22a five regions can be identified using the following definitions:
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20 mol% Donor
Doped CeO2

1 mol% Donor
Doped CeO2

Pure CeO2
1 mol% Acceptor

Doped CeO2

20 mol% Acceptor
Doped CeO2

0 0.3V 

0 0.3V  

Table 5: Expected SCL Concentration Profiles in CeO2 Calculated for Constant Potential Values of
0.3 V and -0.3 V Using the Numerical ApproachFor each potential value the above graphs are scaled logarithmically and the below graphs linearly.41The positions of the profiles are given by the white filled circles in Fig. 22, Fig. 23, Fig. 24, Fig. 33 and Fig. 34.

41 The scale on the x-axis is different between the logarithmic (0 2.5 nmx  ) and linear plots(0 1.0 nmx  ).Note that in this table the presentation of the concentration profiles is slightly different from the one usedin Fig. 7, Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 since not c c  or Dopc c  are plotted on the y-axis but Cec c . Here the (for eachcolumn different) bulk concentrations are given as dashed lines.
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Fig. 22: (a) Charge Contribution of the Oxygen Vacancies and (b) SCL Steepness as a Function of
Dopant Concentration and SCL PotentialIn the graphs the O SCLV   and α values are plotted in a color-coded contour diagram versus the SCLpotential (y-axis) and the dopant concentration (x-axis). Concerning the dopant concentration the diagramsare divided in three divisions (donor doped, pure, acceptor doped) as shown in Fig. 21.The circles describe the positions of the SCL profiles given in Table 5 (constant 0  values, circles with whitefilling) and Table 8 (constant SCL  values, circles with black filling).For panel (a), where the O SCLV   values only span from 0 to 1 a linear scaling and a simple grayscale color-code is employed. Here values around 1 (white color) indicate that the SCLs are dominated by an enrichmentor depletion of oxygen vacancies, while values of 0O SCLV    (black color) correspond to SCLs dominatedby a change of the electron concentration. For intermediate values (grey color) both CCs contributesignificantly to the total SCL charge. Using these relationships the diagram can be divided in five cases (two GCcases, two MS cases and the mixed case) as explained in the main text.The borders between the cases were taken from panel (a) and adopted for panel (b) as well as for Fig. 23,Fig. 24 and Fig. 33.The steepness values in panel (b) span over a much larger range of several orders of magnitude. Therefore, alogarithmic scale and a more complicated color-code including a larger numbers of colors are used (seelegend). Notably, the SCL steepness differs strongly between the cases. The MS profiles are characterized by arather smooth charge distribution (low   values), whereas the GC type profiles are very steep since here themajority of the SCL charge is located very close to the interface (Fig. 10). Furthermore, the steepness of the GCtype profiles increases limitless with increasing 0  value. For the MS type profiles, however, the steepnessdecreases with increasing 0  but cannot fall below the limit of 2 (the   value of an ideal flat, rectangle likeprofile). Hence, for larger absolute potential values the difference between the GC and MS cases in terms ofsteepness becomes more and more pronounced.

 0 0   and 0.1O SCLV   : GC case (profiles dominated by the enrichment of e )
 0 0   and 0.9O SCLV   : MS case (profiles dominated by the depletion of ••OV )
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 0 0   and 0.1O SCLV   : MS case (profiles dominated by the depletion of e )
 0 0   and 0.9O SCLV   : GC case (profiles dominated by the enrichment of ••OV )
 0.1 0.9O SCLV   : mixed case (both ••OV and e contribute significantly to SCL )As expected, the MS case occurs for strongly acceptor doped samples and positive potentials aswell as for strongly donor doped samples and negative potentials. The GC case is located atopposite areas in Fig. 22a. Note that the intermediate mixed case which is only accessible usingthe numerical approach and not using analytical solutions is fairly large.Depending on the respective case the shapes of the profiles differ. This can be well observed inFig. 22b which shows the steepness α of the SCL (eq. {82}). As elucidated in chapter 2.2.2 the GCtype SCLs are characterized by very steep profiles (high α values) whereas in the MS case thecharge density is distributed more uniformly (low α values) (see also Fig. 10).

5.1.3.3 The Space Charge Layer ExtentAnother important SCL attribute is its extent SCLl  (eq. {79} and {80}), which is plotted in Fig. 23a.Note that the initial assumption of non-overlapping SCLs is fulfilled over the whole dopant andpotential range (since the grain size is 40 nm and SCLl  is only between 0.5 nm and 4 nm). Asanticipated from eq. {33} and {34} the size of the SCLs crucially depends on the bulkconcentrations (and, hence, on the dopant content) and decreases strongly for higher cA and cDvalues (compare with Fig. 21).Notably, the numerical calculations expose that not only in the MS case (λ*, eq. {33}) but also inthe mixed case and even in the GC case the SCL size SCLl  slightly becomes larger with increasingabsolute potential value (in comparison with 2λ, eq. {34}) (see also section 5.1.4.1.2).
5.1.3.4 Conductivity EffectsUsing the above relationships on the features of the SCL profiles it is now possible to understandthe effects of the SCLs on the conductivity as a function of doping content and potential. In thefollowing a brick layer model (here eq. {58} and {59}) was employed to determine theconductivity of a nanocrystalline ceria sample with a grain size of 40 nm. The result is shown inFig. 24. Here the normalized effective conductivity , , ,i m i m is     is plotted. Let us firstly focuson the oxygen vacancy conductivity in panel (a). As expected, ,OV ms   decisively depends on theSCL potential. For values around 0 V the SCL effects are minimal and the conductivity remainsunaffected ( , 1OV ms   , color-coded black in Fig. 24a) whereas for increasing 0  values theconductivity changes strongly; for the given potential range up to 3 orders of magnitude.
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Fig. 23: (a) SCL Extent and (b) Charge Balance Point as a Function of Dopant Concentration and SCL
PotentialSimilarly to Fig. 22b here the SCLl  and x  values span a large range of more than one order of magnitude.Therefore, a similar color-code based on a large number of colors and a logarithmic scale are used here too.The interpretation of the charge balance point x  is given in section 5.1.3.4.The borders between the different cases are taken from Fig. 23a. The circles describe the positions of the SCLprofiles given in Table 5 (constant 0  values, circles with white filling) and Table 8 (constant SCL  values,circles with black filling).

This is not the only dependency. For constant potentials ,OV ms   additionally varies with thedoping content. In Fig. 24a it is most evident, that for pure and slightly doped ceria theconductivity stays more or less constant while for high doping contents the SCL effects on theconductivity decrease significantly; an effect that is also observed experimentally.[12, 101] Theorigin of this finding is the dopant dependence of the SCL extent (Fig. 23a). Clearly, in the mostcases a small SCL of the same potential will influence the total conductivity less stronglycompared with a larger one.The least apparent feature of Fig. 24a is the asymmetric shape. As an example, we can take themaximum of oxygen vacancy enrichment ( , 1000OV ms   , green color-code). It is (for potentialvalues between -0.5 V and -0.6 V) around a donor doping content of 10 %. For all other dopantconcentrations ,OV ms   is much smaller. Similarly on the opposite side of the plot the largestdecrease in oxygen vacancy conductivity is observed at an acceptor content of about 5 %.42 To
42 Here at positive 0 , however, the reduced symmetry is less distinct.
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understand this effect it has to be considered that inside the SCL the part of it that mostly affectsthe total conductivity is the region close to the interface where the enrichment and depletion ofCCs is most severe. For very steep SCLs the concentrations quickly approach the bulk valueswith increasing distance from the boundary. Otherwise, for less steep profiles the largedepletion and enrichment which is present close to the interface extends well into the material.Hence, profiles characterized by low steepness values have a larger impact on the conductivity.

Fig. 24: Normalized Effective Conductivity of the (a) Oxygen Vacancies and (b) Electrons as a Function
of Dopant Concentration and SCL Potential, Calculated Using the Numerical ApproachThe , , ,i m i m is     values cover more than 6 orders of magnitude and are, hence, plotted logarithmically.Compared with the previous figures a different color-code is used. The region around a potential of 0 V (no oronly small SCL effects) corresponds to , 1i ms   and a black color-code. For increasing 0  values theconductivity effects become significant. This is indicated by the following colors: yellow, red and purple for aconductivity decrease (corresponding to , ,0.1i m i   , , ,0.01i m i    and , ,0.001i m i   , respectively) andfor an increase in conductivity grey, blue and green (corresponding to , ,10i m i   , , ,100i m i    and, ,1000i m i   , respectively).The blue rectangle indicates the SCL potential range between 0.20 V and 0.34 V which was observedexperimentally in nominally pure and acceptor doped ceria. [10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99] The borders between thedifferent cases are taken from Fig. 23a. The circles describe the positions of the SCL profiles given in Table 5(constant 0  values, circles with white filling) and Table 8 (constant SCL  values, circles with black filling).

As a result, for a given potential the largest conductivity changes are observed for a steepnessvalue as low as possible in combination with a SCL extent as large as possible. By comparingFig. 22b with Fig. 23a it becomes clear that this condition is best fulfilled for the region of the
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mixed case where indeed for a given potential the highest conductivity changes are found inFig. 24. The compromise of a large SCLl  and a low α value may be roughly quantified as SCLl which coincides with the charge balance point x  (eq. {81} and {82}). In Fig. 23b x  is plottedand by comparing with Fig. 24 it can well be observed how, at least qualitatively, the effectiveconductivity follows this quantity for a given potential value.In panel (b) of Fig. 24 the effective electron conductivity is shown. Obviously, the electrons areenriched where the oxygen vacancies are depleted. The impact on the effective conductivity isless here due to the lower absolute electron charge number resulting in a smaller concentrationchange ( ,  1  
O OV V

n n c c  
 , see eq. {23}).43Last but not least, it is useful to check the range of SCL potentials between 0.20 V and 0.34 V,that was found experimentally in pure and acceptor doped ceria (blue rectangle in Fig. 24).[10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99] Here for the given parameters (temperature and grain size) the oxygen vacancyconductivity is reduced by a factor between 2 and 12 compared with the bulk value (dependingon dopant level and potential). This is in agreement with the experimental findings of this study(e.g. see sections 5.3.3.1.2 and 5.4.3).

5.1.3.5 Influence of a Mobile DopantFig. 25 shows how the SCL effects change if the dopant cations are considered to be mobileenough to follow the concentration changes at the SCLs (eq. {22}). In this situation the MS casecannot be realized anymore since the dopant is enriched in the corresponding profiles. Indeed acomparison of Fig. 22a with Fig. 25a shows that exactly the regions of the MS case for immobiledopants are - when the dopant is mobile - characterized by SCLs dominated by the enrichmentof the dopant. Therefore, the SCL steepness values in Fig. 25b do not exhibit the low valuestypical for the MS case. This fact results in much more symmetrical conductivity maps Fig. 25cand Fig. 25d compared with Fig. 24. Only for negative potentials the steepness decreases forstrong donor doping which results in a maximum in the conductivity increase of the oxygenvacancies at about 3 % donor doping (which, however, is less pronounced in Fig. 25c than inFig. 24a). The origin of the steepness decrease here is not a MS case but the difference betweenthe charge numbers of oxygen vacancies (+2) and donor dopant (+1). For negative potentials theoxygen vacancies are particularly strongly enriched (see eq. {22}) leading to very largesteepness values for the SCLs dominated by an enrichment of oxygen vacancies. Hence, for anincreasing donor dopant level the steepness values get smaller as soon as the chargecontribution of the donor dopant becomes significant (compare Fig. 25a and Fig. 25b).
43  n and OVc  : local electron and oxygen vacancy concentration, respectively
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Fig. 25: SCL Characteristics as a Function of Dopant Concentration and SCL Potential, Calculated
under the Assumption of a Sufficiently Mobile Dopant Using the Numerical Approach(a) Oxygen Vacancy and Dopant Charge Contributions (b) SCL Steepness(c) Effective Oxygen Vacancy Conductivity (d) Effective Electron ConductivityNote that additionally to the charge contribution of the oxygen vacancies panel (a) also shows the chargecontribution of the dopant in red color.The blue rectangle in panels (c) and (d) indicates the SCL potential range between 0.20 V and 0.34 V whichwas observed experimentally in nominally pure and acceptor doped ceria. [10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99]
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5.1.4 Accuracy of the Analytical Space Charge Layer Solutions

5.1.4.1 Analytical Solutions in the Literature

5.1.4.1.1 Areas of the Different Analytical Approximation CasesLet us come back to the originally discussed situation of an immobile dopant and examinewhether and how strongly the outcomes of the analytical solutions which are derived underfurther assumptions (see section 5.1.1) deviate from the ones of the numerical approach validwithout these assumption. Here firstly the relationships most commonly used in the literatureshall be tested. They are given in ref. [22] (see Table 6).Fig. 26a shows the positions of the different cases in the dopant concentration / SCL potentialmap. Note that the mixed case cannot be described analytically. Therefore, in comparison withFig. 22a the area of the GC case is expanded and fills the whole plot. In Fig. 26a the borderbetween the GC case o and the MS case m2 is given by the line where 0 An c . Here00 Be k Tn n e   is the local electron concentration at the interface (see eq. {22}).Correspondingly, the condition ,0O DVc c   (with ,0OVc   as the local oxygen vacancy concentrationat the interface) separates the cases p and m1.

Fig. 26: (a) Areas of the Different Analytical Approximation Cases and (b) Screening Lengths 2 and
* as a Function of Dopant Concentration and SCL PotentialThe case designations are in accordance with ref. [22].
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Table 6: Analytical Approximations of Non-Overlapping SCL Conductivity Effects in CeO2 taken from
ref. [22]The case designations are in accordance with ref. [22]. Note that more accurate relationships are given inTable 7. For all cases in Table 6 the dopant is considered to be immobile.

44
OV   ( e  ): Debye length with regard to the oxygen vacancies (electrons)Note that only the quantity   (Debye length) has a direct physical meaning. Specifically, 2  is theapproximate extent of the SCL in the GC case. The quantities OV   and e   are only defined in order tosimplify the equations in Table 6 by summarizing a number of other variables.
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5.1.4.1.2 The Space Charge Layer Extent in the Analytical SolutionsIn the literature[1, 22, 94] the quantities plotted in Fig. 26b 2 (for the GC case, eq. {34}) and * (forthe MS case, eq. {33}) are referred to as “effective thickness” of the SCL and in practice they aresometimes used to estimate the extent of the SCL. As an example they are applied to distinguishbetween non-overlapping and overlapping SCLs (e.g. in ref. [21, 51]).Hence, as a first step it is instructive to check how well 2 and * correspond to the calculatedSCL extent SCLl  given in Fig. 23a. Hereby the SCLl  value represents the distance from the interfacewhere the integration of the (reciprocal) concentrations yield 99 % of the charge contributions
i  (reduced resistances i ) as defined in eq. {79} and {80}. The comparison of Fig. 26b withFig. 23a yields the following results:(1) As SCLl  also 2 and * strongly decrease with increasing doping content. (2) Interestingly, forpositive SCL potentials 2 is maximal for small acceptor doping while SCLl  is maximal for smalldonor doping. (3) The slight SCL potential dependence of SCLl  in the GC (and mixed) case can notbe described with the analytical solutions (i.e. 2 is potential independent, see eq. {34}). (4) Inthe MS case the * value reproduces the SCL potential dependence of SCLl . Nonetheless, at low0  values * changes too strongly with the potential in comparison with SCLl . (5) The 2 and *values are generally smaller than SCLl . Hence, between 0x   and 2x   (or *x  ) less than99 % of the integrated SCLs are regarded.

5.1.4.1.3 Effective Conductivity and Effective Conductivity ChangeThe effective conductivity values calculated using the equations in Table 6 are displayed inFig. 27. Qualitatively, the results are similar with the ones in Fig. 24. However, quantitativelythere are significant differences. If the equations in Table 6 are strictly applied over a widepotential range a depletion of CCs is predicted where they are enriched and vice versa (crossedarea in Fig. 27). This discrepancy originates from the assumption made in the formulae in ref. [22]that the effective conductivity is equal to the conductivity change: || ||, ,i m i m   and , ,i m i m  (compare with eq. {42} and {43}). Clearly, this assumption is valid for strong SCL effects only.Hence, for low 0  values a large discrepancy is expected. However, what is apparentlyunexpected in ref. [22] is that this area of low potentials is rather large and in particular extendswell into the potential range experimentally observed in CeO2 (blue rectangle in Fig. 27).Especially, for the electrons nearly for the whole area in Fig. 27b (i.e. even for much largerpotentials up to ±0.6 V) the above assumption cannot be applied. However, it is uncomplicatedto avoid this simplification. Hereby the terms {89}, {90}, {93}, {94}, {96} and {99} have to be setequal to , 1i ms   instead of ,i ms . Terms {88}, {91}, {92}, {95}, {97} and {98} characterizing thedepleted CC have to be set equal to 1 1,(( ) 1)i ms
  .
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Fig. 27: Normalized Effective Conductivity of the (a) Oxygen Vacancies and (b) Electrons as a Function
of Dopant Concentration and SCL Potential, Calculated Using the Analytical Solutions in
ref. [22] (Table 6)The crossed area shows the positions where, if the formulae in ref. [22] (Table 6) are strictly applied, the ,i msvalues are < 1 although the CC is enriched in the SCLs or where , 1i ms   despite the depletion of the CC (seemain text).The blue rectangle indicates the SCL potential range between 0.20 V and 0.34 V which was observedexperimentally in nominally pure and acceptor doped ceria.[10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99]

5.1.4.1.4 Quantitative Impact of the Assumptions Made in the Analytical Solutions on
their AccuracyAfter this simple modification of the relationships in Table 6 the conductivity values werecalculated once again (Fig. 28). The above discussed uncertainty is clearly not present in Fig. 28anymore. At first glance, the largest difference between Fig. 24 and Fig. 28 is the distinct borderbetween the GC and MS case in Fig. 28.A more quantitative view on the accuracy of the analytical approximations is given in Fig. 29aand Fig. 29b, where the deviation values   are plotted:
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Fig. 28: Normalized Effective Conductivity of the (a) Oxygen Vacancies and (b) Electrons as a Function
of Dopant Concentration and SCL Potential, Calculated Using the Analytical Solutions in
ref. [22] (Table 6) under Consideration of the Bulk Conductivity ContributionThe blue rectangle indicates the SCL potential range between 0.20 V and 0.34 V which was observedexperimentally in nominally pure and acceptor doped ceria.[10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99]

Here ,Approx
i ms  are the results of the analytical and ,Num

i ms the results of the numerical approach.Values of 1i  , 1i   or 1i   indicate that the analytical approximations correctly estimate,underestimate or overestimate the effective conductivity change, respectively.45For clarity it is helpful to summarize the deviation values in three regions of different accuracy:
 In region (1) (green area in Fig. 29c and Fig. 29d) the analytical approximations are veryprecise and differ by less than 10 % from the numerical approach (0.9 1.1i  ).
 In region (2) (yellow area in Fig. 29c and Fig. 29d) the analytically approximations deviateby up to a factor of 2 (0.5 2.0i  ). Such discrepancies may still be acceptable given thatother assumptions like the brick layer model contribute to a systematic error of similarsignificance.
 In region (3) the uncertainty exceeds a factor of 2 ( 0.5i   or 2.0i  , red region in Fig. 29cand Fig. 29d). Here the analytically aproach does not yield reliable conductivity values.

45 As an example, a slight conductivity increase of 5% in the numerical approach and an increase of 10% inthe analytical approximations results in a deviance value of (1.10 1) (1.05 1) 2   .
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Fig. 29: Deviance δi between the Analytical[22] (Table 6, under Consideration of the Bulk Conductivity)
and the Numerical Approach as a Function of Dopant Concentration and SCL Potential(a) Deviance: Oxygen Vacancies (b) Deviance: Electrons(c) Simplified Accuracy Map of the Oxygen Vacancies (d) Simplified Accuracy Map of the ElectronsIn panels (a) and (b) a similar color code compared with Fig. 24, Fig. 27 and Fig. 31 is used. Values of δi = 1(black color) indicate that both approaches yield identical results. If δi < 1 (δi > 1), the analytical approachunderestimates (overestimates) the effective conductivity change as indicated by yellow, red and purple(grey, blue and green) colors.In panels (c) and (d) the results are summarized in regions of accuracy (1) to (3) (see main text).
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There are two main causes, why for several situations the analytical approach in the literatureyields uncertain results (see also section 5.1.4.2).As the first cause the relationships in Table 6 are derived under the assumption of a strongenrichment or depletion effect. Hence, the accuracy of the analytical solutions is particularly lowfor small exponents Bi e k Tz 0  (see eq. {22}). Therefore, at low potentials their accuracy islimited (see Fig. 29). Additionally, for the electrons with 1ez   region (1) of high accuracy issmaller and region (3) of low accuracy is larger in comparison with the oxygen vacancies with2OVz   . As it will be elucidated in section 5.1.4.2.1 the neglect of the further constant (potentialindependent) terms in the derivation of the formulae in Table 6 results in a particularly largeerror in case of eq. {91} and {95} since here the term 0i Bz e k T  is not even in the exponent(Fig. 29d, extended red area at negative potentials).As the second cause the rather crude assumption that the mixed case can be treated identicallyto the GC case produces a large uncertainty in the region around the border between the MS andGC case in Fig. 29.In conclusion, while Fig. 29c and Fig. 29d show that the equations in Table 6 for some cases yieldprecise outcomes they also indicate that for a broad dopant and potential range including theexperimentally interesting 0  values the accuracy of the analytical approach is significantlylimited. This made it particularly attractive to develop new, improved analytical relationships tomodel the SCL effects as discussed in section 5.1.4.2.
5.1.4.2 Improved Analytical Solutions

5.1.4.2.1 Gouy-Chapman CaseThe analytical solutions of the GC case in Table 6 base on potential function {35} which inprinciple is only valid for symmetrical situations (i.e. two CCs with depl majz z  ).[22] Here it wasfound that two modifications strongly increase the preciseness of this approach.The resulting terms of the integration (eq. {53} and {55}) of the so obtained concentrationprofiles contain both 0  dependent and 0  independent contributions. Since the formulae inTable 6 are derived under the assumption of strong SCL effects the constant contributions havebeen neglected here (e.g. 0 Be k Te const   is set equal to 0 Be k Te  ).[22] Hence, as a first measureto increase the preciseness of the solutions such simplifications should be avoided. This ofparticular relevance for eq. {91} and {95} since here 0  is not even in the exponent resulting inlarge deviance values (see the extended red area in Fig. 29d at negative 0 ).As a second much more significant modification it is useful to regard the so obtained i   and i values (eq. {113} and {115}-{120} in Table 7, page 65) as preliminary only. The fact that the
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potential profile {35} is strictly speaking not valid for asymmetric situations results in an under-or overestimation of the i   and i   parameters. It is, nevertheless, possible to substantiallycorrect this error. Here is instructive to consider a special property of the SCL profiles in the GCcase. Let us define the sum of all i   values as preliminary SCL charge SCL   (see eq. {54}). If theSCL effects are under- or overestimated all i   and i   values and, hence, also the SCL   valueare expected to be under- or overestimated by approximately the same degree. Since the totalSCL charge SCL  can be calculated without the use of further assumptions (eq. {28}) it is easy toestimate the degree of under- or overestimation by comparing SCL   with SCL . The i  and i values can then simply be corrected by the factor SCL SCL    (see eq. {112}. This correction wasfound to considerably increase the preciseness of the analytical approach resulting in veryaccurate conductivity values even for low potentials.If only the enriched majority CC significantly contributes to SCL   for this CC the equationssimplify to the easily understandable relationship maj SCL   (eq. {114}).
5.1.4.2.2 Mott-Schottky Case

5.1.4.2.2.1 Low Space Charge PotentialsThe fact that the so modified formulae of the GC case yield accurate results also for lowpotentials is significant for the MS case too. Let us here in a thought experiment consider amaterial with one enriched CC 1 and one immobile CC 2. For simplicity 1 2z z   and 1, 2,c c  . IfCC 1 is enriched a typical GC case is present. In this case the charge density is given by1 0 1 01 1, 2 2, 1 1, ( 1)B Bz e k T z e k T
z ec e z ec z ec e

   
        . For low potentials the power1 0 Bz e k T

e
 becomes 1 01 Bz e k T   and, thus, the charge density 1 1, 1 0( )Bz ec z e k T    .In a reverse situation where CC 1 is immobile and CC 2 is mobile CC 2 will be depleted and theMS case applies. In this case 2 0 1 01 1, 2 2, 1 1, (1 )B Bz e k T z e k T

z ec z ec e z ec e
  

       . For lowSCL potentials it follows that 1 1, 1 0 1 1, 1 0(1 (1 )) ( ))B Bz ec z e k T z ec z e k T          .However, this is exactly the same relationship as derived for the GC case above. Therefore, aslong as only low 0  values are concerned the conductivity effects in the MS case can be treatedin good approximation using the same relationships as for the GC case (i.e. eq. {115}-{120}including the above described correction eq. {112}, see Table 7 for further details). Here withthe numerical approach as a reference it was found that this approach yields very preciseconductivity values for 0 4Be k Te   .
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5.1.4.2.2.2 Moderate and Large Space Charge PotentialsThe formulae for the MS case in Table 6 base on the linearization of the potential profile {33}:0(1 *)x    {103}This is a very strong simplification and, hence, more precise relationships are expected if themore realistic parabola profile {33} is used instead. The integration of the resulting 2xe  termsfrom 0 to *  results in the non-elementary inverse error function erfi which is closely related tothe error function erf.46 {104}{105}{106}{107}Interestingly, the so obtained relationships47 were found to produce less precise conductivityvalues compared with the equations that base on the linear potential profile. The reason for thisis given in Fig. 30. On the one hand, eq. {33} results in a too steep potential profile and, hence, inan underestimation of the conductivity change.48 On the other hand, close to the interface thelinearization of the profile leads to an overestimation of the potential. Apparently, both effectspartly compensate each other resulting in more or less precise outcomes.From a calculus point of view eq. {33} does not well describe the profile function obtained withthe numerical approach because it has a different slope at the interface (Fig. 30). In particular,for eq. {33} the slope at 0x  , which is the electric field 0E , is not equal to the applicable valuegiven in the eq. {28}. Note again that eq. {28} yields a precise value for 0E  without the use offurther assumptions. Hence, it is possible to modify the parabola profile in such a way that nowat 0x  not only 0   and 2 2 0 0rd dx     49, 50 but also 0d dx E    under considerationof eq. {28}: 20 0 002 r
x E x

 
 

     ,     with 0E  being determined using eq. {28}, page 15 {108}Clearly, eq. {108} reproduces the potential profile of the numerical approach much better thaneq. {33} and eq. {103} (Fig. 30). The integration of eq. {108} inserted in eq. {22} from 0x   to theminimum of the parabola at 0MS SCLx    yields eq. {121} and {122} in Table 7. Using thenumerical approach as a reference these formulas were found to produce much more preciseeffective conductivity values in comparison with the equations given in the literature (Table 6).
46    erfi( ) erf( )x i i x  (i = imaginary unit) and 2erf( ) 2 x t

ox e dt 47 For CeO2 they are:case m1:  || 0, 2 erfi 2 1
O

BV m e
s e k T        {104},   10, ( erfi 1)Be m e

s e k T         {105}case m2:   10, ( 2 erfi 2 1)
O O

BV m V
s e k T    

    {106},  || 0, erfi 1
O

Be m V
s e k T      {107}48 In addition to Fig. 30 it is instructive to compare the MS type profiles in Fig. 7 with the ones in Fig. 9. Theseplots show clearly that eq. {33} results in an increased SCL steepness and a decreased SCL extent.49 Compare with eq. {24}.50 Hereby 0  is the charge density at the interface (see eq. {25} in Table 7 - Parameters).
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– – – – numerical approach

——— eq. {33}

- - - - - - eq. {103}

——— eq. {108}

——— eq. {109}

——— eq. {110}

Fig. 30: Example SCL Potential Profiles of the MS CaseClearly, eq. {33} underestimates the potential profile obtained using the numerical approach whereaseq. {108} deviates much less strongly from this curve.Additionally to eq. {108} also two other model profile functions with 0d dx E   at 0x   were tested whichare analytically integrable after inserting them in eq. {22}: 0 00 x Ee      {109} and
 23 2 10 0 004 / 2E x E     {110}. Nonetheless, they were found to describe the potential profile lessaccurate compared with eq. {108}.Parameters: 0 0.6 V  ,   26r , 700 °C  , 1Dop deplz z     and 19 -3, 1.25 10 cmdepl Dopc c   

5.1.4.2.3 Mixed CaseIn the literature the border region between the GC and MS case, i.e. the mixed case, is simplydescribed using the GC approach instead.[22] However, Fig. 29 shows that this method results inhighly unreliable results. Therefore, here a better approach to analytically treat the mixed caseis suggested. As illustrated in Fig. 10 (page 29) in the mixed case the charge density profile isdivided in two regions. Close to the interface (in Fig. 10 for 2.5 nmx  ) the enriched CCdominates the charge density similarly to the GC case whereas for larger x values the chargedensity profile becomes rather flat and is dominated by the doping content as in the MS case.Hence, we can define a transition potential T  at which the charge density contribution of theenriched CC just reaches the charge density contribution IM of the immobile (dopant) CCs:
,lnB IM

T
maj maj maj

k T
z e z ec




      
{111}

The total i  and i  values can then be expressed as the sum of the GC like contribution (where
  is larger than T ) and the MS like contribution (where   is smaller than T ):, ,i i GC i MS     and , ,i i GC i MS    .To calculate the MS contribution the same equations as for the real MS case (eq. {121}, {122})can be used. Here only 0  needs to be replaced by the value of T .
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Effective Conductivities , , ,i m i m is   

Enriched Charge Carriers : || || ||, , , ,with 1i
i m i m i m

i i
s s s

z ec



    {40},{57}*
Depleted Charge Carriers:   1, , , ,with 1i m i m i m i i is s s z ec 

  
   {41},{57}*The geometrical factors ||  and    are given in Table 2.
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        {113}if all i   except maj   are very small: maj SCL  {114}
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Mott-Schottky Case

Moderate and High Potentials (i.e. 0 Be k Te > 4 )
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Low Potentials (i.e. 0 Be k Te < 4 )

 Use the formulae of the Gouy-Chapman case {115}-{120} including the correction, eq. {112}. Tocalculate   and A  with eq. {34} and {124} set  0sgnmajz    and ,maj maj IMz ec   .
Mixed Case(1) Determine T : ,lnB IM

T
maj maj maj

k T
z e z ec




      
{111}

(2a) Calculate all values 0, , , Ti GC i i        and 0, , , Ti GC i i       . Hereby 0,i    and 0,i  are the results of the unchanged equations of the Gouy-Chapman case whereas for , Ti    and, Ti    the 0  values need to be replaced by T  in the respective formulae.(2b) In analogy determine the 0, , , TSCL GC SCL SCL      value.(2c) Perform the Gouy-Chapman case correction with, ,, , , , , ,, , 1, and MobileN
SCL GC SCL GC

i GC i GC i GC i GC SCL GC i GC
SCL GC SCL GC i

 
     

  

     
   {123}.(3) Calculate the quantities ,i MS  and ,i MS  with the equations of the Mott-Schottky case.Hereby 0  needs to be replaced by T  in the respective formulae.(4) Add the GC and MS contributions: , ,i i GC i MS     and , ,i i GC i MS    .
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Table 7: Improved Analytical Approximations of Non-Overlapping SCL Conductivity EffectsIn marked contrast to the analytical solutions in the literature (Table 6, ref. [22]) these relationships werefound to be not only very precise for large but also for moderate and small SCL effects. Furthermore theyallow for an accurate description of the mixed case.Hereby i, enr and depl denote an arbitrary, an arbitrary enriched and an arbitrary depleted charge carrier,respectively. maj denotes the enriched majority charge carrier in the Gouy-Chapman case.* The assumptions ||, ,i m i ms s  and , ,i m i ms s  are valid for the usual situation where the grain size d is muchlarger than the extent of the SCLs lSCL. However, if d becomes comparable with lSCL (but the SCLs do not yetsignificantly overlap) both parallel and perpendicular contributions become relevant: ||, , ,i m i m i ms s s  .** Note that depending on what is the sign of 0  and iz  the term 0 iz  is not always equal to 0 iz .*** In the less common case that 0iz   is negative (e.g. for i  of the depleted CC) the argument of the erfifunction becomes imaginary and eq. {121} and {122} can be rearranged according to    erfi( ) erf( )x i i x .
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For the GC contribution values 0,i   and 0,i   (with 0  inserted as the SCL potential) and , Ti  and , Ti    (with T  inserted as the SCL potential) need to be computed using the relationshipsof the regular GC case in Table 7. The differences of both quantities 0, , Ti i     and
0, , Ti i     then yield (after the correction, eq. {123}) the above mentioned GC contributions,i GC  and ,i GC . For further details see Table 7.Notably, despite the complex nature of the mixed case this approach was found to yield veryprecise results.

5.1.4.2.4 Accuracy of the Improved Analytical SolutionsThe improved analytical relationships are given in Table 7. Fig. 31 shows the conductivitiesobtained with these formulae. Notably, the improved relationships are able to describe thesmooth transition between the GC and MS case (compare Fig. 31 with Fig. 24 and Fig. 28).

Fig. 31: Normalized Effective Conductivity of the (a) Oxygen Vacancies and (b) Electrons as a Function
of Dopant Concentration and SCL Potential, Calculated Using the Improved Analytical
Solutions in Table 7The blue rectangle indicates the SCL potential range between 0.20 V and 0.34 V which was observedexperimentally in nominally pure and acceptor doped ceria.[10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99]

Fig. 32 displays the divergence between the numerical and the improved analytical approach. Itis stunning to observe how strongly the preciseness of the improved analytical approach is
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Fig. 32: Deviance δi between the Improved Analytical (Table 7) and the Numerical Approach as a
Function of Dopant Concentration and SCL Potential(a) Deviance: Oxygen Vacancies (b) Deviance: Electrons(c) Simplified Accuracy Map of the Oxygen Vacancies (d) Simplified Accuracy Map of the ElectronsIn panels (c) and (d) the results are summarized in regions of accuracy (1) to (3) (see main text insection 5.1.4.1.4).
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increased in comparison with the formulae in the literature (Fig. 29). Notably, for the improvedanalytical relationships and the given parameters region (3) of low accuracy vanishedcompletely while region (2) of medium accuracy is strongly diminished and, hence, region (1) ofhigh accuracy (uncertainty < 10 %) covers nearly all cases. Even for very intricate situationswhich are not describable using the approach in the literature, such as low potentials and themixed case, the improved formulae yield astonishingly precise results.
5.1.4.2.5 Self Consistency Check for the Analytical RelationshipsIn the present study the numerical calculations could be used as a reference to check whetherthe results of the analytical approaches are reliable. For the case that the numerical approach isnot available here a self consistency check is suggested.In analogy to the mixed case it is possible to separate the potential profile function in two ormore parts also for the regular GC and MS cases (e.g. to separate it in a part where0 0 2     and a second subdivision where 0 2 0   ). The separation can result in alarger preciseness of the resulting conductivity value only. Hence, if the values calculated withundivided and divided profiles differ significantly they must be unreliable.
5.1.4.2.6 Space Charge Layers Characterized by Unrealistically Large ConcentrationsUsing a similar approach as for the mixed case also an approach how to deal with anothercomplex SCL situation which has not been regarded so far shall be proposed here. In the GC (orthe mixed) case the enrichment of the majority CC can be so severe that its concentrationexceeds the physically realistic maximum value.51 In order to treat this case analytically we canagain separate the potential profile in two parts where firstly 0 E     and secondly0E   : , ,i i E i GC     and , ,i i E i GC    . Hereby E , EE , E  and Ex are thepotential, electric field, charge density and coordinate, respectively, where the concentration ofthe enriched CC reaches its maximum value ,maj maxc : , ,ln maj maxB

E
maj maj

ck T
z e c




 
      

{126}
For the calculation of ,i GC  and ,i GC (i.e. the part of the profile where 0E   ) the samerelationships given in Table 7 for the GC (or the mixed) case can be used with 0  being replacedby E .
51 E.g. in CeO2 the e  concentration can not surpass the concentration of the cerium cations.
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For the contributions ,i E  and ,i E (i.e. the profile subdivision close to the interface where0 E    ) the concentration of the enriched CC can be set equal to ,maj maxc . This results ina nearly constant charge density and, thus, in a MS like situation which in good approximationcan be described with a similar potential profile as eq. {108}:
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Hereby 0   at �  and � , Ed dx E   , 2 2 0E rd dx      at Ex x . The enriched majorityCC ,maj E  is then given by eq. {129}:
 , , ,maj E i E maj max majz ex c c   {129}

For the calculation of the ,i E  and ,i E  values of the depleted and further enriched minorityCCs the integration of eq. {127} inserted in eq. {22} results in similar relationships as eq. {121}and {122} in Table 7:52 {130}{131}{132} 2020, , 1 2 r Ei
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52 Since constant charge density profiles are likely to occur also in other SCL situations it is instructive to givethe general solution of an arbitrary parabola potential profile. For arbitrary coefficients 1 , 2 , 3 , 1 , 2 ,
3 ,  and  it is:
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22 3142 3 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 11 1 1erfi 2 erfi 22 2 2 {132}Hereby    1, 1  and usually i Bz e k T    (eq. {22}), ,i i iz ec Int    with  1  (eq. {53}) and,i iiInt ecz   with  1  (eq. {55}).
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5.1.4.3 Examples

5.1.4.3.1 Low Space Charge Layer PotentialsThe samples discussed in section 5.4 (parameters: 16 nmd  , 10%Ac  , 700°C  ) show an onlyrather small conductivity change: , 0.5OV ms   . Here the numerical approach yields a potential of0.19 V. With 0.20 V the improved analytical formulae (Table 7) differ only slightly from thisoutcome, while with 0.25 V the non-improved equations in Table 6 are much more inaccurate.
5.1.4.3.2 Moderate Space Charge Layer PotentialsThe films analyzed in section 5.3.3.1.2 (parameters: 16 nmd  , 10%Ac  , 700°C  ) exhibit alarger SCL potential of 0.32 V. Let us now check what conductivity values are expected using thedifferent approaches. The numerical solution yields , 0.077OV ms   . Here with values of 0.077 and0.098 the improved and the non-improved analytical solutions are in very good and acceptableagreement, respectively.However, for the electrons the conductivity values of the strictly applied, non-improvedanalytical solutions in Table 6 differ strongly, since due to their lower absolute charge numberthe assumption of a strong SCL effect (i.e. a large 0 Bi e k Tz   term) is less precisely fulfilled thanfor the oxygen vacancies (see section 5.1.4.1.4). Here the numerical, improved analytical andnon-improved analytical approaches yield results of e , 2.06ms  , 2.06 and 0.90, respectively.
5.1.4.3.3 Mixed CaseAlso samples in the mixed case were investigated in this study (section 5.5). For comparabilitywith the two above examples, let us take the same parameters ( 16 nmd  , 10%Ac  , 700°C  ,0 0.32 V  ) and in a thought experiment decrease the pO2 until n  increases to 19 -36 10 cm .Here 0n is just above the dopant concentration (for 0 0.32 V  ) and, hence, the SCLs are in themixed case between the ideal GC and MS cases. Here the numerical approach yields a ,OV ms value of 0.083. With 0.076 the improved analytical solutions are in agreement while the non-improved solutions are imprecise and yield a value of 0.0262.For the electrons the numerical calculation yields e , 1.98ms  . Again the improved and non-improved analytical relationships yield precise and imprecise values of 1.96 and 3.38,respectively. For the mixed case the boundary conditions of the non-improved analyticalapproximations are evidently inadequate while, notably, the improved equations can be used todetermine the effective conductivity values. The failure of the non-improved equations is clearin this case as they rely on oversimplified assumptions.
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5.1.5 Considerations on the SCL Charge

5.1.5.1 Maximum Value of the SCL Charge in CeO2In the literature it is nearly exclusively the SCL potential that is used to characterize SCL effectsfound experimentally. The reason for this is probably the wide use of analytical solutions (suchas the ones in ref. [22]) which allow for a rather simple and direct calculation of the 0  values.However, other parameters such as the SCL charge SCL  are also important since in some casesthey limit the expected conductivity effects significantly.Let us firstly consider the maximum value of SCL . If we assume that not more than half of theoxide ions are expected to be missing in the GB core in one (100) plane, this results in an upperlimit of 10 2 22 2 (5.41 10 m) 2C me     for Core  and of 21C m  for SCL (with a lattice constantof 5.41 Å)[102] (see eq. {18}).
5.1.5.2 Relationship between SCL Potential and ChargeFig. 33a shows the SCL charge as a function of SCL potential and doping content. Note that forpositive potentials the SCL charge becomes negative and vice versa. As expected, SCLincreases with increasing 0 .In the MS case the local charge density cannot surpass the dopant value Dop Dop Dopz ec  ,whereas in the GC case the charge density contribution of the enriched CC usually exceeds Dop .Therefore, the largest SCL  values were observed in the GC case in Fig. 33a. Furthermore, sincein the GC case the oxygen vacancies are enriched ( 0 0 ) more strongly than the electrons(enriched for 0 0 ),53 for a given 0  value the SCL charge is larger for 0 0 than for 0 0(Fig. 33a).For a given potential in Fig. 33a SCL  increases with increasing doping content. At first glancethis might be counterintuitive given that the SCL extent decreases with increasing dopingcontent. However, while SCLl  is proportional to 1 2( )Dopc   (compare with *  and   in eq. {33}and {34}) for constant SCLl  values SCL  is expected to be proportional to Dopc . Hence, for anincreasing dopant concentration the decrease of SCLl  is overcompensated and SCL  increases.The numerical calculations show that for large doping contents this increase of SCL  can evenresult in a value that exceeds the maximum value of 21C m  (indicated by the crossed area inFig. 33a).
53 due to their charge number of 2OVz   in comparison with 1ez 
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Fig. 33: Relationship between the SCL Potential and the SCL Charge as a Function of Dopant
Concentration, Calculated Using the Numerical Approach(a) SCL Charge SCL  as a Function of SCL Potential 0 (b) SCL Potential 0  as a Function of SCL Charge SCLThe crossed area in panel (a) corresponds with SCL  values which exceed the theoretical maximum of21 C m  (see main text).Note that for positive SCL potentials the SCL charge is negative and vice versa.The color code used here shares some similarities with the one applied in Fig. 24, Fig. 27 and Fig. 31. For bothquantities, SCL potential and charge, values around zero indicate very small SCL effects and are color codedblack.The borders between the different cases are taken from Fig. 23a (for plot (a)). The circles describe thepositions of the SCL profiles given in Table 5 (constant 0  values, circles with white filling) and Table 8(constant SCL  values, circles with black filling).

5.1.5.3 Expected Conductivity Effects under Consideration of the SCL
ChargeIn the MS case due to the upper limit of the charge density of Dop Dopz ec , for a given potential theSCL charge becomes minimal for the lowest dopant concentration for which the MS case is stillvalid. In other words, for a given potential the minimum of SCL  is approximately at the borderbetween the mixed and the MS case in Fig. 33a.Due to this, for a given potential the minimum of SCL  nearly exactly falls together with themaximum of the conductivity effect (compare Fig. 33a with Fig. 24). As a consequence, when theeffective conductivity is plotted as function of the SCL charge in Fig. 34 the axis asymmetry iseven pronounced (compared with Fig. 24). Thus the plots in Fig. 34 exhibit two distinct extremawhere the conductivity is changed by more than 4 orders of magnitude.
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This asymmetry (e.g. the fact that for constant SCL  values the effective conductivity change isstrongly dopant dependent) is of large relevance for the way in which SCL effects are able toaffect the conductivity. Since for many applications, such as SOFCs, the high ionic conductivity ofCeO2 is crucial, a number of attempts were carried out to modify the GBs in order to improve theconductivity of the polycrystalline material. This includes segregation of aliovalent cations at theGBs,[50] inhomogeneous doping by GB diffusion,[53] decoration of the GBs of nanocrystallineceria,[51, 52] and use of substrates on which CeO2 films with only small positive potentials can begrown (section 5.4).Fig. 34a clearly shows that for strongly acceptor doped ceria the ionic conductivity is drasticallyreduced for to a positive SCL potential (corresponding with a negative SCL charge) asexperimentally observed.[10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99] Therefore, a change in the potential (and, hence, in the

Fig. 34: Normalized Effective Conductivity of the (a) Oxygen Vacancies and (b) Electrons as a Function
of Dopant Concentration and SCL Charge, Calculated Using the Numerical ApproachThe same color code as in Fig. 24, Fig. 27 and Fig. 31 is used.A reduction of the positive SCL potential (corresponding with negative SCL  values) in strongly acceptordoped CeO2 is related to a large increase of the oxygen vacancy conductivity (arrow A in panel (a)) until thebulk conductivity is reached ( , 1OV ms   , black color-code). However, for a further decrease of 0  to negativevalues (positive SCL  values) within the realistic charge range, 21 C mSCL  , the expected conductivityincrease is negligible (arrow B in panel (a)). Correspondingly, in strongly donor doped ceria SCLs with apositive potential (negative SCL  values) correlate with a negligibly small increase of the electronicconductivity for 21 C mSCL   (arrow C in panel (b)).The circles describe the positions of the SCL profiles given in Table 5 (constant 0  values, circles with whitefilling) and Table 8 (constant SCL  values, circles with black filling).
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SCL charge) towards a value of zero can indeed strongly increase the ionic conductivity asindicated by arrow A in Fig. 34a. However, after the bulk conductivity is reached even a strongincrease in SCL  to the limit of 21C m  (arrow B in Fig. 34a) will not lead to a further significantconductivity increase.The origin of this consequence is the already high bulk oxygen vacancy concentration. As anexample, for a pellet of 20 mol% acceptor doped ceria ( 21 -35 10 cmAc   , 21 -3, 2.5 10 cmOVc     )with a grain size of 40 nm the number of oxygen vacancies will not be increased by more than20 -33 10 cm  even if the SCLs have the theoretical, maximum charge of 21 C m . The same effectiveconductivity can be obtained by just using 22 mol% doped material instead.To understand this we can also check Fig. 24a again. Here it is indicated that for stronglyacceptor doped ceria (e.g. 10 mol% doping content) the ionic conductivity can be increased byone order of magnitude for potential values 0.5 V  . However, Fig. 33a shows for such largepotentials and for this doping content the resulting SCL charge becomes much larger than21C m . As a matter of fact, as shown in Fig. 33b even for the maximum SCL charge of 21C m  thecorresponding potential value is only -0.2 V and according to Fig. 24a for a potential of -0.2 V nosignificant conductivity increase is expected in strongly acceptor doped CeO2.Finally, it is worth to consider once more the SCL profiles. The calculated SCL profilescharacterized by a constant SCL charge are plotted in Table 8. The comparison with Table 5(constant SCL potential) shows that the profiles share many similar features but are different inone crucial aspect. The profiles in Table 8 all feature the same area between the curves of thelocal and the bulk concentrations (under consideration of the defect’s charge number).Therefore, here the linear plots of the same case (GC and MS) are all very similar. As aconsequence, the logarithmic plots which feature the relative concentration changes are verydifferent. As one example we can take the profile at 20.3C m  and 20 mol% acceptor doping inTable 8. Here the relative concentration increase of the oxygen vacancies is only minute. Hence,already the profile function itself indicates that for strongly doped samples the SCL effectscannot result in conductivities much larger than the bulk value.
5.1.6 Section Conclusions

Numerical calculations are a powerful and very accurate tool to investigate SCL effects withoutthe necessity to use further simplifications, even for asymmetric and mixed cases.The dependencies between material parameters, SCL profile characteristics and conductivityeffects were investigated over a broad doping content and SCL potential range. Hereby, the SCLsteepness  was found to depend on the actual case (GC, MS or mixed) and on the potential, as
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20 mol% Donor
Doped CeO2

1 mol% Donor
Doped CeO2

Pure CeO2
1 mol% Acceptor

Doped CeO2

20 mol% Acceptor
Doped CeO2

20.3C mSCL  

20.3C mSCL 

Table 8: Expected SCL Concentration Profiles in CeO2 Calculated for Constant SCL Charge Values of
-0.3 C/m2 and 0.3 C/m2 Using the Numerical ApproachFor each potential value the above graphs are scaled logarithmically and the below graphs linearly.41The positions of the profiles are given by the black filled circles in Fig. 22, Fig. 23, Fig. 24, Fig. 33 and Fig. 34.

qualitatively anticipated. For the SCL extent SCLl  the clear dependence on the doping content, asexpected from the analytical solutions, could be confirmed. However, in comparison with thedouble Debye length 2 which in the literature[1, 22, 94] is regarded as the “effective thickness” ofthe SCL also in the GC case the SCL extent was observed to be slightly dependent on 0 .
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The SCL profile characteristics were found to influence the conductivity effects considerably. Asexpected, the conductivity effect increases with increasing SCL extent. Furthermore, thecalculations indicate that also the steepness   crucially affects the effective conductivity effectwhich was found to be particularly large for SCLs with low   values. For a given potential themaximum conductivity effects were found in the mixed case since here  is low while SCLl  islarge.Interestingly, if the dopant (here with a charge number of ±1) was considered to be mobile fornegative potentials, a similar conductivity trend as above for an immobile dopant was observed,without being in the MS mode. This effect can be explained if one takes into consideration thatthe oxygen vacancies are enriched particularly strongly due to their higher absolute chargenumber of +2.The numerical approach was found to be an ideal instrument to analyze the accuracy of the wellknown analytical solutions. The preciseness of the analytical approach in the literature wasobserved to be strongly dependent on the actual case and on the potential. On the one hand, it ismost accurate for the enriched CC in the GC case, while, on the other hand, for low potentialsand for the mixed case (which is also present in the experimentally observed 0  range) thepreciseness was found to be poor.The comparison between analytical and numerical approach allowed for a test which of theindividual aspects of the assumptions made in the analytical approach cause significantuncertainties. Once these aspects were identified more accurate analytical equations could bedeveloped. Remarkably, these improved analytical formulae were observed to be very preciseover the whole investigated dopant and potential range, even for complex situations such as lowpotentials and the mixed case. While the improved analytical solutions were tested for CeO2 theyrest upon fundamental relations and are, hence, expected to work as a general approach also forother materials in which non-overlapping SCL effects are significant.The impact of the SCL charge was investigated quantitatively. It could be shown that for somecases the limits of the SCL charge restricts the expected excess conductivity strongly resulting ina pronounced asymmetry of them concerning SCL potential and doping content. As an examplein strongly acceptor doped CeO2 for, positive SCL potentials a drastic decrease of the ionicconductivity ,OV ms   compared with the bulk value is expected (as also experimentally observed).However, for the same material and a negative SCL potential ,OV ms   is not anticipated to besignificantly increased above the bulk conductivity. This shows that the current attempts tofabricate highly conductive materials by manipulating the SCLs are promising, but only as longas merely the reduction of the conductivity drop at the boundaries is concerned. Using such a“SCL engineering” approach in strongly doped materials, even theoretically, the conductivity isexpected to never crucially surpass the bulk value.
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5.2 Impedance Spectra

5.2.1 Measured Impedance Spectra

Let us now come to the experimental results of this study. Before analyzing the individualsamples and the actual conductivity data in the following four sections 5.3 to 5.6 it is useful todiscuss the impedance spectra characteristics which are identical in all experiments of this PhDstudy. All observed impedance spectra consisted of one semicircle at high frequencies whilesome of them additionally exhibited a very small low frequency contribution (Fig. 35).

Fig. 35: Typical Impedance Spectra Recorded in this Study(a) Impedance Spectrum of a 10 mol% Gd Doped CeO2 Thin FilmThe electrode contribution at low frequencies is clearly visible and can easily be separated. For the fit only thedata points at high frequencies are considered.(b) Impedance Spectrum of a Nominally Pure CeO2 Thin FilmNo significant electrode contribution can be observed and all data points are considered for the fit.For both cases the equivalent circuit in the right panel of Fig. 38 was used as explained below.
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5.2.2 Equivalent Circuits

To understand why in most cases only one semicircle is observed let us consider the generalequivalent circuit of CeO2 thin films (Fig. 36). It includes all significant components. For eachcharge carrier (here oxygen vacancies and electrons) four contributions have to be taken intoconsideration: the bulk, the perpendicular GBs, the parallel GBs and the electrode. Additionally,there is a contribution from the measurement setup consisting of the stray resistance StrayR  andthe stray capacitance StrayC .However, the resistance and capacitance values of the individual contributions varyconsiderably, often by many orders of magnitude. This makes it possible to strongly simplify the
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Fig. 36: General Non-Simplified Equivalent Circuit of CeO2 Thin FilmsThis equivalent circuit is valid for the in-plane configuration (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 15).55, page 81
C : bulk capacitance,OVR   : bulk resistance of the oxygen vacancies, ||

OVR   ( ||
OVC  ): resistance (capacitance) of the parallel GBs on theoxygen vacancy transport, OVR   ( OVC  ): resistance (capacitance) of the perpendicular GBs on the oxygenvacancy transport, ,OV elecR   ( ,OV elecC  ): resistance (capacitance) of the electrodes on the oxygen vacancytransport,eR  , ||

eR  , ||
eC  , eR , eC , ,e elecR   and ,e elecC  : as above but concerning the electrons instead of the oxygen vacancies
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equivalent circuit. Let us firstly focus on the stray resistance and the stray capacitance. Asmentioned in section 4.3.5 the measurement cell and the sample holder were optimized in orderto increase the stray resistance. The resulting stray resistance values were indeed found to bevery large (Fig. 20). Special care, however, has to be taken when extremely thin films of lowlyconductive materials (such as nominally pure ceria) are considered. For such samples the thinfilm’s thickness must exceed a certain value to yield reliable conductivity values. For thesamples investigated here this evaluation was taken into consideration before preparing thethin films and indeed all samples showed a conductance sufficiently larger than the stray valuesgiven in Fig. 20. As a result, the stray resistance can be neglected in the following sections.Concerning the stray capacitance the situation is very different. For the used measurement cell
StrayC was found to be about 2∙10-12 F; a value that is rather small in comparison with othermeasurement cells but still orders of magnitudes larger than the capacitances of the sample. Thereason for this is the extremely small thickness of the films in the nano range compared with themacroscopic cell dimensions. As an example the bulk capacitance for a 100 nm thin ceria filmcan be easily estimated (using 0 2 1rC Ll l   ) and is only in the order of 10-16 F. The parallel GBcapacitances are on the same order of magnitude whereas the perpendicular GB capacitancesare merely two orders of magnitude larger: 10-14 F.54 This implies that it is not possible todistinguish between bulk and GB contributions and that the measured resistance is the sum ofthese contributions as explained in section 5.2.3.As expected, the electrode capacitances were found to be much larger than StrayC (about10-10 - 10-9 F). Therefore, the resulting impedance spectra are divided into two parts. At highfrequencies it is the stray capacitance that dominates the spectrum and a low frequencies – ifexisting – the electrode contribution (Fig. 37).The electrode was chosen to be reversible and, hence, to have a minimal resistance. As expected,for dense electrodes prepared using silver paste an electrode contribution was visible while forsputtered, porous, very thin and, hence, reversible Pt electrodes used for the vast majority of thesamples investigated here the electrode semicircle did not appear or was only very small (as inFig. 35a). Only for oxygen vacancy conductors (acceptor doped ceria) the electrode was found tohinder the electric transport and the corresponding second semicircle was observed whereas inelectronic conductors (pure and donor doped ceria) the electrodes were observed not to beblocking as expected.

54 Given that r  and the area 2L l  are expected to be constant we can assume 1 2 2 1C C d d , which isspecifically SCLC C d l
   here. Thereby, SCLd l  represents the ratio between the grain size and the SCLextent. Since the grain size in the investigated films was observed to be in the order of tens of nm while theSCL extent is expected not to be smaller than a few Å C C   is estimated not to be larger than two ordersof magnitude.
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Fig. 37: Simplified Equivalent Circuits of CeO2 Thin Films with Electrode Resistance ContributionThe equivalent circuit on the left panel bases on the one in Fig. 36 with the simplifications (1) C , ||
OVC  , OVC  ,||

eC   & StrayeC C   and (2) ,OV mR   & , Straye mR R . Thereby ,OV mR   and ,e mR   are the effective resistances of theoxygen vacancies and electrons, respectively, which comprise bulk and GB contributions:||1 1 1, ,(( ) ( ) )O OO O V VV m VR R R R          and ||1 1 1, ,(( ) ( ) )e ee m eR R R R        .Since furthermore , Straye elecC C  and ,O StrayV elecC C   the equivalent circuit reduces to the one given in theright panel with 1 1 1, ,(( ) ( ) )Om V m e mR R R      . Here 'elecR ( 'elecC ) is the effective resistance (capacitance) of theelectrodes comprising both the oxygen vacancy and electron transport.
Note that all information relevant for this study (i.e. the bulk and boundary contributions) wasgiven in the total effective resistance mR  (see also below, eq. {137}). Therefore, the spectra inthis study were fitted using the equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 38. If necessary, the electrodecontribution could easily be separated by considering for the fit the high frequency data pointsonly (Fig. 35a).

Fig. 38: Two Simplified Equivalent Circuits of CeO2 Thin Films without Electrode Resistance
Contribution

StrayCPE : stray constant phase element
Specifically, the R-CPE circuit in the right panel of Fig. 38 was used. Here the capacitor isreplaced by a constant phase element (CPE). CPEs are often applied in solid state ionics. Theyare used to describe the non-ideal behavior of ionic conductors and base on the assumption thata sample is not only characterized by one relaxation time but by a distribution of relaxationtimes.[103, 104] The impedance of the R-CPE circuit is 1(1 ( ) )Z R i QR    . Here Q  is theadmittance ( 1Z  ) of the CPE at 11s   and   describes its degree of ideal behavior.  is 1 for
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an ideal capacitor and in ionic conductors usually values between 0.8 and 1 are observed. In thepresent study the   values were found to vary merely slightly from the value of 1 (they werebetween 0.95 and 1) indicating a nearly ideal behavior of the investigated films.
5.2.3 Total Effective Resistance and Conductivity

In any case the total effective resistance mR  could be determined easily. mR  includes bulk andboundary contributions of both electrons and oxygen vacancies:
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From the mR  value the total effective conductivity m  can be directly determined. m  is ingeneral given by eq. {37} and {38}. For the thin film geometry and with regard to eq. {137} itreads specifically: 12 1
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Hereby the individual bulk and boundary resistances correspond to the conductivitycontributions introduced in section 2.2.3.2:|| || 1|| ||, , , ,, , 2, ,, , , , , with
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Hence, in generalm  is given by:
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Depending on the sample (doping content, microstructure, etc.) and the measurementconditions most of the contributions in eq. {140} become negligibly small and the relationshipfalls in several simple cases as explained in detail in section 2.2.3.2. This allowed for theinvestigation of the boundary effects by comparing the conductivity of two or more samples.As an example, in an epitaxial, acceptor doped ceria thin film the effective conductivity wasfound to coincide with the ionic bulk conductivity: ,OVm     (case (i) in section 2.2.3.2). Apolycrystalline thin film of the same material additionally included grain boundary
55 Not that the here given relationships cover the bulk and GB effects in ceria. In thin films effects at the FSIcan add an additional, parallel contribution as discussed in detail in the section 5.3.56 For the definition of the thin film geometry and the geometrical factors 1l , 2l  and L  see Fig. 15.
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contributions (case (ii)): 1 1 1,, ,, (( ) ( ) )O OO Om V V mV Vms     
        . The comparison ofthe m  values of both films allowed for the separation of the conductivity change at the GBs( ,OV m 

  and , ,OO m VV ms s 
 ) and, hence, for the determination of the SCL potential at the GBs(e.g. with Table 7).Therefore, generally speaking the disadvantage of CeO2 thin films compared with macroscopicCeO2 samples (pellets, single crystals) in which the bulk and GB effects can often bedistinguished in the impedance spectra is compensated by the easier availability of epitaxial thinfilms in comparison with macroscopic single crystals.
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5.3 Grain Boundary vs. Film Substrate Interface Effects ―
Cerium Oxide Thin Films on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2

<0001>

5.3.1 Section Introduction

One of the first experimental studies in the framework of the PhD project was the investigationof film-substrate interface effects in CeO2 thin films. The general idea behind the study is shownin Fig. 39. In a thought experiment let us firstly assume a series of thin films of the same materialbut different thicknesses with no effect at the film-substrate interface (FSI). In this case, a plot ofthe effective conductance values
1m mG R {141}against the film thickness L will result in a straight line going through the plot’s origin (black linein Fig. 39). However, if there is a significant conductivity increase (decrease) at the FSI, the datapoints are expected to be shifted towards higher (lower) values resulting in a positive (negative)intercept of the linear fit on the y-axis.57 Therefore, using a conductance vs. thickness plot thebulk conductivity contribution (= slope of the linear fit) and the interface conductivitycontribution of the samples (= intercept on the y-axis) can be separated.

Fig. 39: Idealized Conductance vs. Thickness Plot of Three Series of Thin Films

Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

57 Of course for very small thicknesses the conductance will bend towards the origin of the chart. However,for films with a thickness larger than the extent of the FSI effect this bending is expected not to beperceptible and the linear fit of the data points will have a positive or negative intercept on the y-axis.
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Here 4 sets of 4 ceria thin films each were prepared and investigated: Nominally pure and10 mol% Gd doped samples on two substrates: Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <100>.
5.3.2 Microstructure

The XRD patterns of the films grown on Al2O3 <0001> were found to exhibit strong (111), (222)and (333) CeO2 reflections (Fig. 40a). Only for very few of these samples weak otherorientations were detected. Correspondingly, also the TEM micrographs indicate an epitaxialgrowth of the films. The epitaxial microstructure of CeO2 films on Al2O3 <0001> is in agreementwith previous studies.[105, 106] Merely for the thickest films of the series a limited number ofwedged shaped grains were found (Fig. 41a) probably due to the relaxation of the structuralstress imposed by the lattice mismatch between Al2O3 <0001> and CeO2.For the films on SiO2 <0001> the TEM micrographs were observed to show a polycrystalline,columnar growth (Fig. 41b). Correspondingly, the XRD patterns of these samples exhibit a largenumber of independent reflections due to the multiple oriented grains (Fig. 40b).Table 9 gives an overview of the results of the TEM and XRD investigations. As expected, thelattice constant of the nominally pure epitaxial films is in agreement with the single crystal valueof 5.41 Å [102] and increases both due to acceptor doping [107-109] and for the polycrystallinefilms.[99, 110-112] Furthermore, an important feature of the two series of films grown on SiO2<0001> is the increasing lateral grain size with increasing film thickness.

Fig. 40: XRD Patterns of the CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>(a) Nominally Pure CeO2 on Al2O3 <0001> (b) 10 mol% Gd-doped CeO2 on SiO2 <0001>The curves have been smoothed for clarity.
 : Bragg angle, K : XRD signals originating from spurious Cu K  radiation
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
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Mostly epitaxial films on Al2O3 <0001> Polycrystalline films on SiO2 <0001>

CeO2 CeO2

(a) (b)

200 nm

Fig. 41: TEM Micrographs of the CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>(a) Nominally Pure CeO2 on Al2O3 <0001> (Thickness: 214 nm)(b) 10 mol% Gd Doped CeO2 on SiO2 <0001> (Thickness: 347 nm)From the Top: Pt-Electrode, CeO2 Thin Film and Substrate
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

Substrate Al2O3 <0001> . SiO2 <0001> .

Doping nominally pure 10 mol% Gd nominally pure 10 mol% Gd

TEM: Film Thickness L / nm 25 214 45 384 40 197 55 347

XRD: Lattice Constant / Å 5.42 5.41 5.43 5.44 5.46 5.46 5.49 5.51
Microstructure  mostly epitaxial . polycrystalline with columnar grains
TEM: Lateral Grain Size –
Distribution / nm

nograins *  no grains . 7 - 26 19 - 54 6 - 32 18 - 70
TEM: Lateral Grain Size –
Statistical Average d / nm

- - - - 16 38 15 39
Table 9: Results of the XRD and TEM Investigation of the CeO2

Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>* very few wedge-shaped grains at the surface (50 – 100 nm)
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
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5.3.3 Conductivity Data

5.3.3.1 Acceptor Doped Thin FilmsFig. 42 shows the effective conductivity m  as a function of temperature. Let us firstly discussthe Gd doped samples. As expected, for the strongly doped films no pO2 dependence of theconductivity was found indicating ionic conduction (see defect chemistry regime (I) in Table 1).
5.3.3.1.1 Epitaxial Thin Films on Al2O3 <0001>For the epitaxial films m corresponds to the bulk conductivity ( ,OVm    , case (i) insection 2.2.3.2). As a matter of fact, for the given temperature and doping content theconductivity and activation energy values were found to be typical for the ionic conduction inthe bulk of ceria[40, 74] and in epitaxial films[113, 114] (see Table 10: 4 S/m at 700°C and 0.7 eV,respectively).

Fig. 42: Temperature Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of Selected CeO2 Thin Films Grown on
Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>

Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

The conductivity and activation energy of the epitaxial films was found to be nearly thicknessindependent (Fig. 43a-c and Table 10). As a consequence, for these samples the linear fit of thedata points in the conductance vs. thickness plot intersects the y-axis at y = 0 under
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consideration of the measurement uncertainty (Fig. 43d). As elucidated in section 5.3.1 thisbehavior indicates the absence of significant FSI effects on the conductivity.

Fig. 43: Thickness Dependence of the Effective Electrical Transport Properties of the 10 mol% Gd-
Doped CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>(a) Conductivity vs. Thickness Plot (b) Resistivity mr  vs. Thickness Plot ( 1

m mr   )(c) Activation Energy vs. Thickness Plot (d) Conductance vs. Thickness Plot
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

Substrate  Al2O3 <0001> .  SiO2 <0001> .

Thickness / nm 45 93 186 384 55 113 230 345

Effective Conductivity / (S/m) 3.3 3.8 3.6 4.1 0.29 0.50 0.98 1.0
Activation Energy / eV 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.69 1.22 1.12 1.09 0.97
Table 10: Effective Conductivity at 700 °C and Activation Energy between 700 °C and 550 °C of

the 10 mol% Gd-Doped CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>Uncertainties: conductivity ± 10 %, activation energy ± 0.01 eV
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
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5.3.3.1.2 Polycrystalline Thin Films on SiO2 <0001>For the polycrystalline films grown on quartz the situation is very different. Here the electricalconductivity is reduced by roughly one order of magnitude compared with the epitaxial samples(Fig. 42). The origin for the reduced ionic conduction is the well known, positive SCL potential atthe perpendicular GBs which is characterized by a depletion of the local oxygen vacancyconcentration.[10, 11, 22] Thus, here case (ii) of section 2.2.3.2 needs to be applied:1 1 1,,, (( ) ( ) )O OOm V V mVm    
      . Under consideration of the conductivity decrease thelateral grains size and other parameters (temperature, dielectric constant, doping level) thevalue of the corresponding mean SCL potential at the GBs can be calculated using eq. {122} ornumerical computations (Chapter 3). For the present samples the calculation results in apotential0  of (0.32 ± 0.05) V which is in the same range as the values found in other studiesfor acceptor doped and pure ceria (between 0.20 and 0.34 V).[10, 16, 17, 98, 99]In agreement with the strong reduction of the conductivity the activation energy is increased tovalues between 1.0 and 1.2 eV (Table 10). Such Ea values are typical for polycrystalline acceptordoped ceria.[6-8, 10-12] Under the assumption of a temperature independent SCL potential for ahypothetical sample which is completely dominated by blocking grain boundaries the activationenergy is expected to increase until it reaches a value of 0O OV Vh z e  .[10] With 0.7 eVOVh  (from the epitaxial films), = 2OVz   and 0 0.3 V  this leads to maximum activation energy valueof 1.3 eV. Hence, the observed activation energies between 1.0 and 1.2 eV indicate the strong yetnot entirely dominating influence of the blocking GBs here.The so far discussed results of both the epitaxial and the polycrystalline films are in accordancewith what is expected for these kinds of samples. However, what is stunning about thisexperiment is the large thickness dependence of the conduction properties of the films onquartz as displayed in Fig. 43. Thus, for decreasing film thickness the resistivity 1

m mr  increases by a factor larger than 3 (Fig. 43b). Correspondingly, there is a significant negativeintercept of the linear fit on the y-axis in the conductance vs. thickness plot (Fig. 43d) and astrong increase of the activation energy with decreasing thickness (Fig. 43c).At first glance, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 39 the negative intercept in the Gm vs. L plot istypical for a FSI effect. However, can a SCL at the FSI have such a large impact on theconductivity? Experimentally, we can take the intercept of the linear fit on the x-axis in Fig. 43das an estimate of the extent of such a hypothetical SCL. It is at about 45 nm. However, for strongdoping levels the SCL extent can only be very small; for 10 mol% of Gd doping not more than afew Å (see eq. {33} and Fig. 23). Already this simple argument shows that the negative interceptof the linear fit on the conductance values cannot be the result of a FSI effect.58
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The origin of this finding is rather the microstructure of the samples. In particular, as shown inFig. 44 the lateral grain size d is not constant but increases with increasing film thickness L.

Fig. 44: Thickness Dependence of the Lateral Grain Size d of the Nominally Pure CeO2 Thin Films
Grown on SiO2 <0001>Data obtained from the TEM Analysis.The 10 mol% Gd doped samples exhibit a similar trend with  = 0.08 and  = 10 nm.

Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

58This is of major importance for the conductivity as schematically illustrated in Fig. 45. Here the
Gm vs. L plot in panel (a) shows the situation of a set of epitaxial films with a (1) unchanged, (2)increased and (3) decreased conductivity at the FSI, as already elucidated before in Fig. 39.Let us now focus on panel (b). Here line (4) shows the conductance of an epitaxial film with nosignificant FSI effect and, thus, and intercept on the y-axis at zero. For a polycrystalline film withinvariant lateral grain size, line (5), the intercept of the linear fit on the y-axis is at the origin ofthe plot as well. Nonetheless, due to the blocking GBs, the slope of line (5) is much smallercompared with the epitaxial film, line (4). For the measured samples the lateral grain sizeincreases with thickness. In this case, line (6), the conductance values at small thicknesses arelow and comparable with line (5) but then increase more steeply with increasing film thickness.Of course also this bent curve (6) goes through the origin of the plot. However, since
58 This does not mean that there is no FSI effect present in the samples. However, such an effect cannot besufficiently strong to explain the large thickness dependence of the conduction properties.
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experimentally only a finite number of data points can be recorded in a certain thickness rangethese may easily be fitted linearly as illustrated in panel (b). For this situation the result of thelinear fit will always give a negative intercept on the y-axis despite the absence of FSI effects.

Fig. 45: Schematic Conductance vs. Thickness Diagrams of CeO2 Thin Films(a) Influence of FSI Effects on the Effective Conductance(b) Influence of GB Effects on the Effective Conductance of Strongly Acceptor Doped CeO2(c) Influence of GB Effects on the Effective Conductance of Nominally Pure CeO2Case (1): epitaxial film (or polycrystalline film with columnar grains of identical shape and lateral size)without FSI effectCase (2): like case (1) but with a conductive FSI effectCase (3): like case (1) but with a blocking FSI effectCases (4) and (7): epitaxial film (without FSI effect)Cases (5) and (8): polycrystalline film with columnar grains of the identical, small lateral size (blocking GBs inthe case of doped CeO2 and conductive GBs in the case of nominally pure CeO2) (without FSI effect)Cases (6) and (9): polycrystalline film with columnar grains of increasing lateral size with film thickness(without FSI effect)In the cases (8) and (9) the perpendicular conductive space charge layers have been omitted for clarity.
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

More quantitatively we can assume a linear dependence between lateral grain size d andthickness L as in Fig. 44:
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d L    {142}According to the TEM analysis   and  are equal to 0.08 and 10 nm, respectively. It is thenhelpful to use reduced conductances Y  (and reduced resistances W ) which are independent ofthe geometrical factors l1 and l2 (l2 and L) of the sample (see Fig. 15):1 22 ,l
Y G W l L R

l
     {143}The effective reduced conductance of the oxygen vacancies ,OV mY  can be separated in the bulkvalue ,OVY    and the (normalized) resistance of the perpendicular GBs on the oxygen vacancytransport OVR  ( OVW  ).

  1 11 1, , , , ,2 2with
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       {144}
OVR  ( OVW  ) can be expressed as the product of the number of perpendicular SCLs1SCLN l    (with 2 d   , eq. {61}) and the (normalized) resistance of a single SCL ,1OVR ( ,1OVW  ):

2 ,1O O O
SCLV V V

W l L R N W  
        {145}Hereby ,1OVR   and ,1OVW   are correlated with the value of OV   introduced in section 2.2.3.4(see eq. {55} and {56}):
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From eq. {142} to {146} it follows that: 2 , ,1, , , ,1
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Eq. {147} corresponds to the bent curve shown in Fig. 45b, line (6). Since , ( 0) 0OV mY L    and2 2, / 0OV md Y dL  each secant through two points on ,OV mY   for 0L  (or each linear fit of datapoints) will have a negative intercept on the y-axis as experimentally observed. Two furthersimplifications are possible:
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For the given experimental data the term , ,12 /O OV VW   is about 2 µm59 and, hence, muchlarger than L. Therefore, here simplification {148} can be used which predicts a straight linewith a much smaller slope compared with the epitaxial film. This agrees with the experimentalfindings in Fig. 43d. Hence, here the thickness dependence of the conductivity can fully be
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understood under consideration of the blocking influence of the GBs. The GB effects again are ingood agreement with the SCL model and a 0  value of (0.32 ± 0.05) V as discussed above.59

5.3.3.2 Nominally Pure Thin Films

5.3.3.2.1 Oxygen Partial Pressure DependenceLet us now continue with the nominally pure samples. As expected, they exhibit a pO2 dependentconductivity with an exponent in the log(Gm) vs. log(pO2) plot of 16  (Fig. 46). This value showsthat the material is in the intrinsic defect chemistry regime (I) (see Table 1) indicating a verylow impurity content.

Fig. 46: pO2 Dependence of the Effective Conductance of the Nominally Pure CeO2 Thin Films Grown
on (a) Al2O3 <0001> and (b) SiO2 <0001>

Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

5.3.3.2.2 Epitaxial Thin Films on Al2O3 <0001>Since the nominally pure CeO2 films on Al2O3 <0001> were found to be epitaxial (only thethickest films showed a very small number of wedged shaped grains, Fig. 41) GB effects can bedisregarded here, corresponding to case (vi) in section 2.2.3.2 ( ,em    ).
59 This term can be calculated using , ,,12 / / ( /2 1)O OO OV VV VW d R R     

     as following from eq. {142} to{146}. Here OVR  , ,OVR   , d  and  are experimentally available.
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It is remarkable to see how the conductivities of the two sets of films on Al2O3 and SiO2 inFig. 47a diverge for smaller thicknesses. For the samples on Al2O3 the conductivity decreasesand the activation energy increases with decreasing thickness (Fig. 47a, Fig. 47b and Table 11).As a result, the intercept on the y-axis in linear fit of the Gm vs. L plot is negative (Fig. 47c).

Fig. 47: Thickness Dependence of the Effective Electrical Transport Properties of the Nominally Pure
CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>(a) Conductivity vs. Thickness Plot(b) Activation Energy vs. Thickness Plot (c) Conductance vs. Thickness Plot

Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

A possible explanation for the negative intercept is a SCL at the FSI in which the electrons aredepleted. This is expected to coincide with an increase in the oxygen vacancy conductivitywhich, however, is experimentally unavailable here due to the much lower ionic mobility incomparison with the electronic mobility. In order to check whether the experimental data is inagreement with the SCL theory we can again take the characteristics of the Gm vs. L plot. A SCLwith a negative potential would decrease the normalized effective conductance of the electronse ,mY   by a value of eY  :[1, 14]
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Substrate  Al2O3 <0001> .  SiO2 <0001> .

Thickness / nm 25 52 104 214 40 128 197pO2 = 10-4 bar 0.47 0.35 0.62 0.47 1.07 0.77 0.73pO2 = 10-3 bar 0.29 0.24 0.34 0.36 - - -pO2 = 10-2 bar 0.18 0.17 0.25 0.27 - - -Effective
Conductivity /
(S/m) pO2 = 1 bar 0.076 0.096 0.11 0.13 0.22 0.16 0.13pO2 = 10-4 bar 1.52 1.50 1.43 1.40 1.39 1.30 1.46pO2 = 10-3 bar 1.56 1.53 1.48 1.47 - - -pO2 = 10-2 bar - - 1.53 1.52 - - -Activation
Energy / eV pO2 = 1 bar - - 1.59 1.57 1.43 1.50 1.55
Table 11: Effective Conductivity at 700 °C and Activation Energy between 700 °C and 550 °C

of the Nominally Pure CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>Uncertainties: conductivity ± 10 %, activation energy ± 0.01 eV
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[14] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
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     {150}If the depletion of electrons is sufficiently large (if 0  is sufficiently large) e ,mY   becomese ,2   . As a result, the linear fit of the conductance on the x-axis should coincide with theeffective SCL extent 2 :
 e , e , e e , for 22m

Y Y Y LL   
        {151}60The value of 2  can be calculated using eq. {34} if the electron bulk concentration n  is known.Here the mobility data of ref. [74] ( 2e ,0 390 cm K (Vs)U  , e 0.40 eVh  ) and the experimentalconductivity of this study ( e , 0.13S m    at 700 °C and a pO2 of 1 bar)61 are utilized todetermine n  with eq. {11} and {17}. The result is 18 -32 10 cmn    and 2 7 nm  . Underconsideration of the measurement uncertainty this value for 2  is in agreement with theintercept on the x-axis in the Gm vs. L plot of 10 nm. Hence, a SCL at the FSI could well be theorigin of the observed conductivity changes.Another possibility to explain the FSI effect is structural strain originating from the rather largelattice mismatch between CeO2 and Al2O3 <0001>. The observed wedged shaped grains indicatethat the films are able to relax the strain for larger thicknesses as expected. In contrast, thethinner films do not exhibit grains and, hence, are expected to perceive a strong strain which

60 e ,Y  : normalized bulk conductance of the electrons ( e , e ,Y L     )61 slope of the linear fit in Fig. 47c
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may result in a change of the conductivity. Also in other materials strain effects are well knownto alter the conductivity due to concentration and/or mobility variations.[23, 27, 29, 115-117]

5.3.3.2.3 Polycrystalline Thin Films on SiO2 <0001>The films which were grown on SiO2 <0001> show an increase of the conductivity and adecrease of the activation energy with decreasing thickness resulting in a positive intercept onthe y-axis in the Gm vs. L plot (Fig. 47 and Table 11). Again also in this case an effect at the FSI,such as a SCL or structural strain, could well explain the found thickness dependence of theconductivity.However, as for the doped, polycrystalline samples on SiO2 <0001> (section 5.3.3.1.2) the GBeffects should be taken into account here too. Consequently, here case (iv) of section 2.2.3.2( || ||,, ,ee m e mm       ) applies. As for the Gd doped samples also for the pure films thelateral grain size was observed to increase with thickness (eq. {142} and Fig. 44). Using TEM the
  and   parameters were found to be 0.15 and 10 nm, respectively.As illustrated in Fig. 45c also for pure CeO2 the GB effects are able to induce a conductivitychange which can be misinterpreted as a FSI effect. Here line (7) represents the conductance ofan epitaxial film. For a pure, polycrystalline film with constant lateral grain size (line (8)) theslope of the conductance is expected to be larger given that the electrons are well known to beenriched at the GBs.[3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 22] However, if the lateral grain size increases with increasingthickness the curve will bend to smaller conductance values (line (9)). Here the linear fit of thedata points will yield a positive intercept on the y-axis despite the absence of a FSI effects.In analogy to eq. {143}-{149} we can take e ,mY   and separate it in bulk and GB contributions e ,Y and ||eY  , respectively. The latter one is the product of the number of parallel SCLs || ||2SCLN l  (with || 2 d  , eq. {60}) and the reduced conductance of a single GB ||e ,1Y  . Here ||e ,1Y   and ||e ,1G are connected with the contribution of the electrons on the total SCL charge (see section 2.2.3.4and eq. {53}, {54} and {56})
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62 in general, for an arbitrary CC i: ||,1 i i iiiY z uz    (see eq. {53})
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  {155}Since 70 nm    for the most data points in Fig. 47 simplification {155} can be applied. Itpredicts a straight line with a positive intercept on the y-axis and the slope of the bulk (e.g. thesame slope as for the epitaxial films on Al2O3 <0001>). This is exactly what was observedexperimentally (Fig. 47c). Therefore, also GB effects could be the origin of the found thicknessdependence. In contrast to the acceptor doped, polycrystalline samples where FSI effects couldbe excluded (section 5.3.3.1.2), in the case of the nominally pure, polycrystalline films both FSIand GB effects can explain the experimental data. Therefore, here it is not possible to distinguishbetween both kinds of boundary effects.
5.3.3.2.4 Reduced Reduction EnthalpyA further interesting outcome of the above experiment concerns the absolute values of theelectronic transport properties. For both the polycrystalline and the epitaxial films theelectronic conductivity is about 1 order of magnitude larger compared with the single crystaldata,[74] probably due to the reduced electronic activation energy of only about 1.5 eV comparedwith 1.96 eV in the single crystal.Given that in the intrinsic regime the activation energy is 13 R eH h    (see Table 1), with0.2eV< 0.6 eVeh  ,[91] a change of only the electron hopping energy (and thus the electronmobility) is unlikely to produce such a large change in Ea. Hence, it is the reduction enthalpy thatmust be considerably decreased to a value of approximately 3.3 eV (with 0.4 eVeh  [74, 90]).Experimentally, this is in agreement with a number of other studies (e.g. ref. [6, 118, 119]) whichalso report a reduction of RH for CeO2 in the nanoscale.However, the exact physico-chemical origin of the decrease of Ea remains unclear.Unfortunately, also the dataset presented here could not clarify the situation. On the one hand,GB effects seem not to be the cause since also the epitaxial films show low Ea values. On theother hand, also the thickness of the films in the nanoscale cannot explain the effect. In this case,the activation energy should be reduced further with decreasing film thickness. However, forthe epitaxial films the opposite behavior is observed: an increase of Ea with decreasing thickness(Fig. 47b).
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5.3.4 Section Conclusions

The experiments discussed in this section show that the substrate is able to strongly influencethe conductivity of the grown film. Two major results (1) and (2) can be distinguished:(1) Reduced Electronic Conductivity at the Film-Substrate Interface (FSI) in the Nominally Pure

Films on Al2O3 <0001>As first outcome the nominally pure, epitaxial CeO2 thin films grown on Al2O3 <0001>exhibit a significant conductivity decrease and activation energy increase with decreasingfilm thickness. Since GB effects can be neglected in this set of samples the change inconductivity and activation energy can be attributed to an effect at the FSI which wasfound to be in agreement with the SCL theory.(2) Grain Boundary (GB) Effects in the Films on SiO2 <0001>The second result concerns the polycrystalline films grown on SiO2 <0001>. Here the waythe substrate affects the transport properties of the thin films was found to occur ratherindirect by controlling the microstructure of the thin films and, hence, the GB effects.Especially, it could be shown that GB effects can result in very similar conductivitychanges and might, therefore, be misinterpreted as FSI effects. As for the 10 mol% Gddoped films, the GB effects (and, hence, also the thickness dependence) can fully beexplained within the framework of the SCL model and a SCL potential of (0.32 ± 0.05) V.Finding (2) is of particular significance for a series of other studies which deal with FSIeffects or interface effects in multilayer structures such as the ones in ref. [24-26, 28]. Thesestudies include the investigation of polycrystalline multilayer structures of acceptor dopedZrO2 (a similar material as acceptor doped CeO2) and a second insulating (or lessconductive) material (e.g. Al2O3, Y2O3, Lu2O3 and Sc2O3). In ref. [24-26, 28] at least some of thethin films show a thickness dependent lateral grain size. Despite this, for theinterpretation of the found conductivity changes the GB effects were not considered andthe conductivity variations were fully attributed to the interfaces between the individuallayers. In contrast to this, our findings show that the GB effects cannot be neglected andthat otherwise they can be mistaken for other boundary effects easily.
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5.4 Reduced Grain Boundary Effects in Cerium Oxide
Thin Films on Al2O3 <1102>  and MgO <100>

5.4.1 Section Introduction

In the last chapter it was observed that in the investigated thin films, especially for a highacceptor doping, the FSI effects are only small whereas the GB effects considerably influence theconductivity. Therefore, in the next two studies which are presented in this and the subsequentsection 5.5 the GB effects were investigated more in detail.As shown in section 5.3.3.1.2 acceptor doped CeO2 thin films grown on SiO2 <0001> showpronounced GB effects with rather large SCL potentials resulting in a severely reduced ionicconductivity. Is it possible that nanocrystalline thin films grown on other substrates exhibit lesssignificant conductivity changes? In order to answer this question it is useful to consider theinfluence of the orientation of adjacent grains. The angle of the GBs is known to affect thestrength of the SCL effects significantly.[20] Since (1) the substrate influences the growth and,hence, the microstructure of the thin films and since (2) the structure of quartz is very differentfrom the one in ceria, it is quite likely that the grains of the thin films grown on SiO2 <0001> areoriented more or less randomly with respect to each other (compared with films on substrateswith smaller lattice mismatches). Therefore, the angles of the GBs in the films on SiO2 areprobably rather large resulting in strong deviations from the bulk stoichiometry in the GB coreand, thus, large core charges and pronounced SCL effects.Consequently, thin films which are grown on structurally more similar substrates might featureless pronounced SCL effects and, hence, a smaller decrease of the ionic conductivity. In order toverify this hypothesis thin films of 10 mol% Gd doped ceria were prepared on substrates whoselattice mismatch with CeO2 is as small as possible but still large enough to avoid an epitaxialgrowth of the films: Al2O3 <1102>  and MgO <100>.
5.4.2 Microstructure

For ceria films on MgO <100> usually SrTiO3[114] or BaSnO3[120] buffer layers are used to ensureepitaxial growth. This means that without buffer layer no epitaxial growth is expected. As amatter of fact, for the here prepared thin films on MgO the XRD patterns (Fig. 48b) arecharacterized by several orientations and the TEM micrographs (Fig. 49b) show a columnar,polycrystalline microstructure. Similarly to the films on SiO2 (section 5.3.3.1.2) also the sampleson MgO show an increase of the lateral grain size with increasing film thickness (Table 12).
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Fig. 48: XRD Patterns of the 10 mol% Gd Doped CeO2 Thin Films Grown on (a) Al2O3 <1102>  and (b)
MgO <100>The curves have been smoothed for clarity.

Substrate  Al2O3 <1102> .  MgO <100> .

TEM: Film Thickness L / nm 45 ± 2 309 ± 15 39 ± 2 431 ± 22

XRD: Lattice Constant / Å 5.45 ± 0.01 5.43 ± 0.02 5.49 ± 0.05 5.47 ± 0.02
Microstructure

Polycrystallinewith columnargrains Polycrystalline,irregular Polycrystalline with columnargrains
TEM: Lateral Grain Size / nm 18 ± 9 - 16 ± 11 59 ± 26
Table 12: Results of the XRD and TEM Investigation of Selected 10 mol% Gd

Doped CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <1102>  and MgO <100>

For nominally pure ceria thin films grown on Al2O3 <1102>  (r-cut Al2O3) the literature reportsan epitaxial microstructure.[121-127] Indeed also in the framework of this study nominally pureCeO2 films on this kind of substrate were fabricated and found to be structured epitaxially.However, the lattice mismatch between ceria (CeO2 [100]: 5.41 Å)[102] and the relevant Al2O3[1120]-axis  is still quite large (Al2O3 [1120] : 4.76 Å, Al2O3 [1101] : 5.21 Å)[128]. When the latticeconstant of CeO2 increases upon Gd doping[107-109] the mismatch becomes even larger. For thisreason the 10 mol% Gd doped samples were found not to grow epitaxially anymore. The XRDsignals of the films on Al2O3 <1102> indicate the presence of multiple orientations (Fig. 48a) andfor the thinnest films (about 45 nm thickness) the TEM micrographs display a polycrystalline,columnar microstructure (Fig. 49a). Interestingly, for the thicker films the grains seem to begrown together at larger distances from the substrate. Hence, in the following conductivityanalysis (section 5.4.3) only the thinnest films with a well defined columnar microstructure areconsidered.
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Also HRTEM micrographs were recorded (Fig. 49a, above). At the GBs no segregation of asecond phase was found.
(a)  (b)

Fig. 49: TEM and HRTEM Micrographs of the 10 mol% Gd Doped CeO2 Thin Films Grown on (a) Al2O3

<1102>  and (b) MgO <100>(a) Thinnest Film Grown on Al2O3 <1102>  (45 nm):Above: HRTEM Micrograph, with Red Lines Indicating the GBs Below: TEM Micrograph(b) TEM Micrographs of Two Films Grown on MgO <100>:Above: Thickest Prepared Film (431 nm) Below: Thinnest Prepared Film (39 nm)TEM Micrographs - From the Top: Pt-Electrode, CeO2 Thin Film and Substrate
5.4.3 Conductivity Data

As expected for the strongly acceptor doped samples no pO2 dependent conductivity wasobserved between 10-5 and 1 bar. The films were observed to exhibit activation energy values inthe range from 0.7 to 0.9 eV (Fig. 50 and Table 13) which are, hence, slightly larger than the bulkvalue of 0.7 eV measured in single crystals[40, 74] and epitaxial films[14, 113, 114] (seesection 5.3.3.1.1). Such an increase of the Ea in polycrystalline material is expected[6-8, 10-12] andshows that case (ii) of section 2.2.3.2 ( 1 1 1,,, [[ ) [ ] ]O OOm V V mVm    
      ) needs to beapplied here. However, the activation energies are considerably lower compared with thepolycrystalline films on SiO2 (Ea ≈ 1.0 to 1.2 eV, see Table 10, page 87).For the absolute conductivity values a similar trend can be observed. The ionic conductivity ofthe films on Al2O3 <1102>  and MgO <100> between 2 and 3 S/m is lower compared with the
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Fig. 50: Temperature Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the Thinnest Prepared 10 mol% Gd
Doped CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <1102>  and MgO <100>, in Comparison with the
Films Grown on Al2O3 <0001> and SiO2 <0001>

Substrate  Al2O3 <1102> .  MgO <100> .

Thickness / nm 45 83 158 309 39 95 207 431

Conductivity / (S/m) 1.8 3.1 2.5 3.3 1.9 2.3 2.1 2.4
Activation Energy / eV 0.75 0.72 0.84 0.69 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.87
Table 13: Effective Conductivity at 700 °C and Activation Energy between 700 °C and 550 °C of

the 10 mol% Gd-Doped CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <1102> and MgO <100>Uncertainties: Conductivity ± 10 %, Activation Energy ± 0.01 eV
epitaxial films on Al2O3 <0001> (about 4 S/m) but much larger than the conductivity of thesamples on SiO2 <0001> (between 0.3 and 1 S/m) (see Table 10 and Table 13).Remarkably, despite the large differences in conductivity the lateral grain size of the films on allthree substrates is similar.63 Therefore, the average SCL potential of the films on Al2O3 <1102>and MgO <100> must be significantly smaller compared with the films on quartz. For thethinnest films on Al2O3 <1102>  and MgO <100> the conductivity at 700 °C is very similar (about1.8 S/m, Table 13). Using this value and a lateral grain size of 17 nm the SCL potential iscalculated to be 0.19 ± 0.05 V (eq. {122}). This value is not only much smaller than the value for
63 15 20 nmd    (see the thinnest films of thicknesses around 50 nm in Table 9 and Table 12)
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the samples on SiO2 <0001> (0.32 ± 0.05 V) but also at the lower limit of the SCL potentialsobserved in ceria in other studies between 0.20 and 0.34 V.[10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99]For lower temperatures the SCL potential in CeO2 is known to decrease.[11] This effect can beobserved here too. As an example, we can take the films on Al2O3 <1102>  which show aparticularly high conductivity at low temperatures. At 300 °C their conductivity is reducedcompared with the epitaxial films on Al2O3 <0001> by a factor of about three only. Thiscorresponds to a very low potential of merely 0.14 ± 0.05 V.In addition to this, also the thickness dependence of the conductivity was investigated (Fig. 51).Here the films on MgO as the films on SiO2 exhibited a columnar microstructure and anincreasing lateral grain size with increasing thickness. Therefore, for the linear fit of the datapoints in the conductance vs. thickness plot similar characteristics as shown in section 5.3.3.1.2(eq. {147}) were expected here: a smaller slope compared with the epitaxial films on Al2O3

Fig. 51: Thickness Dependence of the Effective Electrical Transport Properties of the 10 mol% Gd
Doped CeO2 Thin Films Grown on Al2O3 <1102> and MgO <100>(a) Conductivity vs. Thickness Plot(b) Activation Energy vs. Thickness Plot (c) Conductance vs. Thickness Plot
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<0001> and a small negative intercept on the y-axis. The films on MgO were found to showexactly this behavior (Fig. 51c). However, here the effect is less pronounced in comparison withthe films on SiO2 due to the smaller SCL potential.Also for the films on Al2O3 <1102>  a similar trend in the mG  vs. L  plot is found. Nevertheless,here the data points scatter considerably probably because of the non-columnar microstructureof the thicker films.
5.4.4 Section Conclusions

In conclusion, the thinnest films on Al2O3 <1102>  and MgO <100>, which exhibit a columnarpolycrystalline structure, show a rather small decrease of the ionic conductivity at the GBs. Theorigin of this effect is a strongly reduced SCL potential at the GBs of 0.19 ± 0.05 V at 700 °C.The origin of the microscopic cause of the low SCL potential is not obvious. However, one couldcorrelate the reduced potential with the rather low lattice mismatch between substrate and thinfilm. Due to this the angle of the individual grains between each other is most likely in averagesmaller compared with films grown on substrates characterized by more severe structuraldifferences to ceria (such as SiO2). As a result, the GB core charge is expected to be reducedresulting in smaller GB effects. Indeed studies on other model oxide materials indicate that thestrength of the SCL effects depend strongly on the angle at the GBs (e.g. ref. [20]).The finding of the reduced SCL potential in the samples discussed here shows that for thin filmsthe GB effects can be adjusted by using different substrates and growth conditions. Specifically,it is not only possible (1) to prepare epitaxial and polycrystalline thin films (no GB effects vs.pronounced GB effects), and (2) to fabricate polycrystalline thin films with different lateral grainsizes and, hence, different GB densities (but comparable properties of the individual GBs,section 5.3). The results of this section indicate that, additionally to this, (3) also samples withdifferent average characteristics of the individual GBs can be prepared.Notably, the impact of a single GB on the conductivity can either be increased (e.g. by applyingappropriate growth conditions, as shown in the next section 5.5) or reduced as elucidated hereby choosing suitable substrates. Of course, while for basic research both directions are veryinteresting for practical applications based on ceria thin films (e.g. µSOFCs, see section 1.3) it isthis reduction of the SCL effects and the corresponding larger ionic conductivity (compared withother nanocrystalline samples) that is of particular significance.
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5.5 Strongly Enhanced Electronic Conductivity Domain in
Nanocrystalline Cerium Oxide Thin Films

5.5.1 Section Introduction

In the previous section it was demonstrated that a modification of the GBs can result in areduction of the SCL conductivity effects. This raises the question whether also the opposite canbe achieved, namely an increase of the GB effects in ceria. The experiments discussed in thissection deal with this problem. In particular, here it is addressed how strongly the effectiveelectrical transport properties in CeO2 are changed in an extreme situation, i.e. in a samplecharacterized by a very larger density of GBs.In order to fabricate such thin films with ultra small grains the deposition temperature duringthe PLD process was decreased to room temperature. At such low temperatures the iondiffusion is expected to be reduced resulting in a diminished grain growth. In the following thissample shall be designated as rt-nano film (deposition temperature: room temperature,microstructure: nanocrystalline). The rt-nano film was then compared with two other samples,(1) a nanocrystalline thin film prepared also on SiO2 <0001> but at higher temperatures(720 °C): ht-nano, and (2) an epitaxial thin film fabricated at 720 °C on Al2O3 (<0001> or1102   orientation): ht-epitaxial. In particular, the comparison with the ht-epitaxial sampleallows for the separation of bulk and GB contributions.Table 14 gives an overview of the properties of the three thin films. This set of samples wasprepared for different doping contents. Let us here firstly focus on the 10 mol% Gd doped films.
Sample Name ht-epitaxial ht-nano rt-nano

Thickness ≈ 400 nm ≈ 400 nm ≈ 400 nm
Substrate

Al2O3 <0001> orAl2O3 1102 
SiO2 <0001> SiO2 <0001>

Deposition Temperature 720 °C 720 °C room temperature
Microstructure epitaxial polycrystalline withcolumnar grains polycrystalline withcolumnar grains
TEM: Lateral Grain Size /
nm - ≈ 40 nm ≈ 10 nm
Table 14: General Characteristics of the ht-epitaxial, ht-nano, and rt-nano Thin Films
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5.5.2 Microstructure

The microstructures of the samples prepared at 720 °C have already been discussed in detail insection 5.3.2 (ht-epitaxial sample: Fig. 40a and Fig. 41a, ht-nano sample: Fig. 40b and Fig. 41b,see also the thickest films in Table 9). Let us, therefore, here focus on the rt-nano thin film.The rt-nano sample exhibited XRD signals very similar to the ht-nano thin film (Fig. 52)indicating a nanocrystalline microstructure. The finding of a crystalline structure indicates thatduring the deposition the kinetic energy of the ions when they hit the substrate was high enoughto allow for crystallization despite the low temperature. Further independent techniques,namely electron diffraction, TEM and HRTEM, clearly confirm that the rt-nano sample iscrystalline (Fig. 53).The observation that the positions of the XRD signals of both films, rt-nano and ht-nano, arematching implies an unchanged fluorite structure also in the rt-nano film and identical latticeparameters. In addition, from the electron diffraction pattern (Fig. 53) the lattice constant wasdetermined to be 5.42 Å, a typical value for Gd doped CeO2.[107]Already the broadening of the XRD signals in Fig. 52 indicates a smaller average grain size forthe rt-nano sample as expected. This was further confirmed by the TEM micrographs whichshowed lateral grain sizes of about 10 nm on average (in comparison with ≈ 40 nm for the
ht-nano film, Table 9). Interestingly, the columnar microstructure of the rt-nano film was slightlydistorted. Here the small grains were still considerably elongated; however, not in every casethey spanned over the full film thickness from the substrate to the film surface.An analysis of selected GBs with HRTEM did not show segregation of a second phase (Fig. 53).

Fig. 52: XRD Patterns of the10 mol% Gd doped ht-nano and rt-nano CeO2 thin filmsThe curves have been smoothed for clarity.
Reproduced from Göbel et al.[16] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
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Fig. 53: TEM and HRTEM Micrographs and Electron Diffraction Pattern (EDP) of the 10 mol% Gd
Doped rt-nano CeO2 Thin FilmTEM Micrograph - From the top: Pt-Electrode, Ceria Thin Film and SiO2 Substrate

Reproduced from Göbel et al.[16] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.

5.5.3 Conductivity Data

5.5.3.1 Preliminary Considerations

5.5.3.1.1 Thermal Stability of the rt-nano Thin FilmBefore discussing in detail the measured conductivity let us firstly make two preliminaryconsiderations on (1) the thermal stability of the rt-nano sample and (2) the expected electricaltransport properties of ceria thin films at similar conditions in the literature.Fig. 54 displays the conductivity of the rt-nano and ht-nano thin films upon heating to 700 °Cand subsequent cooling down. At low temperatures (before heating to 700 °C) the ionicconductivity of the rt-nano sample is reduced with respect to the ht-nano sample. Clearly, duringheating the conductivity of the rt-nano film increases more steeply compared with the ht-nanofilm as a result of the irreversible grain growth occurring at higher temperatures. Hence, in thesubsequent cooling down phase the conductivity of the rt-nano film decreases much moreslowly. It is remarkable to see that now its conductivity is basically identical with the one of the
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ht-nano thin film which was already exposed to temperatures around 700 °C during itspreparation.Therefore, in order to study the unique properties of the rt-nano sample due to its very smallgrains the sample had to be kept at temperatures below 400 °C in order to prevent anirreversible increase of the grain size.All measurements presented in the below sections were performed at such low temperatures.As a matter of fact, the here shown data in Fig. 54 was measured in the very last step afterperforming all other experiments discussed below.

Fig. 54: Effective Conductivity of the 10 mol% Gd Doped rt-nano and ht-nano CeO2 Thin Films Upon
Heating to 700 °C and Subsequent Cooling DownThe rt-nano sample exhibits an irreversible grain growth upon heating to temperatures above 400 °C.

Reproduced from Gregori, Göbel and Maier[17] with permission from ECS Transactions, The Electrochemical Society (Copyright 2012).

5.5.3.1.2 Expected Conductivity PropertiesIt is instructive to consider what electric transport properties can be expected for the rt-nanosample at temperatures below 400 °C. In particular, the expected electrolytic domain boundaryvalues in both the bulk of ceria, 2,EDBpO  , and in nanocrystalline material, 2,EDB
mpO , shall be regardedhere. As introduced in sections 2.1.4 and 2.2.3.3 the EDB strongly shifts if (even only small) SCLeffects are present. This makes the EDB value an ideal fingerprint for detecting SCL effects.
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5.5.3.1.2.1 Expected Bulk PropertiesConcerning the bulk of CeO2 the single crystal data of Tuller and Nowick can be applied.[74, 92]Also a series of studies[129-131] dealing with pellets sintered at very high temperatures can beregarded since due to the resulting large grains sizes in the µm range these samples areexpected to be dominated by bulk and not by GB effects (Table 15).Unfortunately, while the investigation of the rt-nano sample is restricted to temperatures below400 °C, in the literature CeO2 is measured at higher temperatures (probably because of (1) thelower resistances there and (2) the importance of ceria as an electrolyte in SOFCs which usuallyoperate above 400 °C). Thus, the lowest given temperature in ref. [74, 92, 129-131] is 635 °C making itnecessary to extrapolate the data. In defect chemistry regimes (II-a) and (II-b) (see Table 1) the
pO2 dependence of the electron concentration is 1 4 . This and eq. {4}, {11}, {16} and {17} yieldthe following dependence of 2,EDBpO  :
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[74, 92] SingleCrystal 10-20 635 5 (Y) 4.67 0.40 0.76 10-50
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H h h    10-36
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O
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H h h    10-41
[131] Sintered Pellet(d = 3.5 µm)* 7∙10-21 700 20 (Gd) 2 1.29

O
R e V

H h h    10-39
[130] Sintered Pellet(d = 0.8 µm)* 10-16 800 10 (Gd) 4.03 0.60 0.70 10-50
Table 15: Literature Data of the Electrolytic Domain Boundary in the Bulk of CeO2In the right, grey shaded column the 2,EDBpO   values which are extrapolated to the measurement conditionsused here are given. The data are extrapolated to 280 °C   and 10 mol% GdAA cz   using eq. {156}.Ref. [74, 92]: Tuller and Nowick, ref. [129]: Kudo and Obayashi, ref. [131]: Rupp, Infortuna and Gauckler, ref. [130]:Park and Yoo* The sintered pellets have large grains in the µm range. Therefore, they are expected to exhibit mainly bulkproperties.** No grain size is given in ref. [129]. Since it is stated that the pellets where sintered at 1800 °C the grains areexpected to be in the µm range here too.
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Using eq. {156} the literature data of Table 15 was extrapolated to an acceptor doping content
AA cz  of 10 mol% and a temperature of 280 °C (i.e. the conditions at which most of themeasurements on the rt-nano film were performed). The results are listed in the grey shadedcolumn in Table 15.Probably due to the different preparation and measurement techniques the extrapolated 2,EDBpO values deviate to some extent. Nonetheless, what is important to note here is that in the bulk ofceria at 280 °C the EDB is expected to be at extremely low oxygen partial pressures between10-50 and 10-36 bar.

5.5.3.1.2.2 Expected Properties of Nanocrystalline MaterialAs explained in section 2.2.3.3 in nanocrystalline samples (such as the ht-nano and rt-nanofilms) the EDB is expected to occur at larger pO2 values compared with the bulk (i.e.2, 2,EDB EDB
mpO pO  ). For this reason, data collected from previous studies on nanocrystalline ceria issummarized in Table 16. In order (1) to consider as many influences as possible and (2) to getan overview as broad as possible the studies, ref. [10, 119, 131], have been chosen because they dealwith different sample geometries (pellets vs. thin films), different preparation techniques (PLDvs. spray pyrolysis) and different doping contents. Additionally, they originate from differentresearch groups.The data in Table 16 was not taken at low temperatures too making it necessary to extrapolate.In ref. [10] it was found that the SCL potential does not significantly change with the pO2 and as amatter of fact all studies in Table 16 report on 2pOM  values of the electronic conductivity around1 4  as in the bulk. Hence, for the nanocrystalline samples a similar approach as in eq. {156} canbe used. However, for these samples which are dominated by GB effects eq. {156} which refersto the bulk properties needs to be modified. Firstly, the activation energies can be affected bythe GB effects. This makes it necessary to use effective ionic and electronic activation energies,a eE   and , Oa VE   as they are given in the relevant publications:
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 {157}As second modification the results can be extrapolated with regard to the grain size too. Sincefor 10 mol% acceptor doped samples the extent of the SCL is only in the Å range (Fig. 23a) and,hence, much smaller than the grain size the SCLs do not overlap. Furthermore, for thenanocrystalline samples in Table 16 the conductivity is expected to be controlled by the GBs.Therefore, the relations ,OV m d    and , 1e m d   are approximately valid (compare witheq. {56} to {59}). With the electronic pO2 dependence of 1 4  this gives a dependence of 2,EDB
mpOon 8d .64 As a result, the following relation was used to extrapolate the data of the
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nanocrystalline samples to 280 °C, an acceptor doping content of 10 mol% and a grain size of10 nm as in rt-nano thin film:
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 {158}The resulting 2,EDB
mpO  values (grey shaded column in Table 16) lie in the range between 10-34 and10-25 bar. This is significantly larger than in the bulk (10-50 to 10-36 bar) and shows that, asexpected, the EDB is shifted towards higher oxygen partial pressures due to the GB effects.
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[131] NanocrystallineThin Film (SprayPyrolysis) 4∙10-16 700 20 (Gd) 78 , , 1.28
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Table 16: Literature Data of the Electrolytic Domain Boundary in Nanocrystalline CeO2In the right, grey shaded column the 2,EDB

mpO  values which are extrapolated to the measurement conditionsused here are given. The data are extrapolated to 280 °C  , 10 mol% GdAA cz   and 10 nmd   usingeq. {158}.Ref. [10]: Kim and Maier, ref. [119]: Suzuki, Kosacki and Anderson, ref. [131]: Rupp, Infortuna and Gauckler
64 In defect chemistry regimes (II-a) and (II-b) the pO2 dependencies of the electronic and ionic conductivitycontributions are 2 1 4pOM    and 2 0pOM  , respectively (left panel of Fig. 4). Therefore, for the ratio, ,Oe m V m    the relationship 1 4, , 2Oe m V m pO     and, hence, 42 , ,( )Oe m V mpO       is valid.Therefore, if the pO2 is decreased the ratio , ,Oe m V m    will be increased. For this reason, the pO2 at which, ,Oe m V m    (i.e. the 2,EDB

mpO  value) will be shifted towards higher values if , ,Oe m V m    (and, thus,, ,Oe m V ms s  ) increases as given in eq. {52}:  4, ,2, 2,O
EDB EDB

e m V mm s spO pO   .Hence, an increase of only ,e ms   by one order of magnitude (or a decrease of only ,OV ms  ) corresponds to anincrease of the 2,EDB
mpO  value by four orders of magnitude. If d  decreases both ,e ms   and ,OV ms   change ( ,e ms increases and ,OV ms   decreases). As a consequence, if d  is decreased by one order of magnitude the 2,EDB

mpOvalue will be increased by eight orders of magnitude (see also eq. {52}).
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However, the absolute 2,EDB
mpO  values between 10-34 and 10-25 bar are still exceptionally lowcompared with the pO2 range considered in this study between 10-5 and 1 bar. Consequently, forthe rt-nano sample under the given conditions ( 280 °C  , pO2 ≥ 10-5 bar) the electronicconductivity contribution is expected to be negligibly small and, therefore, the effectiveconductivity to be purely ionic (pO2 independent).

5.5.3.2 Temperature DependenceAfter the preliminary considerations let us now focus on the measured conductivity data of thethree samples as shown in Fig. 55. The ht-epitaxial thin film exhibited the largest conductivityand an activation energy of 0.73 eV that is typical for the bulk and epitaxial films of acceptordoped ceria.[14, 40, 92, 113, 114, 130] The activation energy increased for the ht-nano sample by 0.2 eVindicating that, as expected, the perpendicular GBs block the ionic transport.[11, 14, 22, 50, 119, 131]For the rt-nano film Ea increased even stronger, up to a value of 1.14 eV.The changes in the activation energy correspond to a decrease in the conductivity values. Thus,with respect to the ht-epitaxial film the ht-nano sample showed a conductivity decrease by oneorder of magnitude and, remarkably, the rt-nano thin film by 3 orders of magnitude.

Fig. 55: Temperature Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the 10 mol% Gd Doped ht-epitaxial,
ht-nano and rt-nano CeO2 Thin Films

Reproduced from Göbel et al.[16] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
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Hence, while the ht-epitaxial film is dominated by bulk properties (case (i) in section 2.2.3.2,,OVm    ), the nanocrystalline samples are controlled by the GBs. For the ht-nano filmcase (ii) of section 2.2.3.2 ( 1 1 1,,, [[ ] [ ] ]O OOm V V mVm    
      ) applies.Clearly, this large conductivity reduction of the rt-nano sample is qualitatively connected withits particularly small grains. Interestingly, however, the different grain size of the twonanocrystalline films is not sufficient to quantitatively give an explanation. While theconductivity difference between ht-nano and rt-nano sample is a factor of about 100 the grainsize differs only by a factor of 4 (40 nm vs. 10 nm). As a consequence, the average properties ofthe individual GBs in both films must be different.Two different mechanisms can explain the conductivity data:(A) Higher SCL Potential in the rt-nano SampleUsing eq. {122} the SCL potentials can be calculated under the assumption of a Mott-Schottky type profile (i.e. a flat dopant profile). For the ht-nano thin film this yields a valueof 0.22 ± 0.05 V whereas the rt-nano sample exhibits a higher value of 0.30 ± 0.05 V. Adifferent potential value is well possible given that both samples exhibit slightly differentmicrostructures. In particular, the orientations of the GBs are well known to influence theSCL potential.[20] Also in another study an increase in the SCL potential in ceria withdecreasing grain size was found.[132]While both values are in agreement with other studies[10, 14, 98, 99] in which potential valuesbetween 0.20 and 0.34 V are found still the value of the rt-nano sample is remarkably highunder the given conditions. In ref. [11] it was found that the SCL potential in acceptor dopedceria decreases with decreasing temperature. Here we can observe the same behavior. Thenearly identical nanocrystalline films (compared with the ht-nano sample) presented insection 5.3.3.1.2 show a potential value of 0.32 ± 0.05 V at 700 °C which then obviouslydecreases to a value of only 0.22 ± 0.05 V at around 300 °C. The rt-nano film insteadexhibits a potential of 0.30 ± 0.05 V despite the low temperature. Since not only thepotential 0  but the whole term 0 Be k T  exponentially influences the conductivity (seee.g. eq. {98} or {122}) for a given potential the conductivity changes at reducedtemperatures are much more severe.65(B) SCLs Characterized by a Partial Enrichment of the Acceptor Dopant in the ht-nano SampleIt is, however, not entirely clear whether for both samples the MS assumption is strictlyvalid. On the one hand, for the rt-nano film this is most likely since this sample never

65 As an example the conductivity change due to a potential of 0.3 V at 300 °C is expected to be about as largeas for a potential of 0.5 V at 700 °C.
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perceived temperatures sufficiently high to mobilize the cations. On the other hand, for the
ht-nano sample the cations may have been sufficiently mobile to be enriched in the SCLsduring the deposition at 720 °C. Since an enrichment of the cations partially shields thepositive GB core charge higher SCL potentials are needed to result in the sameconductivity changes as for a flat dopant profile. In the extreme situation of a pure Gouy-Chapman case (e.g. very large cation enrichment) a potential of 0.27 V66 is necessary toexplain the conductivity drop of the ht-nano sample shown in Fig. 55. This is already veryclose to the value of 0.30 ± 0.05 V calculated for the rt-nano film. Note, however, that (1)the actual degree of dopant enrichment at the GBs in the ht-nano film is not obvious andthat (2) at temperatures below 400 °C the supposedly non-flat cation concentration profilebecomes frozen, complicating the situation considerably.

5.5.3.3 Oxygen Partial Pressure DependenceThe conductivity of the 10 mol% Gd doped rt-nano film being reduced by 3 orders of magnitudeshows that this sample indeed fulfils the original goal of this study, namely to obtain a samplewith extremely pronounced GB effects. Nevertheless, even more striking are the followingproperties of the rt-nano sample concerning its pO2 dependence.Let us firstly concentrate on the ht-epitaxial and ht-nano films. As entirely expected both filmsdo not exhibit a pO2 dependent conductivity in the available pO2 range between 10-5 and 1 bar.For the ht-nano sample this result is important since it confirms the finding of ref. [22] that theSCL potential is pO2 independent in acceptor doped ceria.Given the conductivity data in the literature (section 5.5.3.1.2) also for the rt-nano film no pO2dependent conductivity is expected. However, surprisingly in this sample the conductivity wasobserved to considerably change upon a pO2 variation (Fig. 56). This effect was found to bequantitatively reversible and reproducible.Since, as explained above a change of the SCL potential with pO2 can be excluded here the pO2dependent contribution of the conductivity must be electronic. In particular, for the rt-nanosample the measured conductivity has to be described by case (iii) of section 2.2.3.2, whichpredicts a constant ionic conductivity contribution and a pO2 dependent electronic conductivitycontribution: || 1 42 2,0, , ,0 ( )Om V m e m pO pO  
    . Indeed, the data points in Fig. 56b can nicelybe fitted with eq. {159}:

66 calculated using the numerical approach (Chapter 3)
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Fig. 56: pO2 Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the 10 mol% Gd Doped ht-nano and rt-nano
CeO2 Thin Films(a) Relative, Effective Conductivity vs. Time upon an Abrupt pO2 Increase:Upon a sudden increase in pO2 the effective conductivity of the rt-nano sample decreased significantly.

t : time, , 0m t  : effective conductivity at the onset of the pO2 jump(b) Effective Conductivity vs. pO2 (Linear Plot):The pO2 dependence of the conductivity can be well fitted with eq. {159} that describes a pO2 independentionic conductivity contribution and a pO2 dependent electronic conductivity contribution. Notice the breakacross the y-axis.
Panel (a): Reproduced from Gregori, Göbel and Maier[17] with permission from ECS Transactions, The Electrochemical Society (Copyright 2012).
Panel (b): Reproduced from Göbel et al.[16] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
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With an exponent 2pOM  of 13.5  that is close to the expected value of 1 4  the fit confirms thefinding of a perceptible electronic conductivity contribution.It is now possible to independently verify the consistency of the SCL theory for this sample bychecking whether the increase of the electronic conductivity can be explained with the same SCLpotential already determined from the decrease of the ionic conductivity of 0.30 ± 0.05 V.However, to accomplish this the electronic bulk conductivity must be known (see eq. {39}, {57}and {121}) which in the 10 mol% Gd doped rt-nano sample itself is not experimentallyaccessible. For this purpose, we can use the data of the ht-epitaxial nominally pure film inFig. 65a (page 125). Under consideration of the electron mobility data of Tuller[74] (eq. {17},2e ,0 390 cm K (Vs)U  , e 0.40 eVh  ) and the reduction equilibrium (eq. {4})68 the calculation
67 2,0pO : reference oxygen partial pressure, || , ,0e m  : || ,e m   at 2,0pO68 For further details on the calculation see Göbel et al.[16] and the supplementary information therein.
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yields that the electronic conductivity increase in the 10 mol% Gd doped rt-nano samplecorresponds to a SCL potential of 0.29 ± 0.07 V, which is in good agreement with the value foundfrom the decrease of the ionic conductivity (0.30 ± 0.05 V).
5.5.3.4 Further Considerations on the Activation EnergySCL effects are well known the strongly change the conductivity properties in nanocrystallinematerials. As an example we can take SrTiO3. Here in a previous study of nanocrystalline pellets(grain size: 30 nm) the electron hole conductivity was found to be decreased by 3 orders ofmagnitude while the electron conductivity was increased by the same ratio.[21] Theseconductivity changes were observed to result in a shift of the pO2 of the transition point between
p- and n-type conductivity of 12 orders of magnitude.[21] This extreme example shows that insome cases SCL effects can result in extraordinarily large shifts of the transition oxygen partialpressure.A comparable transition oxygen partial pressure in CeO2 is the pO2 at the electrolytic domainboundary. The fit in Fig. 56b yields that for a pO2 of 10-5 bar the electronic conductivitycontribution reaches 25 % of the total effective conductivity (i.e. 1, , 3Oe m V m    ). Hence, with42 , ,( )Oe m V mpO      64, page 110 the electrolytic domain boundary (where , , 1Oe m V m    ) isdetermined to be at a 2,EDB

mpO  value of 10-7 bar.Let us now compare this value with the literature data on CeO2. Since at such low temperaturescomparable systems have not been investigated in previous studies we have no other possibilitybut to take the next best data available. These are the values in Table 15 and Table 16 which areextrapolated from the high temperature literature data. In comparison with the extrapolateddata, the 2,EDB
mpO  value of 10-7 bar measured in this study is larger by at least 29 order ofmagnitude (compared with the bulk, Table 15) or 18 orders of magnitude (compared with othernanocrystalline samples, Table 16). What is the exact physico-chemical origin of this stunningresult (e.g. a change in the activation energy) and how well the high and low temperatureproperties of ceria can be compared will be discussed below and in the following sections.In the bulk of acceptor doped ceria the electron concentration is temperature dependent incontrast to the oxygen vacancy concentration which is constant. Therefore, the electronicactivation energy ( 2R eH h   ) is much larger than the ionic one ( OVh  ). As a consequence, at lowtemperatures the conductivity is mainly ionic and at high temperatures it is mainly electronicFig. 57a).In the presence of grain boundaries, however, the activation energies change. Since the oxygenvacancies are depleted and the electrons are enriched at the GBs the ionic activation energy
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increases and the electronic activation energy decreases. This effect is well known in theliterature which even reports on samples exhibiting reduced ,a eE   values of down to 0.7 eV.[6, 133]Consistently, also in this study an increase of , Oa VE   above 1 eV (Fig. 55) and a decrease of ,a eE below 0.8 eV (Fig. 65a) were observed.Nevertheless, what remained unknown so far is what happens in an extreme situation. As thevalues above suggest it might be possible that the electronic activation energy becomes evenlarger than the ionic one. Such a switch over would correspond to drastic consequences for thesample since now at low temperatures the conductivity would be expected to be mainlyelectronic and at high temperatures mainly ionic (Fig. 57b).

Fig. 57: (a) Usually Observed and (b) Reversed Ranking of the Activation Energies in Acceptor Doped
Ceria(a) For , , Oa e a VE E  , as in the bulk of CeO2, at low temperatures oxygen vacancies dominate the totalconductivity and at high temperatures electrons.(b) In a (hypothetical) sample exhibiting , , Oa e a VE E   the temperature regimes are switched over. Here theconductivity is expected to be mainly electronic at low temperatures and mainly ionic at high temperatures.

In order to answer the question whether the 10 mol% Gd doped rt-nano sample indeed showssuch a reversed order of the activation energies the experiment already shown in Fig. 56a, i.e. asudden increase of pO2, was carried out at several temperatures (Fig. 58a). Due to the abruptchange in pO2 the electronic conductivity contribution decreased while the ionic one stayedconstant. As shown in Fig. 58a the relative drop of conductivity upon pO2 increase was found tobe larger for lower temperatures. This means that also the electronic conductivity contributionwas larger at lower temperatures and that indeed the sample behaves as qualitatively indicatedin Fig. 57b. For this sample the electronic activation energy must be smaller than the ionic one.
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Quantitatively, the results shown in Fig. 58a can be used to separate the ionic and electroniccontributions. This yields effective ionic and electronic activation energies of 1.2 eV and 0.9 eV,respectively. Hence, the intermediate total activation energy value of 1.1 eV previously given inFig. 55 is a combination of both contributions.

Fig. 58: Separation of the Ionic and Electronic Conductivity Contributions of the 10 mol% Gd Doped
rt-nano Thin Film at Various Temperatures(a) Relative Conductivity vs. Time upon an Abrupt pO2 increase:Due to the electronic conductivity contribution the overall conductivity decreased upon an increase in pO2while the ionic contribution was pO2 independent. Clearly, the relative conductivity reduction (and, hence, therelative electronic conductivity contribution) was larger at lower temperatures (i.e. , , Oa e a VE E  )(b) Temperature Dependence of the Ionic and Electronic Conductivity Contributions:A quantitative analysis of the data in plot (a) allowed for the determination of the ionic and electronicactivation energies , Oa VE   and ,a eE  . There were found to be 1.21 ± 0.08 eV and 0.90 ± 0.04 eV, respectively.

Due to the switch over of the activation energies the nature of the rt-nano film may beconsidered to be completely different compared with regular ceria samples (e.g. the ones inTable 15 and Table 16). Usually, i.e. for , , Oa e a VE E  , the EDB shifts towards smaller pO2 valuesupon temperature decrease since , ,2, exp( 4 ( ) ( ))O
EDB B a e a VmpO k T E E     .69 Indeed, all studieslisted in Table 15 and Table 16 report on samples with this kind of behavior. However, for thehere presented rt-nano sample , , Oa e a VE E   and, therefore, the 2,EDBpO   and 2,EDB

mpO  valuesincrease with decreasing temperatures. Hence, the lower the temperature the larger the
69 see eq. {158}
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difference in 2,EDB
mpO is expected to be between both kinds of samples. This explains theastonishingly large 2,EDB

mpO  value of the rt-nano film compared with the literature data given inTable 15 and Table 16.This reasoning also clarifies why in none of the abundant studies on nanocrystalline ceria so faran effect was found that is equivalent with the drastic increase of the 2,EDB
mpO value observed inthe rt-nano sample. For such a particular sample and at high pO2 it is possible to observe thelarge electronic conductivity at low temperatures only. However, nearly all studies in theliterature focus on temperatures considerably higher than 300 °C where this effect is simplyinaccessible. As an example, if we take the 2,EDB

mpO value of the rt-nano film of 10-7 bar at 280 °Cand extrapolate it with eq. {158} to 700 °C (by ignoring the grain growth for a moment) theresulting value of 10-12 bar is very similar with the ones found in other studies at 700 °C.70

Fig. 59: Temperature Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the 1 mol% Gd Doped ht-epitaxial,
ht-nano and rt-nano CeO2 Thin Films(a) pO2 = 4∙10-5 bar (b) pO2 = 1 barSee section 5.5.3.5.At both pO2 the ht-epitaxial sample is a mainly ionic conductor (i.e. , oa a VE E  ) while the ht-nano and rt-nanofilms exhibit n-type conductivity (i.e. ,a a eE E  ) (see also Fig. 60).

70 As an example, the 20 mol% Gd doped, nanocrystalline PLD film with a grain size of 65 nm studied inref. [131] showed a 2,EDB
mpO  of 2∙10-17 bar at 700 °C (see Table 16). Extrapolated using eq. {158} to a dopingcontent of 10 mol% Gd and a grain size of 10 nm, as in the rt-nano film, for this sample a 2,EDB

mpO  value of4∙10-9 bar is expected at 700 °C. This value is even larger than the hypothetical 2,EDB
mpO  value of the rt-nanosample at 700 °C (of 10-12 bar) which, hence, at these temperatures would not have been unexpectedlylarge at all.
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Therefore, only because the measurements were restricted to low temperatures in our study wehad the chance to discover this surprising effect.
5.5.3.5 Enhanced Electronic Bulk ConductivityOn the one hand, as stated above the conductivity effects in the rt-nano sample are in agreementwith the SCL theory. On the other hand, the shift of 2,EDB

mpO  is unexpectedly large compared withthe literature values. This suggests that also the bulk properties, and specifically the 2,EDBpO values, are changed in the CeO2 thin films investigated here.

Fig. 60: pO2 Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the 1 mol% Gd Doped ht-epitaxial, ht-nano
and rt-nano CeO2 Thin Films(a) Logarithmic Plot (b) Linear Plot (only ht-epitaxial)See main text below.The ht-nano and rt-nano samples showed pO2 dependencies close to 1 4 , typical for n-type conductivity.Notably, the effective conductivity of the ht-epitaxial sample was found to be also very slightly pO2 dependent(see linear plot (b)). The fit using eq. {159} yields a large, predominant ionic contribution and a smallelectronic contribution. Notice the break across the y-axis in plot (b).The ionic conductivity contribution of the ht-nano sample is too small to be separated from the largeelectronic contribution. Hence, under consideration of the data at pO2 = 1 bar in panel (a) it must be smallerthan about 3.5 orders of magnitude compared with the ionic contribution of the ht-epitaxial film. Using therelationships in Table 7 (or the numerical approach) at 310 °C this was found to correspond to a SCL potentialof at least 0.33 ± 0.05 V in this sample.

In the 10 mol% Gd doped rt-nano sample (with the experimentally found SCL potential of about0.3 V) the ionic conductivity was decreased by 3 orders of magnitude (eq. {122}) and theelectronic one increased by 1 order of magnitude (eq. {121}). This corresponds to a difference
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between the 2,EDB
mpO  and 2,EDBpO   values of roughly (3+1)∙4 = 16 orders of magnitude (eq. {52})which shows that as in the above mentioned case of nanocrystalline SrTiO3[21] (shift of thetransition pO2 by 12 orders of magnitude) also in nanocrystalline ceria SCL effects dominate theconductivity properties. Due to the shift of 16 orders of magnitude on account of the GB effectsin the rt-nano sample the 2,EDBpO   value is expected to be at around 10-(7+16) = 10-23 bar. This value,however, is more than 13 orders of magnitude larger than what is expected from the literaturedata ( 2,EDBpO   values in the range between 10-50 and 10-36 bar, Table 15).In order to experimentally verify, whether the bulk electron conductivity is enhanced in the thinfilms, two series of films with a smaller doping content of 1 and 0.15 mol% Gd were fabricated.Also in this case it is convenient to consider first what is expected for these doping contents inthe literature. By extrapolating the bulk data of Table 15 down to 310 °C 2,EDBpO   values between10-40 and 10-28 bar are expected for 1 mol%, and between 10-35 and 10-23 bar for 0.15 mol%acceptor doping (eq. {156}).

Fig. 61: Temperature Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the 0.15 mol% Gd Doped
ht-epitaxial, ht-nano and rt-nano CeO2 Thin Films(a) pO2 = 10-5 bar (b) pO2 = 1 barAt 10-5 bar the ht-epitaxial sample is a mainly electronic conductor (i.e. ,a a eE E  ) whereas at 1 bar theelectronic and ionic contributions are comparably large (see Fig. 62). Both the ht-nano and rt-nano thin filmsare electronic conductors with ,a a eE E  .

As for the experimental data, the 1 mol% doped ht-epitaxial sample showed an activationenergy around 0.7 eV typical for bulk ionic conductivity (Fig. 59).[14, 40, 92, 113, 114, 130] Nevertheless,
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a careful analysis of the pO2 dependence of this film (Fig. 60b) revealed a small electronicconductivity contribution with 2 1 4.2 0.5pOM    (case (v) in section 2.2.3.2, , ,OV em       ).The recorded electronic contribution corresponds to a 2,EDBpO   value of 10-10 bar71 at 310 °Cwhich is more than 18 orders of magnitude larger than expected from the literature.Also the 0.15 mol% doped ht-epitaxial sample exhibited significant ionic and electronicconductivity contributions as shown in Fig. 62.72 Due to the lower doping content the 2,EDBpO value is here higher than for the 1 mol% doped film. It is 1 bar (see Fig. 62) and, hence, morethan 23 orders of magnitude larger than expected from the literature values.

Fig. 62: pO2 Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the 0.15 mol% Gd Doped ht-epitaxial, ht-nano
and rt-nano CeO2 Thin Films(a) Logarithmic Plot (b) Linear Plot (only ht-epitaxial)As for the 1 mol Gd doped films also here the ht-nano and rt-nano samples were observed to be electronicconductors ( 2 1 4pOM   ) while the ht-epitaxial film exhibited an additional ionic contribution. The lowerdopant level shifts the ratio of both contributions in the ht-epitaxial film towards a more electronicallydominated conductivity compared with Fig. 60.The ionic conductivity contribution of the ht-nano sample (which cannot be separated from the electronicone) is least 2 orders of magnitude smaller compared the ht-epitaxial film. This yields a minimum value forthe SCL potential in the ht-nano film of 0.21 ± 0.05 V using the relationships in Table 7 or the numericalapproach.

71 The 2,EDBpO   value of 10-10 bar was determined by extrapolating the electronic conductivity contributionobserved between 10-5 and 1 bar in Fig. 60 to a value for , ,Oe m V m    of 1 with 42 , ,( )Oe m V mpO       (seealso footnote 64, page 110).72 The applicable case in section 2.2.3.2 is, thus, again case (v) with , ,OV em       .
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Hence, the experiments on the 0.15 and 1 mol% doped samples confirm that the 2,EDBpO   valuesare strongly increased compared with the literature. This fascinating outcome shows that theexceptionally large shift of the EDB towards high pO2 which was observed in all filmsinvestigated here, with the 10 mol% Gd doped rt-nano film being the most prominent example,bases on two origins: (1) for all films a very high bulk electron conductivity (and hence a large2,EDBpO   value) and (2) additionally for the nanocrystalline samples strong SCL effectscharacterized by a drastic decrease in the ionic conductivity and a further, strong increase in theelectron conductivity (leading to a large value of , ,Oe m V ms s   and, hence, an enormously largevalue of 2,EDB
mpO , eq. {52}).

5.5.3.6 Change in the Electronic Activation Energy at 500 °CThe enhanced bulk electron conductivity corresponds to a very small electronic activationenergy (Fig. 59, Fig. 61 and Fig. 65a). A previous study (section 5.3.3.2.4, page 96) showed thatthe electronic activation energies of nominally pure thin films between 550 and 700 °C aresurprisingly low (Table 11) corresponding to a reduction enthalpy of merely 3.3 eV (comparedwith 4.67 eV in the singly crystal[74]). Clearly, the lower reduction enthalpy results in a largeelectron conductivity increase particularly at low temperatures.In addition to this, a measurement performed on an epitaxial, nominally pure film (case (vi) insection 2.2.3.2, ,em    ) over a broad temperature range between 250 and 700 °C showed asignificant further reduction of Ea from 1.4 eV at higher temperatures to 1.0 eV at temperaturesbelow 500 °C (Fig. 63).The fact that the variation in Ea is around 0.4 eV suggests that not only the electron mobility ischanged (since 0.4 eVeh  )[74] but that a significant contribution must originate from a furtherdecrease of the reduction enthalpy.The change of Ea can be incorporated in the schemes previously shown in Fig. 57 as illustratedin Fig. 64. As elucidated in section 5.5.3.4 for the rt-nano sample at low temperatures ,a eE  wasfound to be smaller than , Oa VE  . The data in Fig. 63 suggests that for higher temperatures ,a eE increases to values around 1.4 eV73 which are significantly larger than , Oa VE   (that innanocrystalline samples is typically between 1.0 and 1.2 eV, e.g. see Table 10 and Fig. 58).Hence, qualitatively three temperature regimes can be distinguished. The conductivity is
73 1.4 eV were observed in the nominally pure sample. However, the change of the reduction enthalpy isexpected to result in a strongly increased ,a eE   value in the acceptor doped samples too.
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predominantly (1) electronic at low temperatures, (2) ionic at intermediate temperatures and(3) at high temperatures electronic again (Fig. 64).

Fig. 63: Temperature Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of a Nominally Pure, ht-epitaxial CeO2

Thin Film over a Broad Temperature Range between 250 and 700 °C(a) Effective Conductivity as a Function of Temperature(b) Activation Energy Calculated between Two Adjacent Data Points in Plot (a) as a Function of TemperatureThe electronic activation energy was found to change at around 500 °C by about 0.4 eV. Note that the loweractivation energy at reduced temperatures is not a cause of a slow kinetics. Also at low temperatures the thinfilm was observed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere.
This explains why in the literature, in which the data was recorded around or above 500 °C, fordecreasing temperatures a shift of the EDB towards lower pO2 values (i.e. , , oa e a VE E  ) wasobserved (Table 15 and Table 16) whereas in this study, performed at temperatures below400 °C the exact opposite (i.e. , , oa e a VE E  ) was found.
5.5.3.7 Grain Boundary Effects in the 1 and 0.15 mol% Gd Doped and
Nominally Pure Thin FilmsAs shown above the 1 and 0.15 mol% Gd doped ht-epitaxial films exhibited a mixed ionic andelectronic conductivity (Fig. 60 and Fig. 62). Due to the positive SCL potential at the GBs theionic conductivity contribution vanishes in the respective ht-nano and rt-nano films whichexhibit pO2 dependencies typical for n-type conduction ( || ||,, ,ee m e mm       , case (iv) in
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Fig. 64: Proposed Activation Energies in Acceptor Doped CeriaAs shown in Fig. 63 the electronic activation energy changes around 500 °C. For acceptor doped samplesqualitatively this corresponds to a separation in three temperature regimes. (1) At low temperatures the totalconductivity is expected to be mainly electronic, (2) at intermediate temperatures predominantly ionic and(3) at high temperature once more electronic.
section 2.2.3.2). However, the electronic conductivity of the ht-nano samples is surprisinglyreduced compared with the ht-epitaxial films (Fig. 59 to Fig. 62). The same effect was alsoobserved in nominally pure films (Fig. 65).While the SCL theory predicts an increase of the electronic conductivity instead the finding is inagreement with a recent investigation of GB effects in ceria where a similar reduction of theelectronic conductivity was observed.[132] This also fits well to what was found for donor dopedCeO2 thin films in the framework of this PhD study (section 5.6). Here the GBs were observed toblock the electron transport too.The fact that the ionic conductivity is reduced in the ht-nano film shows that SCL effects aresignificant in these samples as expected. Therefore, the most likely explanation of the reducedelectron conductivity is a second superimposed conductivity effect at the GBs. This might wellbe a reduced electron mobility as explained in detail in section 5.6.3.2 or a grain sizedependence of the reduction enthalpy.In any case for the rt-nano samples the electron conductivity was detected to be increased againfor all three doping contents compared with the respective ht-nano samples (Fig. 59 to Fig. 62and Fig. 65). Here it is useful to consider that the 10 mol% doped rt-nano sample exhibitedparticularly strong SCL effects (see paragraphs (A) and (B) in section 5.5.3.2). Probably also the
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less doped and nominally pure rt-nano films are characterized by similarly pronounced SCLseffects which overcompensate the reduction of the electron conductivity.

Fig. 65: (a) Temperature and (b) pO2 Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the Nominally Pure
ht-epitaxial, ht-nano and rt-nano CeO2 Thin FilmsFor plot (a) the ht-nano and rt-nano samples were recorded at a pO2 of 1 bar. The ht-epitaxial sample wasmeasured in the framework of a different study (the one shown in section 5.3) at a different pO2 of 10-3 bar(triangles). In order to compare all three films the data of the ht-epitaxial sample was extrapolated to a pO2 of1 bar using the measured pO2 dependence of 1 6 , see plot (b). This 2pOM  value is also expected for pure ceria(Table 1).

5.5.4 Section Conclusions

In summary, nanocrystalline ceria thin films prepared at low temperatures and characterized byvery small grains were investigated and compared with nanocrystalline samples prepared athigh temperatures and with epitaxial films. In order to prevent grain growth the samplesneeded to be measured at temperatures below 400 °C. At these conditions the thin films exhibitconductivity features which are markedly different compared with the properties extrapolatedfrom the literature data.For the most prominent example, the 10 mol% Gd doped rt-nano film, the ionic conductivity wasobserved to be decreased by 3 orders of magnitude while the electronic conductivity was foundto be strongly increased. In this sample the pO2 of the electrolytic domain boundary 2,EDB
mpO  wasmeasured to be at a value of 10-7 bar. Since no literature data for the low temperature propertiesof CeO2 were available this result could be compared only with the literature data recorded at
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high temperatures which for this purpose has been extrapolated to low temperatures.Compared with these extrapolated values the measured 2,EDB
mpO  value was found to be stronglyincreased. Further measurements have been carried out in order to examine (a) what is thecause of this drastic effect and (b) how well the high and low temperature properties of ceria arecomparable. It could also be shown why the data here recorded varies strongly from otherstudies performed at high temperatures. The electronic activation energy decreasesconsiderably for temperatures below 500 °C.Furthermore, the effective electronic activation energy was found to be smaller than the ionicactivation energy leading to the very unusual effect of an increase of the electronic transferencenumber for decreasing temperatures.These remarkable conductivity features were observed to originate from two causes. (1) Due tothe very pronounced SCL effects the ratio between electronic and ionic conductivitycontributions is enhanced. This was found to result in a large increase of the 2,EDB

mpO  value by 16orders of magnitude that is comparable with recent results on nanocrystalline SrTiO3 indicatinga large shift of the transition pO2 between p- and n-type conduction of 12 orders of magnitude.(2) Compared to what is expected from measurements at high temperatures, at lowtemperatures the bulk electron conductivity is strongly increased (leading to an increase of2,EDBpO   by further at least 13 orders of magnitude). The conductivity data indicates that thecause of this conductivity increase is most probably a decreased reduction enthalpy. Hence,altogether compared with the literature bulk data extrapolated to low temperatures the pO2 ofthe EDB was found to be shifted by at least 16 + 13 = 29 orders of magnitude.A number of ht-nano samples showed a decrease of the electronic conductivity at the GBs. Thiswas attributed to a second GB conductivity effect which superimposes the SCL effects. Thiseffect is probably due to structural reasons (a change in mobility and/or reduction enthalpy).
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5.6 Electronically Blocking Grain Boundaries in
Donor Doped Cerium Oxide

5.6.1 Section Introduction

In the last section it could be shown that not only the ionic but also the electronic conductivitycan be drastically changed at the GBs in ceria. Therefore, in order to get a further understandingon the electronic GB effects the next experiment was performed on a pure n-type conductor thatis so far only barely investigated: donor doped CeO2. While in the literature only very few data isavailable on the defect chemistry of this material (e.g. ref. [73, 83-89]), the conductivity variations atthe GBs have not been examined at all. This makes a study of these effects particularlyinteresting.As discussed in section 5.5.3.7 the electronic conductivities in the measured nominally pure andacceptor doped ht-nano films were decreased despite the presence of a positive SCL potential atthe GBs. This indicates the existence of additional GB effects on the electronic conductivitywhich are, however, difficult to analyze in these samples since they are superimposed by strongSCL effects. For donor doped cerium oxide the situation is different. Let us here regard againFig. 34 (page 73) which shows the expected SCL effects in ceria under consideration of the SCLcharge. As explained in section 5.1.5.3 for positive SCL potentials, as they are found in ceria, theSCL effects strongly affect the ionic conductivity for acceptor doping as indicated by arrow A inFig. 34a. However, due to the limiting influence of the SCL charge a positive SCL potential indonor doped ceria is not expected to result in a considerable change of the electron conductivity(see arrow C in Fig. 34b). This indicates that the further GB effects on the electronic conductivityshown in section 5.5.3.7 should become nearly unperturbated in donor doped ceria (under theassumption of a positive SCL potential there too). Also due to this the investigation of donordoped CeO2 is of high relevance.Specifically, as above an ht-epitaxial (here grown on an Al2O3 1102   substrate), an ht-nanoand an rt-nano film were prepared and investigated. The doping content of the samples was2 mol% of Nb.
5.6.2 Microstructure

The XRD, TEM and EDP experiments confirmed the epitaxial microstructure of the ht-epitaxialthin film. (1) Only the (100) and related orientations were recorded in the XRD pattern, (2) the
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TEM and HRTEM micrographs did not show grain boundaries and (3) the EDP featured theregular array of a single crystalline phase (Fig. 66 and Fig. 67).

Fig. 66: TEM and HRTEM Micrographs and Electron Diffraction Patterns (EDP) of the 2 mol% Nb
Doped CeO2 Thin Films(a) ht-epitaxial (b) ht-nanoFrom the Top: CeO2 Thin Film and Substrate

Reprinted from Göbel et al.[15] (Copyright 2012) with permission from Elsevier.
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The ht-nano and rt-nano samples exhibited a polycrystalline, columnar microstructure. Here (1)many orientations were found in the XRD experiment, (2) the TEM and HRTEM micrographsfeatured a columnar microstructure and (3) the EDP was typical for a polycrystalline sample.Notably, also the rt-nano film showed all expected XRD signals indicating a crystalline structureof this sample. The broadening of the peaks can be attributed to the decrease in lateral grain sizecompared with the ht-nano film. Interestingly, for this particular donor doped rt-nano samplethe XRD signals were slightly shifted.The GBs observed with HRTEM were found to be clean. No second phase was detected.

Fig. 67: XRD Patterns of the 2 mol% Nb Doped CeO2 Thin Films(a) ht-epitaxial (b) ht-nano (c) rt-nanoFor clarity the curves have been smoothed. The very intense SiO2 (0003) signals have been cut.
Reprinted from Göbel et al.[15] (Copyright 2012) with permission from Elsevier.

5.6.3 Conductivity Data

5.6.3.1 Defect ChemistryThe conductivity of the donor doped films exhibited a pO2 dependence between 1 4  and 12(see Fig. 68) with no significant difference between the 2pOM  values of the three samples (under
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consideration of the measurement uncertainty). As shown in section 2.1 this indicates not only
n-type conductivity dominated by the presence of oxygen interstitial defects but also that aconsiderable fraction of the oxygen interstitials is only singly charged. Hence, in the considered
pO2 range between 10-5 and 1 bar the samples are at the border between defect chemistryregimes (IV) and (V) (see Table 1 and Fig. 4, right panel). This finding is in good agreement withref. [73, 88] in which for donor and uranium doped CeO2 under similar conditions pO2dependencies between 1 4  and 12 were found.

Fig. 68: pO2 Dependence of the Effective Conductivity of the 2 mol% Nb Doped CeO2 Thin Films

Reprinted from Göbel et al.[15] (Copyright 2012) with permission from Elsevier.

A previous study on U doped ceria, a comparable material, indicates that the oxygen insertionreaction is exothermic (enthalpy of -0.76 ± 0.5 eV).[73] Due to this the border between defectchemistry regimes (III) and (IV) is expected to shift towards higher pO2 values for increasingtemperatures resulting in a less steeper pO2 dependence in the given constant pO2 range. As amatter of fact, at 700 °C the 2pOM  values were found to decrease to -0.12 ± 0.02.More quantitatively it is possible to calculate the oxygen insertion enthalpy from thetemperature dependence of the conductivity (Fig. 69a). Here we can take the data of the
ht-epitaxial film in which (1) no GB effects are present (i.e. case (vi) in section 2.2.3.2 and,em    can be applied) and (2) the charge neutrality condition of defect chemistryregime (IV), ,2 iD D Oz c c   , is fulfilled best compared with the two other films (since

2 1 13.5 0.5 4pOM     ). Under the assumption that Tuller’s electron mobility data[74, 90] is alsovalid in donor doped ceria the enthalpy of the oxygen insertion IH  is determined to be-0.35 ± 0.1 eV (Fig. 69b). If the fairly large measurement uncertainty is considered this is in
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reasonable agreement with the value found in ref. [73] of -0.76 ± 0.5 eV. Note, however, that bothstudies base on differently doped samples (2 mol% Nb vs. 1 mol% U) with differentmicrostructures (epitaxial thin film vs. polycrystalline pellet).

Fig. 69: Temperature Dependence of the (a) Effective Conductivity and (b) Oxygen Insertion
Equilibrium of the 2 mol% Nb Doped CeO2 Thin Films,0IK : pre exponential factor of the oxygen insertion equilibrium constant (see reaction {7} and eq. {16})

Reprinted from Göbel et al.[15] (Copyright 2012) with permission from Elsevier.

5.6.3.2 Grain Boundary EffectsNotably, the n-type conductivity of the ht-nano sample was observed to be reduced with respectto the ht-epitaxial film by one and for the rt-nano film by even up to two orders of magnitude(Fig. 68 and Fig. 69a). In addition, the activation energies of the nanocrystalline films wereincreased by about 0.1 eV (Fig. 69a). Both findings indicate that the GBs in donor doped ceriumoxide block the electronic conduction in accordance with case (vii) of section 2.2.3.2 and, hence,1 1 1, , ,(( ) ( ) )e m e e mm       
     .74

74 Also a pellet of 2 mol% Nb doped ceria was prepared and measured. The resulting impedance spectra(Fig. 70) showed only one semicircle which, however, could clearly be assigned to the GB resistance fortwo reasons. In comparison with the bulk values (1) its capacitance was 5 times larger and (2) itsresistance and activation energy values were strongly increased (Fig. 69). Probably here the bulksemicircle (which is expected to have an extremely small resistance) is out of the frequency range of themeasurement. As a matter of fact, the pO2 dependence of the pellet which is about 1 5.4  also at lowtemperatures indicates that the pellet is at the border of the defect chemistry regimes (III) and (IV) while
… footnote continued on next page
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Fig. 70: Impedance Spectrum of a 2 mol% Nb Doped Ceria PelletGiven that in the literature pure and acceptor doped ceria are well known to exhibit anenhanced electronic conductivity at the GBs,[3, 4, 6-8, 10, 12, 16, 17, 22] this is quite a remarkablefinding. For the origin of this effect three possibilities can be considered:75(A) Segregation at the GBsThe segregation of a second phase at the GBs could induce an additional resistance.However, not only is CeO2 found to tolerate even larger donor dopant concentrations than2 mol% (about 4 mol%)[86] but also the HRTEM micrographs (Fig. 66) showed clean GBswith no second phase. Hence, segregations can be ruled out to be the origin of the blockingGBs.(B) Negative SCL PotentialA negative electric potential at the GBs, leading to a depletion of the electrons in the SCLs,could in principle explain the reduced n-type conductivity. Nevertheless, the positive SCLpotential in pure and acceptor doped ceria originates from a positive GB core chargewhich again has fundamental structural origins such as a lower local occupancy of oxideions in the GB core (as experimentally confirmed in related materials , see ref. [93]). Thereason why the GB core should be structurally different in donor doped ceria (e.g. due toan increase of excess electrons or other negatively charged defects in the core) is not
for similar conditions the thin films are between defect chemistry regimes (IV) and (V). This can explainthe higher bulk conductivity in the pellet compared with the ht-epitaxial film (compare with Fig. 4, rightpanel); however, the origin of the shifted defect chemistry regimes is unclear.

Fig. 70: Impedance Spectrum of a 2 mol% Nb Doped Ceria Pellet(a) The impedance spectrum features one semicircle.(b) Also at high frequencies no additional semicircle is observed.
Reprinted from Göbel et al.[15] (Copyright 2012) with permission from Elsevier.

75 For the rt-nano film also a fourth cause is possible. For this particular donor doped sample a small shift inthe XRD signals was detected (Fig. 67). The corresponding slight structural change could result inconductivity changes. However, this does not affect the general finding of the electronically blocking natureof the GBs given that in comparison with the ht-epitaxial sample the conductivity is already stronglydiminished in the ht-nano film which does not show a change in the positions of the XRD reflections.
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obvious. However, for other materials such as TiO2[134, 135] and SrTiO3[136] a very similarswitch-over of the sign of 0  upon changing from acceptor to donor doping was found.Hence, also for donor doped CeO2 a negative SCL potential is in principle conceivable.In this case, 0  can be determined using the relationships in Table 7 or the numericalapproach (Chapter 3). The calculation yields a value of -0.32 ± 0.05 V. Interestingly, whilethe sign is different the absolute value of 0  is comparable with what is found in pure anddonor doped ceria (0.20 to 0.34 V).[10, 14, 16, 17, 98, 99] It is not clear whether this similarityoriginates from a fundamental physico-chemical origin or is merely coincidental.(C) Positive SCL Potential and Mobility ChangesAs elucidated in the section introduction 5.6.1 in donor doped ceria the SCL effects on theeffective conductivity are expected to be minor if 0 remains positive as in pure andacceptor doped ceria. Therefore other boundary effects on the conductivity can becomeperceivable which in acceptor doped and pure ceria are superimposed by the strong SCLeffects.A possible additional effect might be a change of the electron mobility, maybe due to localstrain at the GBs. In the literature many studies confirm that strain effects locally affect theconductivity (e.g. ref. [23, 27, 29, 115, 116]). In addition, it is known that depending on thereduction level the activation energy of the electron mobility eh  varies from about 0.2 eVto 0.6 eV.[90, 91] In acceptor doped cerium oxide even a change of the electron mobility atthe GBs is reported.[119] Here already a change of eh   from 0.4 to 0.5 eV would result in aconductivity drop by more than one order of magnitude at 200 °C if the preexponentialfactor is assumed to stay constant (eq. {17}). Hence, mobility changes could explain theobserved conductivity decrease.It is not obvious which of the last two scenarios occurs in the donor doped films investigatedhere. However, the finding discussed in section 5.5.3.7 indicates that also in pure and acceptordoped CeO2 other boundary effects on the electron conductivity, e.g. mobility changes, arepresent. Therefore, scenario (C) appears to be more likely than scenario (B).
5.6.4 Section Conclusions

Thin films of 2 mol% Nb doped cerium oxide were investigated. At the given temperatures and
pO2 range the defect chemistry of the samples was found to be dominated by oxygeninterstitials. At temperatures around and below 300 °C the thin films appeared to be at theborder between defect chemistry regimes (IV) and (V), whereas for higher temperatures the pO2dependence decreased indicating a shift to the region between defect chemistry regimes (III)
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and (IV) (see Table 1 and Fig. 4, right panel). The oxygen insertion enthalpy was observed to be-0.35 ± 0.1 eV in acceptable agreement with previous studies.[73]Remarkably, the GBs in the donor doped films were found to block the electron transport incontrast to acceptor doped ceria where they are well known to induce an increase of theelectron conductivity[3, 4, 6-8, 10, 12, 16, 17, 22] (with the exception of the results discussed insection 5.5.3.7). The conductivity drop can be explained with three possibilities. Here the firstone, segregation of a second phase, can be excluded due to the HRTEM investigations. Theresults of the previous section indicate that a decrease in the electron mobility is the most likelyexplanation. However, also a negative SCL potential is conceivable.
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Chapter 6

Main Conclusions

Boundary effects were found to crucially affect the ionic and electronic conductivity in ceriumoxide thin films. Here two different kinds of boundaries can be distinguished: the film substrateinterface (FSI) and grain boundaries (GBs).(A) FSI Effects on the Ionic Conductivity76Only strongly acceptor doped ceria is a predominantly ionic conductor. However, due tothe high doping content the size of a space charge layer (SCL) at the FSI is expected to benegligibly small resulting in only insignificant conductivity changes. The results of thisstudy confirm this expectation. Thus, epitaxial, acceptor doped ceria films grown on Al2O3<0001> were found not to exhibit a thickness dependent ionic conductivity.(B) FSI Effects on the Electronic Conductivity77The studied epitaxial, nominally pure ceria films grown on Al2O3 <0001> which werecharacterized by a predominantly electronic conductivity showed a conductivity drop andan increase of the activation energy with decreasing film thickness. Since GB effects can beexcluded in this case the effect can be attributed to the FSI. Qualitatively and quantitativelythe conductivity decrease is in agreement with the SCL theory.(C) GB Effects on the Ionic Conductivity(C.1) Nanocrystalline Films Grown on SiO278In the most of the investigated samples the GBs were found to control theconductivity even more significantly than effects at the FSI. As an example innanocrystalline, acceptor doped ceria films grown on SiO2 <0001> the effectiveconductivity was observed to be decreased by one order of magnitude in
76 See section 5.3 and in particular 5.3.3.1.1.77 See section 5.3 and in particular 5.3.3.2.2.78 See section 5.3 and in particular 5.3.3.1.2.
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comparison with the bulk value. This corresponds with a SCL potential at the GBs of0.32 ± 0.05 V at 700 °C.(C.2) Thickness Dependent Conductivity due to GB Effects78Interestingly, due to a dependence of the grain size on the film thickness in this lastmentioned set of samples the conductivity was observed to follow a very similartrend compared with what is expected for FSI effects. This indicates that inpolycrystalline thin films GB effects can be misinterpreted as FSI effects easily. Thatis of significance not only for future investigations of boundary effects in CeO2 andrelated materials but also for a number of recent studies (e.g. ref. [24-26, 28]).(C.3) Reduced SCL Effects79The diminished ionic conductivity at the GBs considerably limits the usability ofcerium oxide in applications. This made it particularly promising to investigatewhether the SCL potential can be reduced in polycrystalline ceria samples. Fornanocrystalline, acceptor doped CeO2 thin films grown on Al2O3 �  and MgO <100>substrates a strong decrease of the SCL potential to a value of 0.19 ± 0.05 V at 700 °Cwas observed. This corresponds to a much larger ionic conductivity in comparisonwith the nanocrystalline films on SiO2 <0001> and is most likely the result of thelower lattice mismatch between the substrate material and CeO2. Here the latticemismatch is (1) still large enough to result in the growth of polycrystalline films but(2) small enough to yield only small misorientations of adjacent grains. This againresults in low GB core charges and, therefore, diminished SCL effects.(C.4) Enhanced SCL Effects80The strongest boundary effects were detected in strongly acceptor doped filmsprepared at room temperature. In these nanocrystalline films with very small grains(≈ 10 nm) the ionic conductivity was measured to be decreased by three orders ofmagnitude corresponding with an increased SCL potential of 0.30 ± 0.05 V at 300 °C(in comparison with films prepared at 720 °C with 0.22 ± 0.05 V at 300 °C).Additionally, here the assumption of a flat dopant concentration profile (Mott-Schottky case) is expected to be fulfilled better resulting in less steep SCL profilesand, hence, more pronounced conductivity effects.
79 See section 5.4.80 See section 5.5 and in particular 5.5.3.2.
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(D) GB Effects on the Electronic Conductivity(D.1) Strong Shift of the Electrolytic Domain Boundary81The samples prepared at room temperature were found to exhibit unique propertiesof the electronic conductivity as well. Here the electrolytic domain boundary wasobserved to be considerably shifted to higher pO2 values compared to what isexpected in the literature for the bulk of ceria (extrapolated to the givenmeasurement conditions): by 29 orders of magnitude. This remarkable shift wasfound to be the result of a superposition of two effects.Firstly, the pronounced SCL effects at the GBs severely block and shortcut the ionicand electronic transport, respectively, and contribute to 16 orders of magnitude ofthe pO2 shift. Hence, as in nanocrystalline SrTiO3 where a comparable shift of the pO2at the transition point between n- and p-type conduction by 12 orders of magnitudewas observed[21] also in nanocrystalline CeO2 the SCL effects can result in very strongdisplacements of the conductivity domains (ionic, n- or p-type) concerning the pO2.Secondly, at low temperatures the electronic bulk conductivity was found to beunexpectedly large accounting for a shift of the electrolytic domain boundary by 13orders of magnitude (see bullet point (E)). Both effects were found to add to theobserved total shift by 16 + 13 = 29 orders of magnitude.(D.2) Electronically Blocking GBs in Acceptor Doped and Nominally Pure Cerium Oxide82Interestingly, while the electronic conductivity was found to be increased in thenanocrystalline samples prepared at room temperature, in the films grown at 720 °Cit was observed to be decreased despite the presence of a positive SCL potential atthe GBs. This indicates the existence of additional boundary effects on the electronicconductivity in cerium oxide thin films such as mobility variations and/or a changeof the reduction enthalpy.(D.3) Electronically Blocking GBs in Donor Doped Cerium Oxide83In order to get a better insight in how the GBs affect the electronic conductivity alsothin films of a material only barely investigated so far were studied: donor dopedCeO2. Here the measurements could confirm the observations on the defectchemistry of this material made in earlier studies, namely the presence of oxygen
81 See section 5.5 and in particular 5.5.3.3.82 See section 5.5 and in particular 5.5.3.7.83 See section 5.6.
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interstitial defects. Notably, the GBs in donor doped ceria were found to significantlyblock the electron transport. Two mechanism for this effect remain possible: (1) anegative SCL potential at the GBs and (2) a change of the electron mobility.(E) Bulk Effects on the Electronic Conductivity 84The electronic activation energy of the investigated nominally pure and acceptor dopedthin films was observed to be reduced in comparison with the single crystal data,[74]probably due to a diminished reduction enthalpy. Moreover, at low temperatures theelectronic activation energy was found to be decreased further resulting in a particularlylarge electronic conductivity at such conditions. Since in the above mentionednanocrystalline samples prepared at room temperature strong SCL effects were presenthere the electronic activation energy was decreased even more while the ionic value wasincreased. Remarkably, this change of the activation energies was found to result in areduction of the electronic value even below the ionic one. Therefore, contrary to the usualobservation made in ceria in these samples an increase of the electronic transferencenumber with decreasing temperature was detected.(F) Numerical Analysis of the SCL Effects in Cerium Oxide85Additionally to the experimental investigations the SCL effects in ceria were also analyzedby numerically calculating the expected SCL profiles. This allowed for a careful analysis ofthe complex relationships between (1) the material parameters (doping, equilibriumconstants, etc.), (2) the profile characteristics (SCL potential, SCL charge, SCL extent, SCLsteepness, etc.) and (3) the strength of the resulting conductivity effects. In contrast to theanalytical solutions for non-overlapping SCLs in the literature the numerical approach wasfound to very precisely determine both SCL profiles and conductivity effects without theuse of further assumptions, even for asymmetric and mixed cases.(G) Improvement of the SCL Analysis86Beyond the applicability to CeO2 the numerical approach allowed for a test of theassumptions made in the widely used analytical solutions which could show that theirpreciseness varies significantly depending on the actual case (Gouy-Chapman, Mott-Schottky or mixed). Remarkably, the test resulted in the formulation of new, improvedrelationships. These generally applicable formulae were found to reliably yield veryprecise outcomes even for complicated situations, such as low potentials and mixed cases.
84 See sections 5.3 and 5.5 and in particular 5.3.3.2.4 and 5.5.3.4 to 5.5.3.6.85 See section 5.1 and in particular 5.1.3 and 5.1.5.86 See section 5.1 and in particular 5.1.4.
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